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Board evicts six 
· Sawyer -residents 
1 By Mary Tamer 
Six residents of the Sawyer 
. Hall basement received eviction 
notices last Thursday after a 
· Judicial Board hearing found 
them guilty of offenses ranging. 
from underage drinking to lewd 
and indecent behavior and dorm 
damage .. All six will be appeal-
ing the decision. 
dential Life Scott Chesney said 
the students were being brought_ 
to Jud Board because of repeated 
.damages tha,t were not _ owned 
up to. He agreed with Marieb 
that the six have promoted a 
newa~ ve effect on the dorm and 
the' other residents l1ving in the 
pit. . 
Students 
' I ~ • 
Change 
professors 
By Kent Smedley 
Roughly one hundred .stu-
dents enrolled in Managerial 
Accounting 503 underwent a 
change in professors last week, 
after the dismissal of Visiting 
Professor of Administration 
Trevor E. Gambling . . 
Gambling, who teaches at ~he 
University of Bfrmingham in 
England, was dismissed from 
his services at the UNH on 
The students charged, Shaun 
McCray, .20; Michael French, 20; 
Peter Martin, 19; Shawn Bird, 
19; David McGuckin, 20; and 
Pet~r A'lto, 20, are all sopho-
mores who have been living in 
the Sawyer "pit" since last fall. ' 
The latter five are brothers of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. 
Acco.,rding- to S_awyer Hall 
Director Claudia Marieb, who 
was responsible for bringing 
the cha.rges forward, the six 
students have repeatedly com-
mitted offenses that promote 
a n~gative atmosphere in the 
pit. Sorpe of the alleged offenses 
included .breaking windo"ws,' 
urinating on the bathroom floor, 
excessive drinking, placing tnash 
in the hallway, and breaking a 
"Sometimes the chemistry 
between students works the 
wrong way. I know there is a 
group down there (in the pit) 
who haven't done anything. 
We're rea-lly dealing with a 
group of about ten who are 
turning into-a problem. I've had 
conversations with them ... it's 
a typical bad situation, we' re not · 
going to tolerate it," he said. Six ·residents won't e using Sawyer Hall's front door anymore. 
. March 21, following what As-
sistant Dean of Administration 
Wayne M. Burton c~lled "an 
amicable dissolution of the One conversation Chesney 
had with the pit residents · 
occurred March 8 in the pres-
ence of Marieb. All six involved 
in the hearing were knowingly 
tape recorded by Chesney, and 
according to McCray, were told 
they would only have to pay for 
damages if they admitted to the 
offenses. . · . I 
(Sherrie Flick photo) 
we had pink slips under our door 
saying.• that we had to go to Jud 
Board," McCray, said. 
"Claudia (Marieo) has stereo-
typed us in the pit. On th_e 
transcript of the tape there 1s 
SAE printed after our names. 
In regards to other members of 
the pit who are on the trans-
cript, she didn't mention t}llt 
one played hockey'or two are . 
on the crew t,eam." he said. . C 
. Leaf Seligman, a member of 
re~ationship." . 
Gambling at the t-ime was 
spending break at . home in 
England. -
Area Coordinator for Ac-
counting John Freear said the · 
reason for the . change was tha~ 
water pipe. · 
Associate Director of Resi-
"Chesney said if we admitted 
to the damages we'd just have · 
to pay for it, but the next day 
Alto said he was disappointed 
a transcript of the rapt: was used 
in the hearing and the fact that , 
five of them are SAE brothers 
was bro~ght up. He ·added tnat 
Ch€sL1.ey / told" them. it .. was .a: 
rnnfidential meeting and the . 
tape was· made 'for his personal 
,use only. ~Vi CTI ON, page 19 
· the -students ·fan:d the professor 
were not getting along. He said, 
as a result, attendance in both · 
sections ,of the accounting class 
which Gambling taught .. had 
dropped significantly. . · 
·********* \ . . · Talent sho:w falls Short 
Associate Professor of Eco-
nomics and Administration 
Allen R. Thompson _and Assist-
ant Professor Alistair M. Pres-
ton now co-teach the classes 
formerly taught by Gambling. 
INSIDE 
By Aniy Rogers casted Monday's show live . . 
Despite long hours of work For Sunday night's talent 
and preparation, the Student show, attendance was down and 
Coalition for the Homeless the Coalition only grossed under 
talenfshow fell short of its goals · $400. However the quality of ;**. *·******·. bnoeyth. 1_· n attendance and in mo- . the acts was ex.cellenr, ranging 
· from tap and ballet dancing, to 
Seven UNH baseball_ 
players were thrown out 
before they even got to 
·first base. See Sports on 
the back page. · 
17 remarkable groups com- folk ancl pop sfoging, to guit-
peted Sunday March 27 at the arises, to cornedians. On Monday 
talent show. Four finalists were night there were even fewer 
chosen to perform again Mon- people in the audience which, 
day night at the variety show, dampened the spirits of those 
which is a combination of pro- involved. 
fessional and amateur acts. However,the hope of receiv-
Monda y night's show_ was ing fl1:nds from the tele-thon still 
taped for WNDS Cha,nnel 50 remarns .. 
I · h ·f · and will be shown on April 8 _Jay Apsey emceed Sunday's A who e bunc /? can- ,,at 8 p.m. The show will ask for show smoothly and .there were 
didates join the race for donations and 'call in pledges. very few technical prol5lems. 
student body president. WHEB radion station also broad- The acts were professionaly 
executed,_ especially the danc~ . 
numbers. The most nervous 
participants were acn:1ally the 
organizers--Brian Bonenfant 
and Todd Del.aney, president 
and vice president of the Student 
Coalition. 
"Let me tell you about our 
shattered dreams," explained 
Bonenfant. "We set goals to 
raise $25,000 total. We tried to 
sell advertisements in a pro-: 
gram for these shows. No one 
bought it. It was a huge flop. 
We' re having a mimeographed 
program, two cents a copy ... It's 
all we can afford." ~ 
"Then we were going; !O go 
TALENT, page 19 
According to Pre.ear, .ifter 
conferring with various faculty 
members and keeping in touch 
with Gambling during break; 
Interim Dean .of the Whitte-
more School of Economics 
(WSBE) Kenneth J. Rothwell 
contacted Gambling who agreed 
to the discontinuation of his 
services. 
"Professor Ga.mbling and I 
came to a mutual under_standing 
of a new ,J..rra,ngement which 
was best for the students and 
the Whittemore School and 
which was also satisfactory to 
Professor, Gambli;ig,·· Rothwell 
said ye~terday. 
Meet them on pages 8 
and 9.. "' Senate Curbs off •camplls policy 
·q think it was felt that 
whatever was done to improve 
the situation between the class 
and the professor [ Gambling] 
- it just wouldn't work. It was 
too late. There was really no 
The ·MUB Board votes in 
favor of beer in the base-
ment. See page 5. 
By Bryan Alexander 
UNH students who break the 
law off the University campus 
can b~~athe a little easier about 
the administration's wrath since 
II --llliillllll\!l!lllllllll!mlllllllilllllllllillilllll!!llall .. lllllllail the Student Senate passed a bill 
•***************** ~h_ic~ r~stricrs_ the off-campus * · · . · i( Jurtsdict10n policy. * The New Hampshire was-tc The bill passed through rhe * not published on Friday,i'senate wi~h one <,1.bs~e~sion .. · * · i' Accordmg to J ud1oal Affairs 
tMarch 25, bec~use of a:_Chairperson Robert Rodler, 
*power outage which dis--tcwho introduced the bill with 
* bl d h · · ·. · i'Student Body Vice President 
* a e t e typesettmg_e9-~1P~i'Sabra Clarke, the bill clarifies 
iment past _our prrnpng:~he existing policy which sub-
*deadline. We apologize for-tc~ects students to ca~.l?us pun-
* . ; -i(1shment after comm1ttmg off-
* the. mconvemence. -tccampus offenses. 
·:****************.: Rodler listed two changes the \ . •- --· 
bill will bring about. First, the 
case in which a student will get 
punished for must "distinctly 
and directly affect and the 
University of New Hampshire 
as an academic community" 
even though it is off campus. 
Secondly, the decision of 
whether the case has this effect 
must be made by the Executive 
Board of the Administrative 
Ove·rsight Committee. This 
committee will have student 
participation, · according to 
Radler. 
Previously this · decision . was 
made_ by one ~dministrator, 
accordirig to Rodler. 
'That criteria has not been 
used in the past at the U niver-
sity," said Rodler. f h f 
Rodler said not all senators realistic prospect O t e pro es-
. sor and the students being able . 
are for this jurisdiction policy to turn this around," Freear said. 
which states, "Students whose Freear also said that the 
conduct on campus departs from resolution was ·carried out so 
the standards described in the 
that everyone won. 
University Rules of Conduct will Similarly, Burton said, "Tre-
be subject to appropriate dis- vor was happier. The dean was 
ciplinary a~tion." . "happier. The students were 
· Tom Bride claimed he is 
- happier.. . .! think the situation 
against off-campus jurisdiction, is in everybody's best'-interest." 
but said he voted for the bill to , ~'It's probably. the worst class 
curb its power. I've ever had;" said sophomore 
"The University should haye WSBE student, Ned Woody, 
no jurisdiction over what_ any who is taking managerial ac-
srudents do off campus. This counting. 
bill was only to define and • G bl" l 
protect students' rights," said . "He [ .am ing] wrote s opp-
Bride. "What's off campus is 
off campus." 
PROFESSOR, page '15 
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Fraternity members serve as Durham offiCers 
By Rob Matthews und<:_!-"fover, then pe'opfe would 
Although it may be very hard eventually begin to recognize 
to imagine a fraternity brother who they wei:-e and their lives 
being a Durham police officer, at UNH would be very difficult. 
· Bruce Twyon and Jeff Morgan, Twyon said he has already had · 
two Phi Kappa Theta brothers, . to confront people in his classes 
feel they· have done nothing but whom he has arrested before-
improve the image of UNH' s -working undercover would only 
Greek system. _ make life worse. . 
"By being police officers," But as brothers of Phi Kappa 
Twyon said, ··we've shown Theta, a fraternity that hasn't 
Druham that there are some been in the cu_rrent spotlight 
responsible students out there." for underage drinkiflg and dis-
However, according to ruptive behavior like many of 
Twyon and Morgan, this con- the other fraternities, Morgan 
flicting lifestyle can have its and Twyon said people have 
difficulties. They said they hav~ been giving Peter Yianopoulos, 
recently come under fire from · the president of Phi Kap, some 
the A,imors circulating around grief over the pair's involve-
campus that claim the two of ment with the Durham police. 
theµi are helping police "bust" Twyon and Morgan said the idea 
the other fraternities by work- that they can keep Phi Kap fro'm 
ing undercover. Both men de- being in trouble is false. They 
nied these rumors. said they are just as tough on 
Morgan and Twyon said they the brothers as they are with 
have never worked undercover anyone else. _ 
in Durham before because, as Twyon said, · "At times a 
Morgan put it, "That is · for the brother will come up to us and 
big guys. I don't have the ask if we could get them out of 
personality for it (undercover a speeding ticket and we ask 
. work)." Twyon also added that them, 'Hey, are you guilty?' If 
many times, other detect_ive they say yes, then we tell them 
agencies are called into Durham to pay it." 
to conduct the undercover in- . As president of Phi Kappa 
vestigations. ·Theta a year ago, Twyon actually 
signatures . 
. Twyon also mentioned that 
when he became a police officer, 
which was about a year ago, he 
sat down with the other frater-
nity pre•sidents ancl discussed 
with them the situation he was 
in. • ~- . . , 
"I told them straight out," . 
he said; "that I wasn't going to 
tell them what the police had 
on them either. I had no prob-
lems while I was in office." 
Twyon -and Morgan feel that 
they are 'being used as scape-
goats for the pressure being put · 
u.pon the Gr~ek system by the 
new Greek advisor, Mike Sciola, 
a'nd his policy "shape up or ship 
out." . 
. They said the reason t4eir 
· fraternity has stayed out of the 
limelight is because they make · 
sure everything is going tq run 
smoothly during a party. Ac-
cording to Twyon and Morgan, 
peqple are walked home if they 
1 are too drunk and there aren't. 
any tickets sold for p~rties. This, 
they said, is where fraternities 
are getting caught. 
The other reason they said gave himself a noise violation 
· they wouldn't work undercover and Morgan, the former tre(l.s-
is because they are students at urer, had to sign the check that 
UNH who want to get an paid the fine. Both men agreed 
_ education. Twyon is a Criminal that it wasn't exactly the mos_t 
Justice Major and Morgan is in comfortable situation when the 
Resour.ce Economics. other officers noticed their 
1}9th said that !f they did go 
Both know that it is hard for 
a fraternity to throw free parties 
all of the time, but with the 
recent crac_kdown op hous·e.s, 
they belie,ve e.ac·h fraternity is 
going to have· to decide for 
themselves what ·is best for 
them. 
Bruce Twyon and Jeff Morgan are two of Durham's men in 
blue. (Addie Holmgren photo) 
Jackson victo,ry changes 
.no-mination outloo~ 
Jesse Jacks~n•s landslide victory over Michael 
Dukakis ih Michigan last Saturday caused many 
critics to reconsider the possibility of Jackson 
winning the democratic nomination. . . 
. Jackson pulled in nearly twice as much support 
as, Dukakis, receiving 107,689 votes for Dukakis' 
5-5,337. Richard Gephardt, whose nomination victory 
now seems unlikely, received a meager 24,995 votes. 
Michigan, the seventh largest state in the U.S., 
was all Jackson needed to truly secure his position 
· as one of the top contenders for the democratic 
nomination. The latest official delegate count by 
the Associate Press revealed that Jackson. had 597, 
only four counts behind Dukakis' 603; 
For Jackson, victory was sweet, but it was no time 
to feel overly confident. Jackson has yet to conquer 
the two mammoth states of California and New 
York. For 'now h'e merely has to concentrate on 
winning the upcoming_ caucuses in Connecticut and 
Colorado. / 
Maine constable clears 
100 chicken carcasses 
The next time 100 dead chickens turn up along 
the side of a road in Manchester, Maine, Constable 
Warren Knowles hopes someone else will clean 
up the mess. ' 
'T d rather chase an ugly dog any day", said 
Knowles after spending more than two hours picking 
up the festering carcasses which mysteriol,!sly 
appeared on a back road near U.S. Route 202. 
."Absolutely the worst job I've had to do," he 
said. 
- Having to spend several gruel-
ing hours as crossing guards to 
prove they had responsibility, 
neither Morgan-nor Twyon wtll 
deny the Durham Police De-
partment had second thoughts 
about hiring them. They have 
had to make sacrifices, but 
nothing they have regretted. 
Boston- soon to hav·e , 
Hard Rock Cafe 
The opening of a Hard Rock Cafe in Boston came 
closer to reality after an entertainment license was 
granted to a proprietor for the company. The license 
permits live entertainment, ·dam;:ing, and recorded 
background music. _ 
The only requirement tha.t needs to be fullfilled 
in order for the bar to open is approval by the state 
Alcohol Beverages Conr'rol Commission. 
The cafe will open at 131 Clarendon St., former 
site of Jason's Restaurant and Nightclub. 
Hell'~ Angel loses tattoos 
·to. change identity 
The scruff beard, glasses, and excess pounds can 
be taken off easily enough. The most difficuft thing 
James· (Gorilla) Harwood will have to remove w_ill 
be his colorful tattoo clusters that brand him .as 
a life member of the Hell's Angels. 
Harwood is in the process of having his identity 
changed after his decision to testify against fellow 
members accused of drug uaffic~ing. . 
'Tm going to need laser surgery to get these off, 
and I'm not going to like it," ~aid Harwood. . 
In an interview, Harwood described the seedy 
world of drugs and violence, pf which he had . once 
been involved. He outlined the Hell's_ Angels 
traditional "code of silence" practice, which calls 
for the death of any member who gives information 
to authorities. 
"Harwood makes a terrific witness," said Assistant 
U.S. Attorney James McGuire, "he has been 
absolutely candid with me. His renditions of what 
happened have been entirely consistent." 
_During part of the trial, several Hell's Angels 
- sat in the courtroom giving Harwood icy looks. 
Later they described him as a lying stool pigeon 
who betrayed his brother Angels to avoid a lengthy 
jail term. "This guy is no hero by any means," said 
Hell's Angel's member Butch Garcia, "He's getting 
rewarded for ratting on everyone else." 
· In return for his cooperation, Harwood thinks 
he will win an early parole and may be fre~ 1n less 
·than two years. 
U.S. troops to leave Hori- -) 
duran territory soon 
. . ' 
Last Thursday the Reagan administration 
ordered a withdrawal of th~ more than 3,000 
American troops sent to Honduras t:wo weeks ago. 
The decision to send troops to the war torn area 
stemmed from Nicaraguan aggression against 
several contra base camps in neighboring Honduras. 
1\. White House-official said the troops were intended 
to give moral support to the contras and quick 
withdrawal of U.S. soldiers was intended all along. 
Since all official assistance to the contras stopped 
on Feb. 29, Congress has so far rejected two aid 
packages. The recent a'ttack of contra troops by 
Nicaragua seems to have swayed .congress'ional . 
opinion and made the possiqility of passing some 
type of contra aid more probable. 
-~ublic opposes pardon qf 
O_livei:- North 
A New York Times/CBS News Poll showed that 
64%, of Americans polled oppose pardoning Lieut. 
Col. Oliver North before he goes on trial for 
allegations involving the Iran-contra scandal. Only 
27% of the people surneyed want North pardoned 
before he goes on trial. 
Americans were divided evenly in their opinion 
about whether or not North should be pcJ.rdoned 
after a triaL 
The poll indicates that many Americans have 
a strict interpretation of the law, hold,ing that it 
is wrong to pardon someone before indictment 
in a trial. This follows along with general pubic 
opinion in the past, such as the strong opposition 
to President Nixon's unconditional pardon by 
President · Ford. · · . . · 
- -. - - - - - - - ~ . - - - - - - - . ~ ... ·- - ·- - .... ·- -· ·- - ~ - . - . - - ... - - . -- . 
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Senate passes . AIDS 
sanipling program 
By Duncan McEachern 
The University of New 
Hampshire will be 'one of 
twenty universities nationwide 
to participate in a program .that 
will s_end blood sam pies of 
students to be tested for the 
AIDS virus. 
This decision comes ~s a 
result of 32·to 12 vote in favor 
of the bill introduced by Monica 
Wells to the Student Senate. 
, The proposed plan put forth 
by the American College and 
Health Association calls for the 
testing of 20,000 blood samples 
in the program. The funding 
will be provided by the associ- · 
ation. 
The blood_ samples will be 
obtained from students who 
have blood .drawn for routine 
laboratory tests such as · a phys-
ical or mononucleosis. A portion 
of that blood will then be put 
in a separate container and sent 
to a national center; where it • 
will be tested for the AIDS virus. 
The samples will be comco-
pletely anonymous, neither the 
students name nor their univer-
sity they 'attend will be asso_ciat.,. . 
ed with the blood sample. The 
sample will be identified only 
by age, sex a-nd race. One out 
of every ten blood samples will 
be gestroyed so a student 
shouldn't claim that they have 
been tested for the AIDS virus. 
· A student will not be able t~ 
· be identified as having the virus, 
and .can never be contacted as 
to the re.suits of the test, accord-
ing to Dr. Patterson, the UNH 
representarive for the testing 
program. 
· Patterson stressed that the 
purpose of the testing is not to 
identify individuals who have 
. AIDS but rather to get an 
estimate on the prevalence of 
· AIDS within the college com-
munity. He cited several reasons 
why he f~els UNH should be 
invloved in the study. 
"There will be only twenty 
universities partjcipating in the 
study, and it will be done any 
way. I think it would be nice if 
. the University played a role in 
AIDS, page 14 
Wildcat has been nabbed twice for selling to minors in as many 
months. (Peter Tamposi photo) 




By_ Mary Tamer 
UNH junior Arny Brodsky, 
20, was arrested for underage• 
drinking at the Wildcat Saturday 
night, according to a Durham 
police spokesman. 
Brodsky, a member of the 
Judicial Affairs committee of 
the Student Senate, was ob-
~erved by a Durham police 
. officer while she was inside the 
Wildcat. Upon investigation, 
which occurr~d at approximate-
,ly 9 p.m., the officer discovered 
that Brodsky was underage and 
took her into custody. 
This will be the second un-
~erage drinking violation fo.t 
the Wildcat in less than two 
.months. The first violation 
occurred on the night of Feb-
,.ruary 5- when the New Hamp-
shire liquor commission, in 
conjunction with the Durham 
Police Department, raided the 
Wildcat and other local bars in • 
a routine check for underage 
drinkers. , 
Brodsky will face charges of· 
unlawful possession in Durham 
District Court later next month. 
Protest 
for peace· 
A handful of students gathered 
. Police break up -
campus theft ring , 
in front of T-Hall Thursday before 
traveling to Portsmouth for a 
demonstration against the Unite& 
States intervention in Nicaragua. 
The protesters, angry about U.S. · 
troops sent to neigboring Hon-
duras and 'the idea of military aid 
to the contras, carried signs and 
chanted in front of the Federal 
Building in Portsmouth for sev-
eral hours. Two by two the dem-
onstrators, whose numbers to- , 
talle.d ~bout 20, l~ft complaints 
with Senator Warren Rudman's 
secretary in his second floor office 
of the Federal Building. Many said 
they wanted to · instruct Rudman 
not to vote for contra aid, as he 
has in the past, and to use his 
influence·to make sure the U.S. 
troops bring back all their wea-_ 
pons when they pull out of Hon- , · .... . · ·. · ~ ·· · . . · ; ·:~.... ·- . 
duras. · Protester Carole Renselaer has fun with Portsmouth officer 
-Elizabeth Cote Bob Lightzer. (Christi Mitchell photo) 
) d' 
By Chris Pµllet 
- University Police'.s Spe~ial 
Services division finished up 
. a six·-month investigation in-
. volving a string of thefts across 
campus with three studeq.ts 
being charged with misdemea-
· nors. . . 
Detective Paul Dean said the 
information came froin a con-
. fidential informant. 
Dean headed the investiga-
tion which solved 29 cases over 
a two year period. "It has been 
a slow process IJ1atching prop-
erty and reportst said Dean. 
"Above all, we worried about 
getting the prl")ptrty back to the 
· victims." 
· Dean said he has recovered ' 
3 7. pieces of stolen property · 
after a thorough search of the 
students' room. He said the 
_students were very cooperative 
and consented ro' th'e UNH 
Police search. _ 
"The st~dents ~illingly gave 
, up the property which has been 
tied to many of the reports," 
said Dean. "There is a great dea·l 
of property which was recovered 
that wasn't reported stolen." · , , 
Dean said the thefts were' . . 
from bookbags at all three 
dining halls, various thefts. from • 
dormitories (Devine, Stoke, 
Stillings, and Williamson) and 
· a suspicion of thefts from aca.,. 
demic buildings. _,.., 
Chief Roger Beaudoin said, "I 
am happy with the way the 
investigation was carried out 
a.nd the results -that were 
achieved.,, · 
Beaudoin added, "Everyone · 
has gained a little from the 
experience." 
Campus recovers 
from power outage 
By Joanne Marino,:., 
Area I suffered a · power out-
age Thursday night, leaving 
.. students huddled in dark hal-
lways and aggravated by the 
inconvenience. Area II also went 
'i black at 1 a.m. but onlv for 
A dozen protesters gathered at T-Hall before heading to the Portsmouth demonstration.· 
(Peter Tamposi photo) 
fifteen minutes. · 
The blackout in Area I was 
the second of the 1987-88 aca-
demic year. 
According to Stoke Resident 
Assistant Brian Millette, the 
power went out at approximate-
ly 10:15 p.m. and the problem · 
was localized to either a trans-
former or circuit behind Lord 
· Hall. 
Millette said it may be the 
same one that caused the black-
out in Area I last semester. 
Stoke Halt Director Gary 
Carskaddan said there was no 
plan for evacuation. 
The RA on duty, Jennifer 
Horton, said the security desk 
was still set up and theRAs were 
checking the floors-to enforce 
fire codes. Robin Paris, one the 
students working on the security 
desk, said people were being 
very quiet and just hanging out 
in the hallways. 
Horton expressed <:oncern 
that_ she could not answer ques~ 
tio~s stud~nts were asking her 
in regards to the blackout. 
"I am frustrated that I am not 
receiving information from the 
people in charge,." said Horton. 
Students were annoyed by the 
power outage. Jean Dittrich, a 
BLACKOUT, page 14 
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· Shollld the Univ.erSity Judicial System h~ve 
. - • . \ ! . . .• 9££-campus ju;risdiction? .· · · · i . . .. . · 
; l. 
uNo, l think that we should · 
be responsible for our own 
actions off-.campus" . '-
ffDefinately not. I should 
only .he held responsible by 
the university for my ac-
tions that occur on ' cam-
pus. If they did havejuris- · 
diction,it would be like 
being tried for O'fJe action 
twice." 
ul think its wrong. We pay 
to come here,. why should 
the school hav.e jurisdiction 
when we're off-ca"mpus? 
The campus rules would 
' uNo,{ think the idea of off;. 
campus jurisdiction i~ typ- .. 
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· Chrisfay · 
Senior 
Bus. Adrnn · 
.· The ·New Hampshire 
is noW c;iccepting applications for 
GRAPHIC ASSIST ANTS 
.,. · ... 
• - ' .! ·~ .;.. t. -:· 'r 
• . ~ 1 r,' ~ • ..~.. ..... .. J • ~ ,: 
We ·seek dedicated, cre.ative weasels interested 
i.n gaining exp~rience in the fast-paced 
world of advertising design. 
;. ,;r:--:,·:i 
'Come to rOom 151 of the MUB tp fill out an appliccition. :. 
.',,"-.' . 
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:Board endorses b-eer in MtJa~: :CALENDAR 
By Pamela beKorii-ng ro'·s proposal on M~rch 9. While 
th~· focus of this proposal is a 
restructuring. of a .. student en-
_tertainment facility, akohol is 
an option. Sweeney said the 
board decision limits that op-
issue. ' .: . :·>rr:~ \~tti1is:tiiv: :MAllCH 29<· 
. The MUB Board of Gover-
nors endorsed the sale of alcohol· 
in the MUB Thursday, 'under ', 
the condition that Channel 11 
space is approved as an enter-
taimnent facility where beer will 
· Board mem.ber Eric Stire~, · · ' · · · 
.;who cast one of two negariv;e :, HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES. - "Hobbies and the 
votes· for the proposal with t1he New ·Political Science, ",Warren R. Brown,·Political Science. 
Channel 11 limitation, ~greed. , Roo~ 216, flamilton ,Smith, :n a.m. to_ 12:30 p,m. · 
be served. ~ 
. The'board was _a,cting on a 
survey of students which listed 
an entertainment ·facility as the 
number one student priority by 
the ChanQ.el 11 space commit- · 
tee. The committee sent this list 
of re.commendations to Dean 
·of S-rudent Affairs J. Gregg 
Sanborn: 
tion. · 
He said, "~efore t.~is proposal 
( in reference to the Channel 11 
stipulation) was brought up, 
Kilamanjaro's was sitqated at 
the entrance of the MUB. Now, 
we're without a-n option and 
locked into a space that poten-
tially doesn't exist with no doors 
leading to an alternate space." 
He said, 'The concept of alcohol ·~, ' OPEN HOUSE -Smith Hall Internation~l Center Open 
is wonderful, and I think we · House. Stop in and find out what we're all about, and cosidering 
should have voted on thaf. .. . ljving iri Smith Hall. 7_~9 p.m ... 
Limiting it was endangering the 
proposal we passed last,week." . · JAPANESE FILM - ."Y:ojimbo." One of the Classic satires 
He added, "We .,coul.d have . :' directed by AkiraKurosawa about a samurai who brings peace 
come up 'with ·a much.better · ,tcra lawless town: Room 4, Horton, 7:30 p.m. 
The recommendations also 
included . several other options, 
including a bookstore, TV 
lounge, laundro.inat, and mail 
boxes for area II. 
Co-sponsor of the Kilaman-
jaro'sproposal, Patrick Sweeney 
was disappointed in the board's 
d~cisiori. He ·said he believes it 
jeop~rdizes the pos~ibility of 
securing the Channel 11 space. 
. He said alcohol in the MUB 
is in · jeopardy because there is 
a possibility that the Channel 
Tl space will not be allocated 
as an ent(:rt~inment facility. \.: 
The board approved-Sw~eney 
. and Greg Beckees Kilamanja-
He said,, "I think the board's 
dedsion (in limiting the sale 
of alcohol ohly to the Channel 
11 space) is an absurdity. It'.s 
severely limidng our options." 
MUB Board chairman Mi~ 
chael Keating explained the 
board's decision. 
Keating said, '.''Phe board feels 
· the cafeteria is an in appropriate 
atmQsphere in which to initiate . 
Kilamanjaro's."· ' . 
He added, "The board felt 
that Kilimanjaro's as a paper 
brginiza_tion would succeed, yet 
the cafeteria is not conducive 
h . " to sue a suFcess. . 
, He stressed the concept of 
-alcohol in the MUB as the key 
I 
proposal for alc;:ohol that 
wouldn't ·have endangered the 
Kilamanj~ro·s proposal." 
MUB Board Vice Chairman 
Bret Clemons supported the 
proposaLHe said it would be 
negative for the poard to reject 
any alcohol proposal, but that : 
ideally he would have preferred 
it didn't stipulate the Cnannel 
11 space. . 
He said, "I felt because the "' 
administration would look at 
a 'nay; vote as the students not 
knowing what they wanted.'' . · 
He added, "I felt the board 
had to pass it, or the board would 
look,bad." He·said his· decision 
was based more on the students'· 
desire for alcohol than the board 
being portrayed in a negative 
light. ) · · 
, Court finds fraternity guilty 
· WEDNESDAY,.M,ARCH 30_ 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "UNH Darice Theater." 
Johnson Theater, '.Paul Arts, 10:30 a.m. and 8 p.m. · 
TALK - Professor Frost will talk on his research for the 
U.S. Coast Guard·:on .Global Radio Navigation Systems. Room 
M227, Kingsbury'., noon. . 
1 
:. 
, •. - I 
FORUM - Student Senate, "Cpmmuter Forum on the Rec ·· 
Facilities ,Referendum. Room 206, Hamilton Smith;-6:30 
p.m. 
.HUMANITIES FACULTY LECTURE - "Is Philosophy 
Dead?" Charlotte Witt, .Assistant Professor of Philosophy. 
~lumni C~nter, 7:30 p.m., free, open to public. 
THURS.DAY, MARCH31 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - Gallery talk 
by Hans Rohr, "Old Books and Prints/' Mr. Rohr is also 
willing to do a free informal appraisal of old books. Galleries, 
Paul Arts~ noon. _ . -
. LUNCH .BOX VIPEOS -WORKING IN THE THEATER 
- "American Theater Wing" Seminar, "Wo11king In the 
. Theater: The Playwright/Director.'' Hennessy Theater, Paul 
Arts, 12:30 p.m. 
WRITERS SERIES - Charles Wright, poetry. Forum Roorn, 
Library, 4 p.m. · '-- . 
By Mary Tamer added the option of s~spending made to avoid against such 
~On March 10, Delta Chi another $250 annually if the , incidents from happening." PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - Jeffr~y_Metzger, Ps_y-
ft1aternity was tried and found brothers perform 80 hours of Four-year Delta Chi brother chology, UNH. "Fact or Artifact: Sadder but Wiser· Revisited.'' 
guilty in Strafford Supei::ior service to alcohol-related com- Greg Becker said the $5000 fine Room 101, Conant, 4 p.m. 
Gourt on two counts of serving munity progra~s each cale~dar is unjust-and that the incident EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM - "Malas ina Glaciear, -: 
a,cohol to minors. According - year and submit proof of it to that occurred could have hap- Al k A M d A 1 f h S · h · ~ • f h · ; h · the the county attornev before No- nened anywhere. as a:. 0 en:i ~a og or t e out ~aSt argm O t e . , 
}_;a:~tiv~lyth/~l~s-~iit~y~ g * verriber 3~. ' . . J-~: -~ .. . . -.:.r~~ ~ ~··o·~rha~ ,;P'olice~coul~''6ti'sY f'~ ;--,taReR~~~x11~,:~~;,~r/;~~lloorbr9~~· -Dept. ;Of;~-- eology;,"z:" 
a f5'0()'0, frn¢ {o-vehf'.favei y:¢:at:,€-~r;;y,~G:~O-Fd1-t1g -tQ •-~th<t,Frop,~f!-Q{ili atJY;_q-1}~-;!.h~y~~ ~a.g,t,, ~B,}!:,J}1}fth,rw a ' •• • • ;;:· ·-·· L. .. : . ' ... - ~J\ ,_."_,,. . ,· :r. -·· 
period. · · · - · _ · , report· fil~d by probation ~nd wa~t to get you, they will. _T_he MUSO FILM - "Wish You Were Here.'' Strafford Room, 
· The sentence was given al- parole officer Steph_en ~arhsle socta! aspec_ts. the frate~nmes MUB, 7-and 9:30 p.m., students .$1; .general $2. . • 
most a year after the violations , _.on February 16, _a le~serfme was provide are vtta1to social de-:,-
were found at a Delta Chi party r(!queste,d since "the cpapter velopment for students. We 
d1:trl).e night of March 28, 1987. · · (Delta Chi) would suffer;,}1 great have brot:hers that stay so~er 
T_y..i-o underaged students, Amy deal from a large fine ... however, and provide a shuttle se~v!ce 
S~yder and Br_ian Scott, were a message needs to be sent to that keeps studen~s from ~nvmg 
qties~ioned by ~oli~e and had t~~ re.~t of the campus frater- ~irunk after parties. Un~il_,beer 
admitted to drrnkrng at the . mttes. , , is returned to the MUB ~ub, 
fra.ternity earlier that evening. . The ~ep?,rt added a statemen~ fr~ts. are the_ mos} feas_ible 
'.Both violations were tried that said, (Former Delta Chi . dnnkmg experience, he said. 
sep1rately and received separate ,presiden~ Kev_in) Do.Y:7ning said !he srispe_nded fines may be 
decrees, one ending in a $25,000 . tt _.certarnly is possible they . r~ii:n~osed if further alcohol 
suspended fine and the other (Snyder and Scott) could h~v.e v_10iar!ons occur _between ape-
with a $25,000 fine, all being been gi,ven a,lcohol by some.o~e nod of three to Jive years. 
su~_pended but $5000. The juqge · ofr-Iegal age; but every effort 1s 
< .UNIVERSITY THEATER ~ "UNH Dance Theater.'.' 
Johnson Tliearer, Paul .Arts, 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, _APRIL 1 
' 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - UNH Dance Theater. Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. . . 
.. CALENDAR INFORMATION MU Si BE SUBMITTED T_O 'ii 
THE OFFICE OF _STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. -. 
•. (Observ~ deadlines on proper forms) · · . ;,. 
1be New·dampsbire (USP_S 379-280) is published _and di~tributed semi-weekly 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are'located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
lJnion Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Mon· ' V-
Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24,00. Third class postagt.. 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should !,:heck their ads the first day . . · 
.,T-he New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or .other . r 
• trrors, but will repri-nt that part of an advertisment in which a typographical 
err?.r :apj>~a.~s, jf ,notified ._immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes · : ' 
. _t6 'flJ~ .'New Ha-,,,p_~hir._r, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed ; 




AITENTION ·CLASS OF 1989" .. 
Upcoming Senior Nursing Students ·are welcome , ·' 
to apply for admission into Concord Hospital's Stu-
dent Nurse summer externship program. 
You wiil gain clinical experience on a unit such as 
O_rthopedics, Renal/Urology, Substanc_e Abuse, 
Diabetes Cluster, Telemetr_y; Pediatrics, Operating . 
Room, Maternity, Psychiatric Services. You will also · 
benefit from month.ly workshops on management · 
and personal development issues. 
Participants in_ the program will be paid and 'are 
eligible for on-site housing at a reasonable cost. The 
state of New Hamp?hire requir~s that all Nursing 
Assistants-be Cert1f1ed Nurse Aides. Since not all 
students are certified, we will assist each individu-
al to achieve the necessary 5-ertification. 
For m<?re information or an application, contact: 
Jacqui McGettig~n, Employment Coordinator, 
Concord Hospital, · Personnel Services 
250 Pleasant ~treet, Concord, NH 03301'. 
(603) 225-2711, ext. 3700. , 
PAGE six 
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ACADEMIC 
~ 
, -OUTSTANDING TEACHER AW .A:RD: The 
Coll~ge . <;>f Life Sciences & Agriculture is seeking 
nomma-ttons for the Annual Outstanding Teacher 
A ward to be presented to a full time LS&A faculty 
member at Honors Convocation. Nomination forms 
are ~vaila'ble in Departmental Offices (A!NSC, 
BC_HM, BOT, ENTO, FORS,. MICR, PLSC, 
~ECO/CD. VTAE, ZOOL) and in the Dean's Office 
(Taylor Hall). Deadline is April 15. 
LIBRAR y COMPT.}t.ER SEARCH SER VICES.: . 
Free computer searcl]ing the ERIC, Sociofile, Psyclit, 
and CIRR database$ is now; available in the 
Reference Ar~a of Dif!1ond Library. These databases 
cover education, sociology, psychology, business 
and related disciplines. Call Reference Desk 1862-
1544 for \ietails. · ' 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
1:QUL 'f: FITNESS. PROGRAMS: Sponsored by 
'. Recreational Sports. The following classes w-ill 
be ,held from March 28 to May 6: Body Build-
in~/Women' s Weights, Mon/Wed 6-7:30 p.m. 
or Tl!les/Thur 6-7:30 p.m.; Swim Fitness & Stroke 
Training, Tues/ Thu,rs 4-5 p.m.; Aquacize, · 
Mo~/We14:30-5:30 p.m .. or Tues/ Thur 5-6 p.m. 
Regmer rn Room 151, Field House, M-F~ 8 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. by March 28. Students $20, rec pass holders 
$30, all others $40. 
_ ADV ANC:~D LIF~SA VING COURSE: Sponsored 
by Recreational Sports. Need a summer job? Gain 
. valuable ce~tification in Advanced Lifesaving and 
~e.~?me a lifeguard for you smpmer job. Spaces 
hmited; Meets M-W-F, 3-4:30 at.Indoor Pool, March 
28 to May 6. R~gister in Room 151, Field House, 
M-F, 8-4 by March 28. Students/ Rec pass holders 
, $25, others $35. · 
_.U~J:I BOWL-A-THON: Sponsored by Com-
m_untty Development.-Benefit Seacoast Big Brothers, 
· Big Sisters Assoc. Thursday, March 31, Games 
Ro<:>m, ~UB, 10 a.m. to 16 p.m. Pledge forms 
available m Room 302B, James Halt · 
SECOND-QUARTER PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
-CL(1.SSES: _Sponso~ed by Dept. of Physical Edu- -
cation. Spr~ng Physical Edqcation elective activity 
classes begm Monday, March 21 except for tennis 
which begins April. 4. 
CAREER 
.JO~ SEARCH SUPPORT GROUP: Seniors, grad . 
students, staff, alumni ... anyone job hunting is 
· welcome to come shar~ ideas, frustration and 
support with_ other job seekers. Tuesday, March 
29, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30-5:30 p.m. . 
B.R.E.A.K. (Bag It, Relax Eat and Connect): 
St~dents _who are divorced, separated, or just 
t~mkit?-g abo~t it are invited to.meet for sharing 
discussion. Brmg you lunch and stop in for at least 
an hour on Mondays, Non-Traditional Student 
Center, Pettee House, 11:30-1:30 p.m. Information: 
862-3647. 
PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP STUDY: Spon-
sored by United Campus Ministry. bible Study on 
Minor-Prophets of the Old Testament; Wednesdays, 
· Waysmeet, 15 MiU Road, 7-8 p.rn. . 
I.~.I.S. (Incest ·surviyors in ·Sisterhood): A sharing 
discussion for survivors of incest (no abusers). 
Every Thursday, Non-Traditional Student Center, 
Pettee House, 4-5 p.m. Information: Lesley, 868-
~ 13 73 after 7 p.m. 
MEDITATION: Relieves stress and allows one 
to reac~ deeper levels_ of self-awarene~s by focusing 
attention on breathing and emptymg the mind 
- very -informal - bring cushions. Thursdays, Room 
A-204, Paul Arts, 5:45 p.m. . 
PIZZA LUNCH: Share a pizza with other non-
traditional students on Fridays. Serving MUB pizza . 
for$~ .slice; (beverages available). Fridays, Non-
Trad1t1onal Student Center, Pe_ttee House, noon · 
· to 2 p.m: 
I . 
UNH WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: 
"Career Growth Issues for Women," Carole .Evans, 
Evans & Assoc., Managtfilent Consultant and 
Lecturer, WSBE. Friday, April 8, Senate/ Merrimack 
Room, MUB, 8-9:30 a.m., faculty/ staff $3,. students 
$1.50. RSVP Women's Commission; 862-1058, 
by April 1. . 
GOURMET DINNERS: Sponsored by H.otel 
Administration Progrm. "Boston's Finest - A 
Cu}inary Pro~enade." An evening of fine dining , 
ana· entertainment _featuring several dishes from 
some of Boston's finest hotels arid restaurants . 
~piil 15 anp. Saturday, April 16, Granite 
STate Room, MU~, cocktails 6:15 p.m., dinner 
7 p.m., $18.95 each ·person. Ticket Information: 
MUB Ticket Office; 862-2290 ' 
HEALTH 
~OMEN'S HEALTH PROGRAM: This program . 
discusses the importance of pre-ventive healthcare 
with special emphasis on reproductive health . 
Tuesday, March 29, Congreve, 7 p.m. _ 
ALCOHOL PROGRAM: Give individuals an 
opportunity to discuss alcohol-related issues arid • 




COALITION FORDISARMAMENT &'PEACE 
MEETING: A.n organization composed of students, 
staff and community members working for a safer, 
n~clear free world.' Wednesdays, Forurh Room, 
Library; 7 p.m. · . 
INNER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
MEEpNG: Come for worship, friendshipk, bible 
teac_hmg, and f~n. Thursday, (check in at Infor.-
mauon Center) MUB, 6:30 to 8 p.m. 
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Will 
discuss clinic. Tuesday, March 29, Light Horse _ 
Classroom, 6 p.m. 
LMT ~ MEETING: Leisure Management and 
Tounsm students, don't 'miss the opportunity to-
develop a club structure, goals a,nd a calendar of 
events! Tuesday, March. 29, Room 213, Hewitt, 
7-8 p.m. · . \, 
\ ' ~f 
UNH COLLEGIATE 4-H CLUB MEETING:
1
There 
will be a speaker on Aids: Fact and Fiction, as well 
as a brief monthly meeting~ Wednesday, March 
30, Room 202, Kendall hall, 7 :45 p.m. 
ULTIMATE FRISBEE ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING: To organize an ultimate frisbee team 
for the spring seas.on that will compete against · 
other colleges such as Keene State, WPI and UConn. 
Free T-shirt, practice T,R,F. Tuesday, April 5 
Merrimack Room, MUB, 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. $15 
dues will be coqected. 
UNIVERSITY -COMPUTING 
NON-CREDIT COURSES are free of charge. , 
Register onlin~ on the ·Y._ AX/ VMS systems by 
entering. the comma.nd "TRAINING" at the VMS 
command level prompt ($). Cufs users should tab 
down to _Other Se,rvices on the menu and' type 
"TRAINING". Call 3667 to register if you do not . 
have access to the above. All classes are held in 
Stoke Cluster Classroom unless oth~rwise stated. 
SPSSX: This course· introduces basic SPSSX 
terminology and file conc.epts. Users will learn 
how to define and describe data to SPSSX and 
how to use some of the most common stati~tical 
procedures in SPSSX: Prerequisite: VAX/ VMS 
or equivalent experience. Tuesday, March 29 and 
Thursday, March 31, 3-12i':30 p.m: 
VAX/ VMS - This cpurse introduces new users 
to the VAX/ VMS operating system, the default 
environment given to each new user and an 
overview of commands, software anlut1lities 
available on Hilbert. Monday, April 4, 1:30-4 p.m. 
HP LASER JET SERIES II PRINTER - THis 
col!lrse provides an overview of the Hewlett-Packard 
Laser Jet series II printer. Topics include down-
EQUINE SEMINAR: Sponsored by Department loadable fonts and font cartridges, graphics issues 
of Animal Sciences. Jack Meagher, Equine Sports ·. and ?Pt~mizing output from popular supports 
Therapist, author of "Beating Muscle Injuries for . apphcations programs such as WordPerfect and · 
Horses." Tuesday, March 29, Lt. Horse Barn Lotus 1-2-3'. Prerequisite: none. Tuesday, April 
Classroom, 4:10-5 p.m. Open to all. 5, 9-11 a.m. · 
THOMPSON SCHOOL BAG LUNCH: Are you 
a Non-Traditional student in THompson School? 
Would you like to make conta,ct with others in your 
schoql? Join us for .lunch and informal conversation; 
Bring your lunch; beverages provided. Thursday, 
March 31, Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee 
House, 12:30-2 p.m. . 
ECUMENIC~L GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE: Spon-
sored by UNH Chaplains' Associaton. Friday, April 
1, St. Thomas Moore Church, Madbury Road, 12 
to 12:50 p.m. . · · 
STELLA - This course will take an applications 
appro~ch, ill~strating the use of STELLA by 
modellmg various phenome.qa such as population 
growths, economicprinciples; manufaturing process 
flows, etc. Prerequisite: Experience with a Ma- · 
cintosh. Wednesday, April 6, 9-11 a.m. 
WHAT IS A MICROV AX -::- This course describes 
what a MicroVAX is and why departments want 
to use them in the UNH environment. Cour1se 
. includes a demonstration with a V AXstation 2000. 
Prerequisite: _none. Thursday, April 7, 2-4 p.m. 
Ca.mpus establishes 
, minority sch~larship 
By Peter C. Y ianopoulos 
It doesn't fake ' a genius to 
noti~e th~ lack of minority 
students throughout the . UNH 
campus. Recognizing this fact, 
the University is attempting .to 
diversify our predominantly 
white community. , 
A scholarship program has· 
been established at the U niu-
. versity of New Hampshire for 
racial and ethnic minority stu-
dents living in the state. 
A fund of $20,000 rec_ently 
was approvecl by UNH Presi-
, . dcmt Gordon Haaland to begin 
the program for in-state minor-
ities seeking admission this fall. 
"One Qf the university's goals 
is to incre~se . the minority 
student population," said Pres-
ident Haaland. "One way to 
achieve this goal is improving 
recruitment efforts. The scho-
larship program will allow us 
to bring more minority students 
to UNH for their benefit and 
ours." 
Ex_ecutive Assistant Daniel 
DiBiasio said, "It wilJ provide 
expanded opportunities to more 
minorities, which has a benefit 
to ,them but _also benefits the 
res't of the college community 
for it gives us a chance tp 
interact with them." 
The .issue on the lack of 
miniority enrollment is a na- , 
tional problem where higher 
educ<J.tion feels the responsibil- · 
ity to reverse the trend, emphas-
ized DiBiasio. 
r-.. DiBiasio noted the University 
would eventually like to expand 
1 
the program. . 
One possjble source of addi- . 
tional money in which to en- : 
farge the pool would_ be to attract 
private foundation support, said 
DiBiasio: 
( For the time befog the allo-
cated amount will be used to 
"make larger contributio.r;is Jo 
fewer students," explained Di-
Biasio, 
DiBiasio said that because it 
~s an i°:itial effort, the program 
.1s restncted to in-state students 
because "we want t'o do 'what 
, we can to attract minorities in 
· this state to the University." 
"New Hampshire residents · 
will be the primary target/ said 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Emily Moore. "We feel it's 
appropriate to increase our 
commitment to minorities from 
our own state." 
M?ore, ~o-ch_air of the U
1
ni-
verstty D1vers1ty Committee 
(which w~s the major propo-
nent of this program) also said . 
in-st-ate minorities are rriost 
readily prepared to adapt to the 
existing racral profile of under~ 
graduate students at the univer- -
sity. 
· Students will be selected by 
a · committee . made up of 
members of the Diversity Com.:. 
mittee, the Office of Admis-
sions, the Office of' Financial 
Aid and the Talent Search 
Program. · · · 
The Diversity Committee has 
• been working on increasing the 
appreciation of diversity on this 
campus for the last three years, 
said Moore. She pointed out 
Black History Month and the-
_D i versi ty conferences, where 
speakers with different back-
grounds from different parts 
. of the rnuntry. . · , 
Moore ,hopes "to create a 
more receptive . envjronment 
where people would be eager 
td learn from differences rather 
than be hostile to differences." 
"We are . trying to teach peo-
ple that different is a net gain 
• for everybody," said Moore. 
Moore said, "It -is important 
to have an appreciation for the 
fact that whites in the world are 
a minority." 
Moore ·noted that these peo-
ple are minorities·' in New 
Hampshire and •the United 
States but not minorities in the 
world. She said most of the 
world is of a color other than 
white. 
Students need to l:;>e a part' of 
this divers~ cultural world and ,. 
~ust be exposed to people with 
different backgrounds,' said 
Moore. 
Mtwre explained .that stu- · 
dent_s from Boston .and Rhila,. 
delphia, who _have experienced 
this opportunity, will be "ahead 
of the game in the real world." 
· "The education caliber of the 
Univer~ity would improve if it 
were more diverse," stated 
Moore. 
Susan Franzosa, an assistant 
professor of philosophy and also 
co-chair of the Diversity Com.-
mittee, said diversity makes for 
a "richer educational experience 
for everyone." 
"It is important to be more 
realistic -about the world out 
there and the world you'll have 
to live in;" said Franzosa. 
Franzosa thinks· the lack of 
diversity is an educational dis-
advantage for students of UNH 
in that they don't see the world 
in a number of different pers-
pectives. 
Many people are working 
harder to improve this situation, 
including professors who are 
including diversity issues if} 
their courses, added Franzosa. 
.- SUMMER JOBS .. 
WE HAVE FULL-AND PART TIME OPENINGS FOR: 
-Whitewater Rafting Gui.des -Photogr:aphers 
-Office/front DeskHelp -Cooks/Kitchen Staff 
-Secudty -Waiters/Waitresses 
-Grounds Maintenance / -Bartenders 
. -Drivers 
, ~e are looking for competent,personable, and en~r~etic individuals 
w,t~ ~trong leadership, communication, and inter-personal skills 
to JOm the Northern team at our bases in Millinocket and the 
Forks. Neat appearance is a must. Spend your summer in Maine's 
recreational heartland. · 
· Canoe/Kayak/Raft an endless number of l.tkes and slreams 
ORT 
Hike the Applachian trail and Mount Katahdin m HE"V Tour/Mounramo1K11115 . 
ft' ~ For Application Contact: · · 'QIJTDOO S P.O.Box 100, Route201, The Forks, Maine 0498S 
Tel~phone 207-663-4466 
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UNH receives comJ)llter grant 
if. 
·By-pai{ie! Qauc~·er .. ,, . . . ·1:1rvienty-Jhree rri.iUion i'ris(ruc~ ·.fostitution in the area with a 
-Prime Compu·te:r -ofNatick, ·· tions per minute. . . . . .. ·· soft~ar~ .testing program.'' 
Massachusetts· donated a Barry Reinhold, of the Uni-
$729,000 grant ro ~h~ University ~ersity Co~puting Center, ~aid, . The Nuclear- Physics Re- ... 
of New Hampshire s Research Our funct.100 on campus 1s to ._ search Group, one of the prim~ 
Computing Center. .The grant provide (computing) respurces ary users. of the new Prime 
wjll go .cowards a tnree-year to organizations without spend- _ Computer system, is happy with 
research contract for PRIMOS ing U nive.rs-ity funds." The the purchase. , 
.,, operating system, as well .as Prime Computer grant is one Professor William Hersmari 
communications testing, gener- way in whch the center can · · 
- said, "My specific resear .. ch al softw.ire research, maketing, accomplish that task. · 
and educational funding. By "resting" software in group consists of four faculty 
Th h f p · 6550 · 1 members, all of whom are e pure ase o a nme actua working conditions, the federally fonded. The Computer 
computer systein with •.the re.: . Center is helping the corpora-
Center resources are used to maining money will ~llow the tion. The final results of this 
Computing Center tQ offer up software analysis are returned simulate motion of protons and 
· neutrons in the nucleus. 
to three times its previous to the company for development 
resources. This improv'ement and marketing purposes. "We have been utilizing the 
· will allow heavy users of the · Barry also men'tioned tha:-C Computer Center since its be-
system, like the Institute for the "Prime Compure:r (is) the main ginnings around seven years 
Study of Ea_rrh, Oceans and suppliers of our computer equip- ·ago. Any improvements are 
Space as well as' the Nuclear ment. It was integraJ.. with ' the helpful because the computer 
Physics Research group to ob- whole-idea of the grant that resources and services offered 
ta.in results as much as six times there would be some boundary , allow scientists to be more 
as fast. testing done .. .lt is true that prod ·tive in their research." 
The system can handle up to UNH is the only academic 
Professor to visit Australia 
By Kathleen Healy 
The land "down under" will 
beco.me a second home for UNH 
~hemistry professor , Dennis 
Chasteen this coming fall when 
he goes to Australia for one year. 
He will travel to Murdoch 
University in Perth, Western 
Australia as th.e recipient of the 
Fulbright Award for research. 
. Chasteen won the title o.f 
Senior Fulbright Scholar be-
cause he is an established chem,. 
ist, and more importantly.due 
to the extensive research which 
he hats done with iron chemistry 
and mammalian ferritin. 
,Chasteen will be working 
with John Webb, an Australian 
chemist who discovered some p f D · 
ni:msuai ferritins in marine ro . ennis ~hasteen, Fulbright Scholar, will be f)lixing · 
mollusks. They _be using elec- it up in Australia. (Addie Holmgren photo) 
trochemistry and Mossbauer wili be extremely pe.i;rinent to radicals in the cells," Chasteen 
spectroscopy in the study of the current studies with horse explains. 
ferritin, two techniques which ferritin being conducted at the Chasteen is looking forward 
Chasteen hopes to be able to use University. · · to his year in Australia for 
in a UNH study funded .by the , . "There is a great deal known several reasons. He is excited 
National Institutes of Health. about the ferritin found in a about the research and about 
He has received from them horse's spleen, and it is abund- getting hands on experience 
a 1.2 million dollar five year ant: I't makes sense to work with with electrochemistry and Moss-
grant to continue research in' something you understand bauer spectroscopy, and now 
the area of mammalian fertitin. be~t," Cha~teen said. other opportunities are begin- · 
Electrochemistry allows the He explained that "proteins ning to fall into place. . 
chemist to study the oxidation evolve sep~rately in different 'The Fulbdghr· Scholar Pro-
and reduction of iron, processes organisms, but if they have the gram circulates Chasteen's cre-
tha t occur every time iron is · same function, we look a com- dentials throughout universities 
stored or released bi ferritin. moo demonimator. The func- in Australia so .he will be able 
Mossbauer Spectroscopy ena- tionally important part of the t~ travel around the country and 
bles the chemist to examine protein will be preserved.'' lecture on his research. His wife 
closely the chemical make -up This comparative biochem- and sixteen_ year-old daughter 
of iron. stry will enable him to apply will be·accompanying hirri for 
The Mossbauer Spectroscop- most of what he learns about the year, and have been very 
ter, located in Parsons Hall, uses inolluskan ferritin to mammal- supportive of him thu,s far. 
gamma rays to produce high ian ferritin. "h's beep a real positive thing 
-radiation which, when absorbed "Basi_cally, I'm going over right from the start," Chasteen 
by iron, creates the spectrum ~here to 'co.£?bine ~¥ expe~tise said. The application for the 
which the chemists can exam- . 10 mammalian ferrmn and iron Fulbright Award is complicated, 
ine. .. : , .-, , . . . __ chemistry" with the researc;h and involves- a highly com pet-
,_ th1st~~ri's )!esearcl~ ,w.ith th~·', ~ha-t -john w ehb:. of Murdoch itive sdection process: · 
protein ferrifin is '<is:~enda.l i~: } J)}iv~,rsity has; ,9on.,e on the . Chasteen's research proposal 
· determining exactly, how ·:fer·- ; ",unusuaLmolluskart f~ritins -,, was first reviewed by the council · 
ritin manages to store iron in which he discovered," Chasteen -~1 for the International Exchange 
a ·11ontoxic but bioiogically ac- said. · "What I learn ab~ut them · ,of Scholars, and after approyal 
cessible form." Chasteen ex- hopefully can be earned over ,by them, the proposal was 
plained that "iron 'is essential to our research.'' ·reviewed by the Australian-
. to the the body but can be to~ic." I:e add<:d, "The re_sear<:h American Education Founda-
He added"Ferritin is an ex- whICh we will be conductmg·w1ll tion. Although it ~as a long 
ti_emely unusual protein, which b<: fundament!l. Hopefully, it process, Chasteen encountered 
is ,why we're interested in it in will someday help to further little difficulty. · 
that it stores 45,000 atom; of clinical research in this area." He described all of the people 
iron in its interior." Chasteen Chasteen noted that this could he has dealt with so far as 
went on to describe the protein eventual_ly leac;l to bett_er ways ,helpful and frie·ndly. Chasteen 
as .an "inorganic M & M," in to tre3:t iron-related d1so~de!s is eager to reciprocate their 
. which ferrifin acts as the candy sue~ as _he1_I10<:h~omatos1s, ~n friendliness in forming an equal- . 
coa, ting or she a th, and iron is . w h1ch. the 10d1 v 1dual takes 10 , ly positive image of, Americans 
stored in ,the fonn of rust to mo:re iron than the. body can for .the Australians, as he feels 
create the chocolate center. excrete. that while he is over there, he 
.Although the ferritin he will "The end resultof this disease will be rep:resenting America. 
stuµy in Australia is found in is· us1:1ally ··qeath i).y . h~ardailure Chasteen said he is both 
molluski : Ch~steen ·feels th,i't due' to a 'build-up of iron in the· honorec;l and delighted to be the 
through comparative· biochem- tissues of the heart. This toxicity recipient_~f,!h~ ~~ll)~ig~!.A'Yard 
istry, any findings-he brings back stems from the formation of because he really admires their 
March 29 - April 4 
' CAFETERIA 






Creamy Turkey Noodle 
· · Strawberry Tarts 
· Wednesday March 30 
Broccoli Casserole 
' , Ch_icken Alba 
Pasta with Crearn Sauce 
Green Beans Almondine 
Tomato Boullion · 
· 'Cheeseburger Soup 
B'anana Rum Cake 
Thursday _March 31 
· Spinach Quiche 
Pepper Steak . 
Fried Rice 
Summer Squash 
Cream of Celery Soup 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Strawberry Shortcake 
. Friday April 1 
· All your favorite MUB specialties prepared by your favorite MUE 
chefs. Piza, salad bar, sandwiches, syrians, grinders, soup, gr:: 
items, and m~ch much more!!!!! 









Open Mondaythrnugh Thursday from 3:00 to 9:3Q .pm. 
Check out our daily specials. Only 95¢!!! 
Monday- BLT 
Tuesday- _Hamburger 
Wednesday- Grilled · Ham and Cheese. 
Thursday- Slice of cheese pizza_ and an 8oz soft drink 
NO SUBSTITUTIONS PLEASE!!! 
PISTACHIO'S 
Stop by" Pistachio's for delidous ice cream, Soho Soda,, 
Froz Fruit Bars, and much morer! We are located in ·. 
the Memorial Union Building next to the Granite State 
Room: Why pay more when you can come to Pistachio's 
. ·and pay less? . . . . 
GOODY PACKAGES 
We deli'ver birthday cakes, brownies: and cookies 
-anywhere on campus. Our plices are great - give .Kathy 
, a call at 862-2046 for m_ore details. 
CATERING 
'\' 
Spring is here and that means-gradUation fiestas! Let 
MUB Catering help make your parN a success. Call 
Diane at 862-2484 for more information. 
MUB MARKETPLACE 
March 28- Earring and Sweater vendor, upstairs balcorw 
March 29- Earring and Sweater vendor, upstairs balcony 
March 30- Earring vendor,, upstair~ balcony 
. goals. The awards, begun in 
· 1946' with legisla6on sponsored 
by Se:11aror J. William Fulbright 
of Arkansas, promote an inter-
national exchange through both 
research and teaching. 
Chasteen feels rha:r this is a 
necessary exchange b~cause one- · 
simply cannot· know ~verytirtg. 
The Fulbright Awards bring 
people together to share knowl-
edge and these collaborations 
increase progress throughout 
1he world. · · · · 
~f 
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Five-tickets incr~ease . the competition 
Eliasberg, Pariseau 
promise Senate changes 
I 
GOuld, Turbyne boast 
broad senate experience 
By Daniel Gaucher Pariseau said. By Chris Pollet • enactment of a plausil:5le plan 
Last week, Mike Elias berg and Elias berg agreed and stated. A day before ·the application for renovating the library. . · 
Christine Pariseau announced that "the admini'stration creates deadline,Jay Goula and Jennifer "The library has been a top 
their intent to run for president apathy." Turbyne entered the ever- three priority at UNH and top 
and vice-president of the Stu- When the Senate approves expanding student body presi- ten priority for the university 
h d / h l f. " dent Senate. This decision, says somet ing the a ministration dential race today, stressing system overt e ast 1ve years, 
Eliasberg, results from dissa- doesn't like, they (the Senate) their dedication to the job and pointed out Gould. "It is time 
tisfaction with the job the don't receive any backing. their experience within the we got a plan into the works and 
current Student Senate is doing. Pariseau addressed the prob- student government. got the necessary funding for 
. "They frave a defeatist atti - lems of the commuter student. · Gould, the chairperson of the it." 
tude," claims Eliasberg. "Certain She;'like most other commuter Students For the University "We need to continue to have 
issues got bypassed. The tail- students, is angry with the · MICHAELELIASBERG (SFU) council in the Student representation, at the Board of 
gating rule and the re'moval of University housing problem. at the fraternities yet we have Senate, and Turbyne, a member Trustees and at the state legis-
thirty nine beds from Stoke are "Why is it that: if we're kicked . a mandatory alcohol awareness of the SFU council and a·student latu.re to push for appropriate 
two good examples," ' off campus we're still not al- program fo_r all freshman. I representative at the Board of - funding for the university," said 
Eliasberg attended last Wed- lowed to park there?" she think this program sh, Id be Trustees, said they believe their Gould. 
nesday's meeting of the Senate questioned. made campus wide." extensive involvement in stu- Gould pointed to the upcom-
to catch up on current issues, . Pariseau' s·., plan, if she i~ "The placement of individ- dent politics will aid them in ing budget as a primary concern 
and the way the Senate was elected, would involve .er.eating _uals without interest, in the a successful term as president _ for the next year's administra-
handling them. The Senate was, . a committee (consisting of a mini-dorms is a mistake. There and vic.e president. · tion. 
that night, reviewing plans for cross-section of the s'tudent . is a lot of dead weight there. The Gould has had experience ,, Turbyne pointed to the per- _ 
the recreation center that may population), which would in- minis should be exempt from working with administrators ennial problem of preregistra-
be built next to McConnell Hall. vestigate some of the following , the lottery because it takes time on the campus level through the tion and students not getting 
As they discussed the creation possibilities: removal of parking · to make an impact, just like in council as well as through work classes in their majors. · 
of a mandatory thirty dollar meters, a flat fee for parking any organization," said Elias- as a member of the University "We need to institute a plan 
student fee, Mike posed a ques- (paid at the beginning of the berg. System Student Board, which to let students get classes in their 
tion: What ~bout the interest year), reduced parking rates "You need people there with maintains relations with other inajnr," said Turbyne. "Other 
bn the bond? • (¢10 vs. 25), and a reduction of experi~nce, and an interest," · schools in the University sys- schools use a program where 
"The Senate," El.iasberg ex- parking ticketrees from $20 to ,he continued. teip. students preregister in their 
plains, "was unaware- of the $10. The purpose of this inves- So what directiLi>n would the Gould also coordinated the departments and we want to 
interest on the bond. In actu- tigation would be to guage the team or Eliasberg and Pariseau "Year of the Presidency" pro- look at that alternative." 
ality, the fee would have corrie effects of these proposed mea- • take the Senate? "It's hard to gram from the student erid. Greekrepresentationi;anoth-
to forty dollars I figured out," sures on die University ;rnd it's foresee upcoming issues," says Turbyne has been dealing er postu1ate of their platform, · 
he said. "I(s not a very efficient budget.- Mike, "but anyone can get that with the state legislature closely according to Gould. "We want 
organization." Some of the other issues on knowledge. It's all in the way since her sophomore year in to insure greek representation 
"With 10,000. students. re- the team's platfo~m are alcohol you attack them." · high school and was ·a founder on Universitystandingcommit-
presented, the Student Senate awareness, the Greek sy·stem, "Most students aren't aware of the Inter-Residence Council tees that affect the greek system 
should be the strongest organ- the mini-dorms, and the future of what their senators do for (IRO). as -a whole," said Gould. 
ization on campus," said Pari- direction of the Student Senate. them," said Pariseau. A monthly "''. ·.;Being involved with fhe 'Turbyne said·tfuey were plan--
seau. "The students need a \ "The Greek system is under newsletter to all individuals is administration, we know who · ning to extend the shuttle route 
stronger voice; a big protest is pressure: They (the Adminis- probably the answer, both agree. they are and they know us," said to reach outer limits of local 
approaching. Over the summer, tration) post and criticize our That, combined with height- Gould. "Yet we are not here to. apartment areas such as Young 
the students have no input. the grades, while not doing the same ened idput from both commu- appease the administration, but Drive and Davis Court. , 
aqdministration can easily pass to other organizations," stated ters and campus residing stu- rather to confront and make Gould expressed his hopes 
laws without woqying about Eliasberg. "l;'he administration dents would make the student sure that student concerns are ' to ·institute a night club in the· 
repercussions from students," doesn't want people drinking . population heard. being 1ooked out for." basement of the MUB. Gould 
· · ·. . · · Gould and Turbyne expressed stressed his involvement on the 
~~ t:~fd1~:~~1~~~~,:c1 ra·rt~~f~ :~~ :,~~~.~r,~~fkt~~s.i::,~ 
I , I that the newly attained spaces holic alternative to undergrad-
ii Your Ed·ucat1·Qn Isll't Worth 2¢ ~ atDataGeneralareaccessible uatestudents. I I to students as well as working "In doing so, it will take some I I with administrators utilizing , of the pressure off the greek 
,.~ ~.~ the available spaces beyond the houses as the only social outlet I 'l'T,nt1·1 You Know How To Use Your P.P.~. I center of campus. on campus," said Gould. . . 
~· ui ,.. G Id · t d h · Gould also wants to run an I · 1 prio~~y wc~i~h th~;s;~l g~!n; open house, within the first 
~~~ ~~; keep the administration to . three weeks of the fall semester, I College graduates taking orders from You can reach ~ur ~11 poi!:tial an~ ~~en~~te,:~tiltl edth~ti~~ --n~;! i target dat~s. Turbyne said their · for all students to get to know ri college dropouts. High Sch<X?1 grads ~g syoUC,:SSP)1l.; ~ 10~in_g u~W.c realized. If you want to avoid becommg tl experience with the legislators student activity organizations. I running Fortune SOO companies. · · relations skills, concepts, techniques, and one of those people, if you're not getting i in Concord would aid in this "Basically everything comes 
~!~ Why? • • b. h strate-gi·es which can carry you to the the full benefits of good P.P.R. in your ~!~ goal. down to funding and with our · i~ Lee Iacocca, 10 his auto iograp Y, - everyday life, reading pp R will give f;l 
~ saysthekeytosuccessinmanagementis pinnacleofyourcareer. . . h you a new way to educate yourself for ' "We want to make sure that experience on various levels 
,'.,'..i peo'ple. The phrase he hated to see most You are projecting an .image ~g t greater S'"'"""S. . - ~?~ d · · f 11 h h · w1"th1·n ·th __ ·e system, we have a 'fl• · , aluau· as "He now. Is it the one you want to proJeCt? ~ ''.•'' a mrn1strators o ow t roug ~ on any executives ev on w ~~.:.1 Order your copy of P.P.R. today at ~ , "d G ld d h · Pl h bl wn· al ng wi·th other Who are your publics? Have you asses~ ~ with their policies, ' sa1 ou . goo c ance at gettrng approp-f'.:- · as trou e ge g O d and i·ts pre-publi·cation price of J·ust $14.95 - t'.:,_ --~ 1 " R di ,, tale t and their opinions? Can you _persua _e . ... ''W h" d r1·ate · funds for UNH" sa1·d ~::. peop e. egar, ess • 01 n _ a substantial 25% discount- and we'll ~~;~ e want t .1ngs to get one . · , ra,. d . this phrase ___ ,_.:.,:-g to motivate? Are you commumcabng ~ G Id ~ · e ucallOn, • · ~um & di · pay postage and handli·n·g, too. _Why? ~ on the targeted dates " ou . . -,1, la · th ''kiss f death " effectively in the ,our sbnct ways we .,.,, . ~:-'., cocca, lS e . o . Ar Because we need your help. . . i-:-'., G ld 1 h . ' d h 
-~-;•i You will never be kisse.d this way if all communicate? e lcindyourf . P O DR is in production _ bemg ~-~ ... · __ o_u __ a_· •s•o•e•m~p .... as•1•z•e-
111
t~e-------------~-, , becorn f ur P.P.R "perfonnances" ·getting the o ~ Pl ;_. · you e aware o yo . . · . . designed, typeset, and made_camera-n:ady. ~•'.~ 
S In her book, Offire Pobbcs· Se1Z1ng res_poPPR,yothuewanboot?k, ~ wn·tten by In a few weeks we must give the pnnter ~~;{ 
11-Power/Wielding ClouL Marilyn Moats . ~ ~,ti Kennedy discovered that out of 100 John A. Chestara, a .R. veteran of a press run.,_ Believe it, it's hard to esu- ti 
" fi ed h 1 ft almost 40-years experience in newspaper, . mate. And, if we take your order now, at " ~ employees who were rr , or w O e d health the regular price, we must, b_y law, deliv- ~ ~ bee th th ht they·'d be 35% corporate, university, an . care ~ ;f< ause · ey oug . • th h d b ad er your·'book within 30 days. We can't do t'.:. ·-···· ldn' t al th the boss and public rela-tions, bo ere an a ro . . ~-~ cou t ge ong wi . -' , • · u1 that So here's what we'd like to do: ~-~ 
• n1 ldn' th th rr co Now semi-retired, he is a cons tant to a • ~ 25w cou t get aong wi e - . doth tt· Orde- r your copy of pp o today. iJJ. 
-:-; ..L- publicly-held corporation an ers. is ~ ,., N wou,.ers. ed bo d d Send your check, along with your name ~,,,~ ~ Stay out of that 60% by . learning book, (hardcover ' seillwn- un • & an and address, or use your MC or VISA i ft p p R indexed because you w want to re,er to ~ ~~'.< how to use your · · · . ak P.R (i·nclude your account number and ;~•'., -..... d th t di orkers it over and over), can m e you a . . .. t~ ' Experts conten a or nary w . - . ti exprra· u·on date). We will mail your copy ~-~ • 1 9001 kn how and 10'¼ on their professional working JU_ st or you. • ~ re Y ,o on ow- 0 ho the of u.R,., in May, to your college or ~ iii ability to deal with people. Supervisors f.f.R. will show" y~u p :R. w to use h home address as you request. We will not . t:i 
& rely 75% on know-how and 25% on their skills and techniques o . to .researcal depos1·t your check or ~ your card ~ 
ft m· .._ deal ·th I A porate him or her or them, plan your person ~ ~~~/4 ab ty w wi poop e. cor 1 p :R. until your book is mailed to you. - ~~'., 
~;i;~ chief executive officer relies 20% on P.R. programs, and app y ia1. concepts You are using your P.P.R. right W 
;_~ kno_ w-how and 80% on the ability to deal and strategies to tJ:iobse spec even~ -b now, whether you know it or not·, want -~.: .. h l getting a first JO or a n_ ew JO ; s! :-,,:i wit peop e. · 1 ti to or not, like it or not. Now you can t~ I You might be that CEO someday if researching a c~panandy; prel?anntog knoor an use yours ef&ecu·vely, on purpose, to ~ 
ft 1 te f: ble P .PR interview; meeting getting w 11 !f', ~• you earn to crea avora . · · . al I your advantage. Wi~ £.£.R. it's ~e ~~•'., 
~---ij What is P.P .R.?_ p .R. is publ~c that very special persotedn,bet the. s ~ourit havm· g· a P.R. profiessional at your side, . t~~ 
la · P.P.R Is 0--1 public P.P.R. being affec y o rs. . -re boos; · · pers ""' , · d abo ? working J·ust &or you. Order your copy "" 
la · B t P.R does not stand for certainly is. What· can you o ut it. 1 ' 'l', ··• re boos. u · today: , Lladys-Jovan Publishing, 26 r:i I Publicity and Rhetoric. In its true sens~ . Air this anc! more as f.f.R. flows you Moonlawn Road, Troy, New York j I it m~ Perfo~ance ~ ~esponse how good P.R. -:;-- good P .P · - can 
2 80 
J!; I AND their effective commurucabon. give you an advantage. 1 1 · -ADV- i',:i l - , . . . _I 
l' . ~ 
aj - ,, . ' ' ,,..,.~-,-·,,····,..a.,.,, .,.,...,,.,_.._..,.$.!. ......... .,,,,,.~-·--·•:, ....... ~-~ ... ,, .• .,i,~--·~~:~--•~:,-~,t· B!:~>.:..>:::;~+::fr)t!C•:;";~:-tc;it::•••::~«•~.--:!t♦!-e::·.-~.,J~_.~"~'+~....,..,:;.,..,~'1 r..-;;;~..,._..__."!'>i;,:.:,,~.,~-.. ,.~~ z. · ~;.'.-'1 • = .,'1 ~ =~,'1 rir,s"'- r,; fA Y GOULD and JENNIFE~ TURBYNE (Bryan Alexander 
photo) 
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in the student ·ody, presidential .election .· 
McCutCheon seeks 
SPB position alone 
By Ellen Dwyer 
John McCutcheon _is unlike 
his fellow ·candidates for student 
body president because he doe~ 
not feel the need to designate 
a vice president. 
'Tm the only one qualified 
to run with me," he said. 
McCutcheon, a philosophy 
major who transferred from the 
University of Virginia ·in Sep-
tember, insists that he doesn't 
plan on being a dtetator.ship. 
Instead, he said, he plans on 
having a committee of close 
advisors, like a cabinet. 
McCutcheon is presently the · 
commuter senator~of the student 
senate. He said that he ·is 
running for student body pres-
.ident so that he can "alleviate 
the apathetic atmosphere of the 
students at UNH," This is a 
problem that he poticed when 
he transferred here in the fall. 
"Most students don't even 
know what President Haaland 
looks l1ke," he said. McCutcheon 
said he can offer an "alternative 
to the regular (Senate) presi-
dent's ticket," which involves 
, addressing the problems of the 
president, not those of the 
students. 
He said he doesn't think 
smdents "should have to _park 
out in Bangledesh" to avoid 
getting parking tickets. McCut- · 
·cheon said that President Haa-
land cold the student senate in 
a recen<t meeting, "Parking is 
too much of an issue for a 
pres idem to deal with." _ 
. One of McCutcheon's goals 
is to push for a new parking 
· · facility in A-lot. , 
McCutcheon said he will deal 
also with getting beer back in 
the MUB and keeping it at 
homecoming. He said eliminat-
ing alcohol at homecoming will 
mean a reduction in alumni 
turnout and therefore a reduc-
tion in alumni donations to 
UNH. · 
According to McCutcheon, 
this is one step toward making 
UNH fun ·for students again. 
McCutcheon is presently or-
ganizing his call!paign infor-
mation. He plans on distribut-
ing bumper stickers, among 
other things. "I have a lot of 
tricks up my sleeves that are 
going to blow people away," he 
said. ''I plan . to wear loud, floral 
prints," he mused. 
JOHN McCUTCHEON 
McCutcheon is determined 
to change any beliefs that "the 
student government doesn't get 
a lot done." He said that, as 
president, he won't allow senate 
meeting time to be wasted on 
insigriificam issues. 
''I'd like to spearhead a way 
of getting the Board of Trustees 
to reduce the density in Stoke 
Hall," he said, as an example 
of a key meeting issue. 
McCutcheon said he can ac-
complish his goals as president-
without the aid of a vice pres-
ident. Describing himself as "a 
bold kind of guy," he said he isn't 
necessarily better than his fel-
low candidates, but that his 
approach is straightforward. 
Scenna, ·Gallivan work 
for communication 
By Cara Connor,s 
Student Senators Michele ~ 
Scenna and Sean Gallivan an-
nounced their candidacy last 
night for the student body 
presidential race. They are 
running on a platform stressing 
"initiative through commun-
ication." 
Scenna, a sophomore running 
for the position of president, 
emphasized the need for solving 
such problems as overcrowded 
classrooms and limited parking 
space through constant stu~ 
dent-administration commun-
ication. 
Scenna and Gallivan point out 
their support of building a new • 
athletic facility in B-lot and 
keeping students informed of 
its progress, including a possible 
increase in .tuition to partially 
fund the construction. 
· "We support the idea of a 
facility," said Scenna, "but we 
also support the idea that the 
students should decide ... We took - , 
the student concerns, sat down 
with them and put together a 
proposal." , 
In addition to t~e new ~acility, 
Scenna. "For the past few years, 
n,obody has put any focus into -
the Greek system." 
_Scenna said that _giving "the 
<;;reek system a chance to grow 
through community service" 
would create a positive ~mpha-
sis for an organization recently 
under the shadow of a negative 
reputation. • 
Gallivan and Scenna said they 
would "start making waves" 
concerning academic general . · 
education requirements. Both 
disagree with the recent decision 
to cut several general education 
requirements out of the curric- . 
ulu:m. \ 
"I don't think that's1rhe ·way 
to- go about it," said Gallivan. 
"I think that brings down the -
education a bit ... There's a need 
for more classes." 
Gallivan expressed frustra-
tion at his difficulty in obtaining 
classes for his political science 
major as well as general edu-
cation classes. 
· Scenna and Gallivan said. their 
experience in the Student Senate 
would be beneficial in accom p-
lishing such goals. Scenna has 
Keating, De:Koning ,off et diversity 
· By Jay Kumar 
Stres~ing the' need for "ac-
. cessible education," Michael 
Keating and Pamela DeKoning 
entered the race for student body 
president and executive vic.e . 
president last Thursday. 
Keating, who will be a fifth-
year senior next year, is chair-
. ,:.person of the MUB Board of · 
Governors, a' student s~nator, 
·and a Freshman Camp counse-. 
lor. , 
DeKoning, a sophomore, is 
a staff reporter for The New · 
Hampshire, and a De~ta Zeta 
sister. 
"We' re more diverse ' and 
more experienced than the 
other candidates," Keating said. 
He added, "We don't want to 
set up ari us/them relationship. 
We'd like to work within the 
system in order to make changes 
come about." 
DeKoning said, "We will not 
cater to the administration. Our 
role as student leaders is to 
-promote the students' inter-
ests.". , 
Keating ·said, "Our number 
one priority is the education 
here at the University of New 
Hampshire." DeKoning cited 
the need for improvements in 
the general education system 
to make classes more accessible 
for students. 
· The pair emphasized the need 
for a more active Student Senate. 
DeKoning-said, "I don't see the 
Senate as accessible to the 
student body." 
"It's the responsibility of the 
Senate in repr.esenting the 
students to make the students. 
aware," she said. · 
·- Keating added, "There will 
have to 5·e a closer touch be-
tween said more personal com- · 
munication, more advertising, 
and more direct input :from -, 
students is necessary. 
Keating said one of the Se-
nate's major strengths "is the 
power of lobbying .the admin-
istration" for the students. 
have done a great job this year 
as far as selling the Senate. We 
want to make quantum leaps" 
past the current administra- -
tion's accomplishments, Keat-
ing said. 
DeKoning said the quality of 
life in the dorms must be 
improved. "The stance of Resi 
Life has changed. They've 
moved. away from the sense of 
community and social interac-
tion,'.' she said. 
"Instead of tripling rooms in 
Stoke, Williamson, and Chris-
tensen, there has to be a move~ 
ment to build smaller dorms," 
she said. 
. "We have to be focusing on 
the ne_eds, not the ~wants," 
DeKoning said. She added that 
we shouldn't bother with a new 
'recreational facility when there 
is such a housing crunch. , 
Keating sai~ instead of talk-
ing about -a parking garage, the 
university should look for "al-
ternative sites for spots." He 
said, "I think it's time to re-look 
at the entire parking situation." 
Keating said, "We believe 
strongly that the administration 
has a responsibility to provide 
facilities." He cited the inade·-
quacy of the MUB and Dimond 
Library, and the scattered or-
ganization of the administra-
tion. 
Keating said, "The students 
are seen as a small minority of 
the UNH community to be 
catered to." 
On the Greek system, DeK-
oning said, 'Tm an active 
member of the Greek system 
and I think I best represent and 
am most concerned with the 
interests of the Greek constit-
tients." 
. She said the Greek system 
"has to become more of a united 
system," with more commun-
ication and "more collaborative 
efforts in terms of community 
service." · 
MICHAEL KEATING and PAMELA DeKONIG. (Peter 
Tamposi photo) 
MICHELE SCENNA and SEAN GALUV AN (Peter Tamposi 
photo) 
Scenna and Gallivan's imme- spent several semesters as Per-
diate concerns are to address sonnel and Information Officer 
issues such as general edU<;ation and as a chairperson of the 
requirements, the Greek system, Student Life Council. 
parking, and-new housing ideas. "I think my experience is very 
Gallivan said the University diverse," said Scenna. "I feel 
budget will be coming up · in I have a very good overall 
October and he would like to knowledge of the university." . 
invite members of the New Gallivan's Se.nate experience 
Hampshire legislature to' view stems . from serving on the 
University concerns "first- Financial Affairs and Admin-
hand." -istration committee, as well as 
"We'd like to bring the state · the ad hoc committee regarding 
representatives to the U niver- · the new athletic facility (Scenna 
sity and show them the over- is also a member). 
·>,/ sizedclasses(forexample)," said "Each (of us) deals with a 
,- Gallivan. - . ·different part of the Universi-
He said such a move could ty," said Scenna. 
'improve chances for state fund- In addition to such diverse 
ing. experience, both candi_dates 
Scenna· and Gallivan said point to their qualities of en-
input from the Greek system thusiasm and openess in dealing 
, would also be a ma'jor priority. with people as beneficial to their 
"I feel like the .Greek system ticket. 
is an untapped resource," said 
Deadlines? No problerir. From term & weekly papers 
to resumes and theses! We will type, proofread & deliver _ 
your documehts--etnciently, on time and at a reasonable 
rate. Call today'664-5234, ask for Brenda. 
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ENRICH' YOU·R.EDUCATION . ·humanities .and art 
, and 
/ 
GAIN PROFESSIO~AL EXPERIENCE 
and ·· 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
Wednesday, March 3~ from .3:30-4:30 
McConnell 208 
For further information contact: 
JoAnne Kelley McConne/1120 
. ' . ; 
By Jody Pratt 
Patricia Emison, assistant 
professor of the arts, discussed 
the importance of the Huma:n~ 
ities in relation to the way we 
perceive art in a speech at the 
Elliot Alumni Center lastWed-
nesday. 
"Looking at History, Writing 
about Art" was the subject of 
,t~e first lecture in a four-part 
series entitled, "What Are Hu-
manities, Anyway?" · 
Emison spoke about the ,de-
fini'tion of Humanities given 
by Aulus Gellius in 130 A.O., 
which said mankind is constant-
ly searching for knowledge. Man 
is mainly curious of studies 
specific to humankind. 
They of ten want to know 
certain things that are not 
always of great benefit to the 
progress of mankind, "yet as 
human beings we find value in 
them," said Emison. 
Emison said that artists, 
following along the lines of that 
definition, make things with 
intellectual importance to them. 
They often create things simply 
because they like them. In turn, 
people's perceptions of the art 
reflect the intelligence of the 
times that they are living in. 
Emison sees the process ·of 
progress in the study of art' as 
"muddying the waters and stir-
ring up the past." The primary 
evidence that historians study 
does not change. There is a 
stable constant that they con-
tiflu~ to study. 
The refati9nship between art 
•, ·~1 .; hisJ6ry and Humanities deals 
, . . with "ideas that have a life 
--~········~····················~•-~%~~~n~fl~~.:~t:ha;t~':;
af~ 
• You spen,._. enougn ·money· on vacat1·on .which it is interpreted is influ-• . U . ,,, . - . , . • enced. by th_e knowle~ge held by 







• s· •· · . ' . • · • Changes in the· stable con-• nng your color film to the . . ' • Stant occur when works of art 
• . · • are cleaned or the works 
are 
•
. : • reattributed to another arti
st. 
· When they are cleaned they look
 
• . I more similar to the way they 
• • d~d. wher:i the_y were _crea
ted, 
• · ..q-,cq.,q,,:Qle'Q'l<.O"KO><.~~~~~~~ 
.g1vrn_~: .. ~!stonans a different, 
•• • • 
more realistic view of the work. 
Also, she said, when works 
a_re reattribu.ted, historians are 
_able to study from the viewpoint 
of the other artists' known style 
of painting. 
"Humanists were the first to 
write extensivly about works 
of art," said Emison. Humanists 
spent a lot of time interpretiµg 
the relationship between works 
of art and the models used to 
create the works. Personal con-
tent and impressions of the 
model has an effect on the · 
outcome of the work of art. 
E~ison used many different 
versions of Lucretia's suicide, 
a greek heroine, as an example 
of how man's· interpretations 
are produced when a model is 
known. Rembrandt, for exam-
ple, did not make his figure as 
tragic as others have done. 
Yet, she stressed, we need to 
be cautious in accepting any 
definite reasons for why artists 
have created their works the way 
they have. 
There should always be room 
for, the elaboration of interpre-
tations. Emison said that "know-
ing what to doubt aboµt what 
you know about the past and the 
present" is important. 
Undergraduates · studying 
Humanism cannot be expected 
to come up with the answers but 
they can be made to doubt . and 
be more cr.itical of the interpre-
ta t io rts that they are being 
taught, she said. · 
" Jn all four ledures in the \ 
S(t-t"ies, faculty-members share 
t:Seir views offthe contributions 
of the Humanities through 
different perspectives of the 
Arts, Philosophy, History, and 
Literature. 
In Profes'sor Paul Brockel-
man's introduction speech to 
the lecture series, he stressed 
that Humanities are indispen-
sable and are important in these 
times of technical development. 
He said the Humanities are an · 
exploration of our lives and we · 
are in ' great need for some 
substained support of Human-
ities and the Arts . 
• ~0,C.0,.IQ'MO'~~~~~,,b
) • · ., . Special Student and Youth Fares to 
e : • ·~ . • / 48 Main St. . • 
•• • • • .; .
• • I ~***********************.... • 
. : HB.~l\R*~AU1 : 
. : - Bring in three or more color print . : 
: rolls (110,126,DISC;135) for developing: 
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.: theregularprice!! : 
•· . '. ' ,. ' ' ' ' . 
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E-UROPE 
from Boston on Scheduled Airlines 
DESTINATIONS ow RT 
LONDON from $189 $369 
PARIS 235 470 
ATHENS 315 630 
, SHANNON 210 420 
MOSCOW 395 · 790 
WORLDWIDE - -
DESTINATIONS ow _) RT 
AUCKLAND from $597 $1005 
SYDNEY 639 1095 
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BALI 690 1120 
• ENQUIRE FOR UP TO DA TE RA TE 
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special Student and Youth fares to all major worldwide destinations, 
We alsQ issue Eurail Passes and International Student LD. Cards. 
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREECOPY OF THE STUDENT TRAVEL . 
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THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK 
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273 Newbury St. STA TRAVEL 
Boston, MA 02116 
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Taking the ritess from stress ·· 
By Matt Sanner 
Stress, it's a part of our daily 
lives. Evervdav it affects us for 
better or for worse. But some-
times stress can take too much 
control over people. Sunday 
night at the Franklin fitness 
center, Dr. Tom Balistrieri 
helped a crowd of ten to better 
their stress management. 
Stress is ."a force upon the 
body that tends to deform the 
bodf s shape," according to 
Balistrieri. He demonstrated 
how_ stress affects the body by 
spinning six plates at once, each 
plate representing some kind 
of $tress in life. , . 
"That's what stress is really 
all about; spinning a lot of plates 
in your life," said Balistrieri. 
In this amusing demonstration 
BalistrLeri would spin one plate 
for one of life's stresses. As the 
plates adc:led up the stresses 
would start to feed off each 
other. 
"Is the problem too many 
plates or coping with your 
plates? It's different for eve-
ryone," explained Balistrieri. 
According to Balistrieri, there' 
are three ways the body deals 
with and is affected by stress. 
First is the physiological re-
. sponse, or the 'fight or flight 
system.' '~These 'are direct re-
sponses to stress," said Balis-
trieri. . 
The second stage is the resist-
. ance stage or the body's anti--
muscles at work on the body in 
situations where physical vio-
lence may occur because of high 
stress levels. 
"What we do is just . the 
opposite of what we want to do. 
So if you ·want -to punch some-
body what happens is you feel 
yourself pulling your shoulder 
back so you don't hit them," he 
said. 
. The final stage is physical 
exhaustion. "Drugs, alcohol, 
thoughts of suicide, kicking the 
cat, beating the wife, beating 
themselves, having a . heart 
attack, committing suicide," said 
, Balistrieri. These are some of 
the final factors when the plates 
become too many and out of 
control. 
With these three prodm:ts of 
stress in mind one can deal with 
the types of stress people ex-
perience everyday. Macro stress 
or long term stress, and micro 
stress, or the daily gotchas. 
Micro stress is caused by little 
things like cutting yourself 
shaving, or other things of this 
natur.e. Macro stress is the · 
building up of unfinished bus-
iness, such as putting off stud-
ying for a test until the night 
before. 
"Find out where you stand 
with stress," said Balistrieri. 
Balistrieri used the example of 
studying. Instead of studying 
for hours at a time which will 
not doubt cause high (srr'ess 
levels, study for for.tNive 
minutes, then take some time 
out and i::~ward yourself. 
1 
· The key to dealing with stress 
is "To make your life a set of 
miniature victories,» said Ba-
listrieri. 
That seemed to be the . me-s-
sage most people took h~me · 
fromm Balisttieri's seminar. For 
the people who came to the 
seminar it was time well spent. ~ 
. "I came because I am an 
Occupational Therapy major," 
said Mary-jo Aletto, a junior at 
U.N.H. "Also I came for myself. 
I figured it would be an oppor-
tuinty to figure out how to 
handle my stress that I have." 
Sophomore Michael Kass 
came because he thought it 
would be helpful in his job next 
year. "Next semester~ am going 
to be a-n R.A., so I wanted to 
learn a }Qt about that kind of 
stuff just to lea.rn an'd educate 
myself about it," said Kass. "It 
was a wo,rthwhile presentation 
·that I'd encourage anybody to 
·see." · 
Dr. Balistrieri, who _currently 
works a stress management 
clinic out of Durham, is rees-
tablishing himself in the stress 
management field after an · ab-
sence of nine years. 
"I had made news papers, the 
"To~ay" show and stuff like 
that. Then I went to get my 
Doctorate and so I disappeared ' 
from the planet for three years, 
and then got this job in Florida 
and worked in business for six 
years. So now rm I trying to get 
back and reestablish myself," . 
said Balistrieri. 
Balistrieri said he thinks 
Durham is a good starting point 
because the Northeast is a prime · i 
candidate for stress. Obviously 
U.N.H. is no exception. 
'. I 
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If you -.thought 
oys·:src,s®' was Just 
kids' stuff, thin-k again.· 
On April 6 learn·· howw 
toy~ can play a big,, part· 
·in your fuiu~. 
We are a $3 billion international sp·ecialty -retailer with continuing 
planned growth of 40-50 stor~s per year. That's a lot of toys and alsp 
means a lot of opportunity for the right can?idates. - · 
_Learn about our progressive management careers offering 'diverse 
career paths; advanGement based solely · on merit and training to 
teach you to run a bu$iness dowri to the bottom line profit. 
·. We offer competitive. starting salarie§ and a benefits package un-
matched in the industrfincluding incentive borius, stock opportuni-
ties, stock purchase plan, company paid profit sharing with matched 
401 K savings plan and unlimited growth opportunity . . 
Do you ·have an interest? Join us at our information session on April 
6, 7-9 pm, at the Kearsarge Room in the New England Genter. _Sign 
up at your career P!ctce~ent service office on Marc_h 29, and 30.-
Would you like the opportunity to tell us about. yourself, your ex-
~ perience, your car~er aspirations? We will be on ca~pus inter-
viewing on April~- We would love to ·have the chance to meet you. 
An equal ·opportunity employer , 












t~st gourmet di11ner 
/. By Jay Kumar 
Last Wednesday, the Hotel 
667 Advanced Food and B-ev-
er age Management class 
warmed up for their upcoming 
gourmet dinner by presenting 
a se-v'en-course test dinner 'to 
13 critics. The big dinner will · 
be held on April 15 and 16 in 
the Granite State Room. 
According to Service Manager 
J ~1ff P e m bro~ e , the t e s t 
dinner/ critique was held to give 
the Hotel studen_ts "some help:.. 
ful pointers" before the menu 
is finalized.,Also, he said, it gives 
the class a chan~e to practice 
"some different service tech-
niques." ., 
The critics included Holly , 
Young of the Portsmouth He-
rald; Raymond Goodman, as-
sociate professor and director 
of the Hotel Administration 
- program; Dave O'Brien, MUB 
Food Service director; and Jo- · 
seph Durocher, associate pro-
fessor of Hotel Administration. 
The main course consisted of 
filer mignon with green pep-
pe~corn sauce accompanied by 
Dutchesse potatoes and steamed 
zucchini, summer squash, and 
red peppers. It didn't scor.e vety 
well with the panel due to the 
toughness of the meat, but the 
rest of the .arrangement was 
praised. '-
The hors d'oeuvre·s won ap-
proval for the most part .. They 
included calamari with cocktail 
sauce, cheese puffs, chicken 
pastries, lemon· butter with 1 
caviar, chicken liver pate, and 
cucumber cups filled with cream 
cheese. 
The appetizer, anger-hair 
pasta garnished with carrots and 
onions dressed i·n a pistachio 
sauce, received uniformly good 
reviews, as did the entree, a 
mushroorn-shallot pouch with 
a cream sauce. 
The cioppino, which is a 
tomato-basedJish· soup sea-
soned with white wine, olive 
oil, garlic, and red peppers, won 
raves but some questioned the 
rather large serving. The salad 
_ was also complimented for its 
looks as well as its taste. 
The cranberry sorbet was 
praised as a refreshing diver-
sion, but the dessert didn't turn 
out as weil as planned. h was 
a meringue shell filled with 
chocolate pastry creain topped 
with a poached pear, hut on 
most of the servings, the choc-
olate saue:e had hardened and 
it was nearly impossible to 
scrape off. . · 
The 17 workers ~ho took part 
in creating '. and serving the 
dinner stood around and took 
notes while the_ critique took/ 
place. They plan to put . the C 
comments and suggestions to 
use in preparing the ·big event, 
for which ticRets. go o_n sale 
~arch 31 for $18.95 each. 
·'!Al.;iiK~ 
_ .. UNLIMITED_ · 
Hoir And Skin Core For The Fomlly 
35 Main St. • Durham 
· 868-7051 · 
'TAKE THE J-1 
ULTIMATE FIELD" COURSE· 
· Joih, us and study: 
• Wildlife Management in Kenya, 
• Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands, 
• Deforestation in Costa Rica, 
- • Ddiphins in Hawaii 
• Bio geography .in Australia 
~ and 18 more envfronmental iss·ues worldwide. 
For more information on January, Summer · &. Semester 
environmental field research courses, come __ to: . 
Not.ch Room, Memorial Union Building ,. 
Thursday, Mar<;:h 31 at 4:00 p.m. ' 
or write: SFS~ Box A, 376 Hale Si., Beverly, _MA 01915, (617) 927-7777 , 
THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD ~llDIES 
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Rain hampers Sig 
Ep cleaning; effort 
By Debbie Troendle 
Last Saturday, the men from 
Sigma P_hi ' Epsilon fought a 
Mother Nature as they partic-
ipated in ,a campus wide clean-
up. ·,. 
U nforturiately the ,event was 
cancelled after only makin~ it 
through Area I because of the 
pouring rain, according to Andy 
Croteau, Community Service 
chairperson. , 
Croteau said that the event, 
which ov_er half of the brothers 
partic;ipated in, was still a 
s:uccess. He said his fraternity 
feels it is important to keep the 
University clean. · 
"It was our .service to the 
.community. We feel we rn:ust 
help to keep our campus beau-
tiful," he said.· , 
The brothe'ts filled several 
bags of trash in the 1 l / 2 hours . 
they remained in the downpour. · 
Most of this refuse, they claim, 
was removed from the . dug-out 
. in front of P~i Kappa Alpha arid 
around Stoke . . 
Although these men hope 
tha-t in the future UNH students 
will be able to summon the 
energy to walk to a trash canJ 
with their candy w.rap·pers, they 
say· that they will perform this 
service again when the weather 
will be a little more forgiving. 
Word Processing• 'fyping •Transcription· 
Durham, New Hampshire 
... CAREER~ORIENTED PEOPLE, 
Clean Harbors Inc., the largest environmental services 
company in New England, is seeking people for entry lev-
el_ positior:is who are motivated and, intere,sted in 
growing into more respons·ib·le roles. 
We provide: • Ex,tensive entry level training • Midc;Ue 
management ,and management training as your career 
progresses • Excellent benefits • Competitive waf)es 
·Requirements: • Bachelor's Degree (preferably in a · , 
science-related field) 
Call Rob Star, Clean H~rbors Human Resources 
Department at (617) 849-7958. 
/·•·at 
.. . ons. It 
e desire to 
.) velopment 
At The KEY Program,··1nc., of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, we 
· specialize in matching hur.nan service 
and ·criminal justice professionals with 
· casework they can be proud of: the 
opportunity to change th -:> course of a 
troubled life. We're loo::ing for dedica-
tion and enthusiasm in our Caseworkers 
who work with.c:ourt-involved and ' 
troubled adolesce1Jts in both residential ' 
and.outreach positions. 
And we offer, you more than this 
challenge alone. As ·a member of our 
team, you'll find your professiona • 
growth and development will b · 
·" encouraged with generous tui ·· 
bursement, and rewarded wi 






Opport_µnities are .available in the 
following lbcations thr,oughout · 
Massachusetts: Springfield, 
Worcester, ·Lowell, Westboro, Fall 
River, W;1reharn, Hyannis, Lawrence, 
Methuen and Pittsfield. We also have 
openings in our Providence, Rhode 
Island, office. · 
Interested applicants should look for·our 
representatives on campus, send their 
resumes or call ou,r Main Office for more 
information. · 
The KEY Program, inc. 
670 Old_Connecticut Path 




... for new hires with successful 
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.determining the future AIDS 
research in the country," said 
Patter.son. -'.'We sould try and 
- be cooperative instead of reac-
tionary." . · 
Patterson said he believes the · 
test will decrease the number 
of people calling for mandatory 
of testing of students· entering 
universities, since the statistical 
information will already be 
done. · 
"Mandatory testing will not 
'be anonymous,'-' he warned. 
Patterson said this might help 
get the state to move on th AIDS 
· issue as well. , , · 
."The state of New Hamp-
shire hasn't committed a dime 
towards the research of AIDs,'' 
he said. "We have an Opportun-
ity to do something about that." 
The bill did not , pass without 
a lively debate amongst the 
student senators. Mark Hamil-
ron said he believes that 1t is . 
a possibility that the study· may . 
· · somehow reveal the U niversi- ' 
ties involved wifh the s~dy: He_ 
(continued from page 3) 
the AIDS dang~r isn't .real." , suggested that if the study 
He also noted that a ,study : reveals a high percentage, then 
which _show~ a vasdy higher people may choose not to attend . 
percentage 'o.f males with the the University if they associate 
virus to females would r-esult the school with the statistic. 
.'in a "homophobic packlash" "I don't think that UNH 
against gays. Kiely also believes needs that," he said. 
that students will be leery 'of Patterson reiterated that the 
going to Healt.h Serv.~ces for universities involved with the 
medical treatment if they will study would_ not be rev:ealed by 
be tested for AIDS. the study, but he could riot 
Student senators· Steve Rod: · .. guarantee thatthe list of schools 
erick and Scott __ Robidoux argued . would never come out. Howev-
. in support of the bill. Roderick er, he added, "the value of the" 
said he believes tha:·t the results . smdy outweighs that notion."· 
of. the study could·. prove. us~fu1 , Senator Jim Kiely also op-
by increasing the attention paid: · · posed the bill because he feels 
by the government to the issui _ _that the money would be better 
of AIDS. · ~ -. <spent on the education of people 
"Student governments could . about the AIDS virus. "I don't 
ba_n together and get the govern-· , s_ee how compilation of statis-
ment to do something about the · tics, which mirror other statis-
" problem," R9bidoux added. tics, will stop the s.pread of 
"Education has to start some- AIDS." 
where and an institution for ·· Kiely went on to warn that 
highe·r learning should be the the results could be harmful to 
spark. It can't hurt us, the money . society. "A low· percentag~ will 
is well.spent." lull students into believing that Dr. Patterson donates UNH :l>Iood for AIDS study. (l)eborah 
Hopkins photo) . · · · · · _ _ ·. ' · 
B-LACKOUT 
(continued froin page 3) 
second·floor resident, expressed . firmer on the matter; . 
a major concern.' · · ·· ,._,_ ,v- .:-•1 dori't think·we should have 
"I have -to get up at five or dass· due·ro ,the fact that none 
six and can't go to sleep until of us can- study• and ·we can't ·set 
the power comes back' on," said · our alarm clocks," said Sefton. 
Dittrich. . · . Jn the . meantime, st.µdents~ 
Millette said students he /tried tp keep busy underJh~ dim 
talked to were hoping teachers glare of flashlights by socializing 
would be considerate of the and playing games. Dittric4 said 
situation. Carrie Sefton, a res- some students· even brok~ out 
ident of. the sixth floor, , was a ouija board for the occasion. 
. . . '• . • .,. __ -:...._ .. :·, V, 
. Hf: , . ,:, ~.- ~~r.t~$~~ 
' . '. ' C• 
:,. ',: ·; 1 ' .. 
. HOP·' 
· Ceftic Warpipes 
· Rustic m,usica( art ... 
Tauglit on a_ 9 note recor~. 
;; 
susta.inei 6y your natura( 6reath 
. . 
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Many UNH coup_l~s-may have celebrated National Orgasm Week·and not even known it. 
(Peter Tamposi.photo) - · · · 
Orgasm \\leek Comes a~d goes . 
l3y Chr-is Paulson with a pre-sex in.terview with from people who are just like 
ECUMENICAL 
GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE 
12:00 - 12:50 P.M. 
Friday; April 1 · 
at 
St. Thomas More 
Roman Catholic· Church 




lnter-1 Transfer Applications 
to the 
Occupational.·~erapy ~ajor .~ No• Available 
in the departmental office 
Hewitt Hall, Ro·om 2;I.8B. 
· Students who might be iriteresled in con~idering 
'internal transfer-to Occupational.·Therapy in the . 
following yea{ may wish to enroJI in OT 510-
. Occupational _Th~rapy Theory ·1 . . 




. Hewitt Hall, Room213 . If you. were.suffering from a assistant Roxanne B.ibbit. The us," says Libby; "Sexual rel-a.a 
perpetual orgasm, not only horny toad has a tape player ti-onships should traverse all 
would you look rather si.lly, _but inside of her wi~h a prerecorded racial· and-ethic-al bounds." - . , 
you would •:ptob:a-bl-y warrt it . tape of a femal<:! Il}odel..~ibby · ''At leas.cone':of the biggt=st : -~•.· • .·.•• .. ··: ••. ••.•••.••. •••~+++ ...... ♦♦. : ._· • .++_' ·•. ♦ . . }Fopped.·so·w;ho do you tal1£:)o? starts his- le·cture with some mistakes people make is lim-. . . - ♦ 
_.· 'falktq Dr. :.RogerJ.1bby._,: 1f'.>:. humorous jokes apout sex; arid , itfog :thf!t.i:i:sdves to one sexual ♦ . · · • · ♦ 
, :}'.~;JVP~Y5,,v·· ~>, :;~,.::_.;._.J'<-:J\, .. -'even 'gjves-the ans~er. _?.1:1 ho~ ;~ p,art,ne;t,-:··says Lib~y. :fe~ple: · ·~ :'i'9. 88 . SUM.M.:/•,ER · Pb.s.· ✓1 .. t101tt.:.••:r;···s. ::.•·.A.,, . .-·v···~~I~,..A_-- B:'_y,E·_ ,. · ♦ :"if.a. ·,know pr. l:iBby," tije · to stop the perpetu~.h>&ga~rn;~.,_.,-.. shoulcl l}a'-;,e sexuaffrtends, s1.nce_ ♦ , J.~ n tn L . :._;,: .. _.~_ ♦ 
.. qs'i~i~e, energetic, ·sexologfsJ , '-(~Humour is my vehicle fo_r .;. limitin:gt t-hemselves. ,to: on~ • · · for W~rk s~~dy"Eligibl;'• sfod~rii-~,,7 i' ··.· · :~:." -- • 
who s·tood _out ,Jn from of talking about sex," says Ljbby.- ·· . perso·n allows thoughts of pos- ♦ · ♦ 
~ Flinkey's night club in Daytona · The pr.e-sex inr.erview Dr. · se~icm_ t?, er_ eep into . a_·relation- _ ♦•. , . . · ♦• 
Heach, Florida handing .out- _; )..ibby uses fo start off his ship . . · ... ; .- '·. . . ,' ' . . ' ♦ ... Interesting and chall_enging work for ,emerging leaders. Upward -
_condoms and lubricants dutirig ·. lectures,,is the sarp.e kind of talk ''Y~u·don·'t own anybody;" . . . Bound Pi;ogram·looking for live-in staff. Dates of employmeqt: 6/19 ·: 
:-spring break. The same ·guy ·who · he .advises college stU:derits to says Libby. . . · . , ♦ ·- 8/ 13/88. Working with high school students. Training provided-tn · ♦ 
. declared last wee'l,c National , have before entering into sexual T,o hear Libby speak so pos- ♦ leading gr,<:>ups; ~ndividual c9unseing and · educational methods: '_, ♦ 
Orgasll) week. relationships. "This would stop itively about 'healthy sexlJ,al ♦ ·Responsibil'ities include ·teaching, tutor,ing, q:mnseling, and supervis-iog. · __ ♦ 
, :S.lme g~y?, ... : • .... -<·.a lot ofthe;guilty.feelings:_after,'' fantasies is refreshing. "If sorrie- ♦ · · · ~ · · · ♦ 
-S,ime guy. . ,- . . . · says Libby. . . , • ·. c'. •. . one · ·turns_ y,ou on- by doing ♦- · · Contact: . ♦ 
. Jfr,9m that descr-ipti9nyou , . Inhislectur,esLi~bypr.6motes something, talk about it and let : Up~ardBoundPr~gram,KeeneSta~eCollege .·, : 
,m'igl:n,L~bby ·is .some kind of~·. the importan~e -of re€eiving them·k~o.w' thatyou like it," says . ♦ ~eene, New Hampshire 03431 ♦ 
regener:a-re·,ano·qoonehas ·even .. pleasureform sex and .the need ·· Libby. _ . ♦ Tt:lephone:(603)352-I909,Extension292 ♦ 
mendop.ed his 5 foot 6 'inch; soft .· : for caring with lots of discussion Women also have more of a ♦ ♦ 
sculptu'red, horny tqad a~sis_tan_t, . between parrners. Sa.fe. sex is role to play in ·sexual relation- ♦ · ♦-
Roxanne Ribbit. : ,. · . . vitaFto Libby'"s discussions but ships, says Libby. "We need to ♦ , ,' , . , : i 
. But Dr. Libby has his head on he str~s~~s the paranoia around lose .this double standud that . ♦ ' · . -
straight.He promotes conscien:- _ AIDS .can be just as 'dartgerous - good gids do·n't have _sex qut ♦ ••••••++•••••••••••••••••••••~ 
tious, honest, and safe sex. For · as the disease itself. · its OJS_.Jor meq.;:.says-.Libbi ·.----c---e~-'--- --'---------
. the seqrncl year in a row Dr. There are much more com- . '.'I me(,a gir+in·Swederi''·who · 
· Libby has declared the first week mon venereal diseases such as invifo9- •tne b<l,~k.to her house, 
o( spting Nation~.l Orgasm "· yenere~l wart~ and clamidia went into .the bathroom, came . 
W.eelkto: promote "eating sex'' -· which people ,need to be edu- backiri. jusra towel arid proceded ~>, .{~ .,, t.· , . cated about, but ~re forgotten to u:ndres.s me. It ,was a vftry·. 
-nfi/Uboy ,spent his. weebn ~.· unae(the shadow of AIDS,:he: · exciting experience," hedaims. 
-Dayi:p'oa:giying lecture~-at Emb,- , claimed. . Libby :asseits that it <;:an be 
ry 'Riq.p\e_; A11.~onau_tica1 U riiver:: · - Libby also ha.s some pberal very arrnusing when a female 
sity, ;aiid F]wida Atlantic Uni- · 1deas surrourrdirig sexual takes the initiative: 
ver_sJtf in :·'Boca Rato.n, whil~ - -partners. Be tJ1inks -age should Libby says· he is still hci.ping 
pu.'tti-n.g in a.ir,time at local radio ·· not be a limiting factor in a: to see open marriage~.-,al)d ."af.ter - , . 
i'' 
st
ag~~Lbb;~·s~• .. ;~~·~"~'r~: ''tb~g'i~-.: ~~lel.~w:s~~~'t lea'i~n anything:. f~!l~;i:t~!rh;~h
1
~rt~nlFim : ~ ·Ce~brating::?Pring-At 
___ ... , ... ;•" .. liilil"·"· -•··-·liilli·.--.illliil.·;.PRC>F·ESSOR . ,. 
· ·; (~ontin~ed frb~ page 1) 
ily on the cha:lkooa_rd~ _he' ~ever -be '.'awful,' ' she is oi:~!inistic now 
gave notes, a1;,d h1~ lrngo was : that cp.anges have heen· made. 
hard to follow, Woody added, · "I feel like I'm going to learn 
Mark Newman, also a,sopho-· \ something now. They [Allen1 
more, said he found Gambling and.Preston] ar;.e reteaching the 
an ineffective instructor because whole course," said Le~. · 
he had difficulty conveying '"Over the past fe~ days. we 
knowledge. According to New- have .· been given notes and 
man on one test there were 27 handm..1t sheets and we have • 
''F's," 26 "D's,"20 "Cs," 9 ."B's," been told what we ·are expected 
and 9 "A's'-' .after a scale. to know. WithG_ambling you 
Newillan said his class was nev_er khew. These guys seem 
told that the reason that Garn- like ~hey oare: 100% better than 
bling did not return was "he did Gambling is,"· said Newrpan;· 
not want fo come back and, his Freear also ·said he felt con-
. wi{e was_ sick." . · .. · . - . . fident in the abi-lities of .the 
. · Sophoino_t~:WSBE ·stuqeqt replatement professors. He 
May Ellen Lee said that although added that h.e did not expect the . 
sbe founa Gambling' s class to students would be at a disadvan-
rage pravid~_d chat they ~t,terid.el.: 
cJass. ·· · : .. , ·;\,. · .,- -~.: · ' 
::Any .u.niyer-$ity 'has to cover, , 
. part of _it's curriculum wit4 
outside faculty arid, on ·occasion, · 
.. ·. . . ,, 
. . 
. .. . . . . 
those arrahg€ment,s don'.t work 
out," said Burtori. He added "I B -·n . ,. ... ·;~ adfa. 
thi°nk it- is im portant:_ th_f,l,tthe , . rli ~n 11 ,I~ . r 
school is vigilant ab.out such ·:10%off anySpring 
circu,mstances and will :rectify . a'' · ·, 
sitrta.tions' that need changing.:· · non •S r8 /,8fflS. 
. Rothwell sa_id that Gambling 
is a.very t.alented researcher and ., 
that he was work1ng on a book 
here at: the University. R_oth,well : 
also said:: that Gambling is the · 
51 Ceres Street 
Portsmouth NH 03801 
603-436-2.436 
. c;hai1rman, pf his department _at 
. tft~:\!nJyepiity of }3.irmi_ngharn: 
34.5 Fore Street .' 
. Pqrtland ME 04101 
,. · : 207-773-7784 .· ·' 
\ 
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Join In The Durham/UNH 
Crop Walk for the Hungry . . 
Sunday, April 10 
1:00 P.M. Starting From C"'Lot 
To Walk or for Information Call 
Gail or Paul at 862-1165. 
- WEBSTER'S 
' . 




2,347 pages, thumb indexed 
320,00) definitions 
19 encyclopedic supplements 
3,00) illustrations 
Full-color maps of 
79~5 
) ~ 
&N PRI ·~ 
9 
WHAT IF YOU 
DON'TGD 




. schools. But why settle? 
Kaplan prep courses help 
students ((lise their scores 
and their chances of 
beind admitted into their 
IKAPI \■Ill . · r~~iceschools. Fact ..... is,noonehashelped 
STAIIIIY IL WUII IDUUIIOIIILCIIIIIIDD. stud~ score higherl 
OTHER COURSES: MCAT, DAT, NQ.EX, NTE, CPA, BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS 
There's still time to 
join the Portsmouth area 
classes. Call Right Now! 
(617)266-TEST Collect 
ST·OP IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE AND 
ENTER ·OUR DRAWING FOR A lOK GOLD .. 
If RT (/1 RV E D·RJNG!! 
I 
DRAWING TO BE HELD APRIL 15th 
one men's ring . one women's ring 





Hewitt ', A service of 
Hall &. 
COLLEGE CREDIT 
Don't Get Caught Short Next Year 
1 I•• 
ALPS* 
Alternative Loans for Pafe-nts and Students , {' f . ' . . ' . ' ' .. ' . ~ . 
AFFORDABLE FIXED RATE FINANCING: ALPS offers 
a competitive fixed annual percentage rate (APR) of 12% % .
Because this is set for the total term of the loan, you know 
exactly ,what your costs will be versus other financing plans 
with variable rates. Comparing these options, at their currerit 
rates, to ALPS, your monthly payments would be slightly less 
today but where will they be a year from now? 
UNSECURED FUNDiNG: The ALPS program does not ask 
you to tie up .valuable family assets in order to secure the 
funds to invest in another. Does it really make sense to place 
these hard earned investments in. an unnecessary risk posi-
tion when you're not obligated to? 
REALISTIC LOAN LIMITS: Designed to 
meet the growing needs of famjlies and stu-. 
dents who are not eligible for Federal Assis-
tance or who require supplemental funding 
over and .above traditional sources of finan-
cial aid, ALPS offers access to a single -· 
source of funds in amounts large enough 
to cover the ac;tual expense of college today. 
Qualified applicants may borrow between 
v$3,000 and $15,000. 
OPEN ELIGIBILITY: There are no maximum income or 
asset restrictions tied to ALPS, nor are you required to sub-
mit to any complex "financial needs" test. Eligibility is based 
on standard credit review procedures and the stipulation that 
the· student either be a New Ha(Jlpshire resident, or. a non-
resident attending an approved institution within the State. 
EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS: ALPS·, financing all9ws 
you to spread the cost of your education -over a twelve year 
period. This , long~term repayment cycle makes · the overall 
expense not only affordab!e but easier for most to manage. 
CONVENIENT APPLICATION PROCESS: The 
ALPS loan process can be totally handled by. 
mail, and in most cases takes only about three 
weeks to complete. The $50 application fee 
is considerably lower than that of other edu-
cational · financing options' which, in most 
cases, charge origin_ation fees of between 4 % 
~--• and 5 % of the principal amount borroweo. 
If you too need help with your educational 
· investment, return-the attached coupon or · 
call us 1DLL-FREE at 1-800-235-2577 





'*Granite State Management & Resources, a New Hampshire. voluntary corporation, is rJsponsible f~r and ,admi~isters the ALPS ~- Granite State Management & Resources uses the name "New Hamps~ire Higher Education Assistance Foundation" under the terms of a limited license agreement. 
· Please· forward additional · information on the ALPS program to: ·t . 
Name _________________ _ ______ ~~-
Addr~ ________________ City · ________ _ 
. State _ ____ __ . Zip-.------- Phone ( 
Mail to: NHHEAF .~· PO Box 877 • Conoord, NH 0~302 
GUADALAJARA · 
SUMMER . 
~ • 1 SCHOOL 
-i· University of Arizona -
: offers more than 40 
... courses: anthropol-
. ogy, art, bilingual edu-
. cation, folk music and , .. 
· folk dance, 'history,- . 
· phonetics, political sci-
. ence, Spanish langu-· 
age and literature and 
· intensive Spanish. Six-
. week session. July 4-
. August 12, 1988. Fully · 
accredited program. 
Tuition $510. Room 






Ed.ucation Bldg., Room 225 
University of Arizona 
Tucson. AZ 85721 
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. , For those,hard-to-find publications-such as out-of-pr'int 
books, legal anthologies and s~holarly journal reprints, · 
Kinko'_s Copyright Permissions and Reprints Service will help 
, .you obtain permission so you can teach with the specific · 
educational information you need . 
51 Main Street 
Durham,NH 
. 868~6322 
"Mom says the · · 
house just isn't the 
same without me,· 
even though itS 
a lot cleaner.,, 
I 
]ust because-you~-M~m 
is faraway, doesn't mean . , ,, . 
you c,an't q~cl9se.Yottcan 
still share the love arid . 
lau·ghter on AT &TLong -
• Distance Service . .. · 
It costs 1ess than;you .:, .. 
- think to hear that she ·likes 
. the peace and quiet, but · 
she misses you·. So go · · 
ahead, give your Mom a , · ·-
call. You can clean:youi _ 
room later. Reach out and 
. touch someone~ .:._ 
• • • i ~. ~. 
Al&T· 
The right choice. 
----------------lllllllii---------~-..... 
j 
1-,\ •.. ,.,--'- "- .~..,--~.-,~-.,.-,_-.,_::.,,.~-, .. ~--"·~,.~--l"'-"""'...,,.,...,..-==...,,.-==•==..,. -::· "'"'.--,:,-,,.,,,....,,..-_.- ,..,_-,...,_-,..._c..,_--=~ 
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DON'T FORGET TO READ_ 
THE EDITORIALS!!! 
Rubes® -By L~igh Rubin 
GOOD HEAVENS,r-OY\Eq 
IS. HE ,(GA5P.r)?/ ... 
THE FAR SIDE By. GARY LAR&ON _ 
\ - ' 
' •Y-==-.._,,....,..,., ~ ~  . Gl\~lC; . 
\_ 
I ~ ,. Ji I ,.-· 
@1988 Universal Press Syndicate _g . .z-, 
. Amidst congrat~latory applause, 
Cindy leaveJ the group. 
. \ 
UNH exchange students a·nd spring breakers at a beach party at Lajolla Shores in San :Oiego, 




-Calvin and 1-Jobbes have 
_ been living at the top of 
the national bestseller 
- lists for months now! -
Find out wl!y Bill 
Watterson's wonderfully_ 
fresh and funny humor 
has captured America .. 
:Order your copy 
right away~ · 
- -
@ ---- i~J:;~~~~~-----------------~-----1,. ' I 
I '-"''·'"-'-'-"--- - Please send me ___ copies of Calvin and Hobbes at $6:95 · I 
I plus $1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed is --~-- I 
I Make check payable to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. - I 
I · - - I 
I _O Check q Money Order - □ VISA □ MasterCard I 
, I Name ' I 
I Address ---~------------------~----- I 
I City ----------~--- State - Zip---,,------- I -1 - I 
_ I Credit Card # _ _____ ___c__ _ MasterCard Interbank #-------~- · I . 
I --------~---- --~ ---- Exp.Date _______ I 
1
1 
· Signature. as <;m credit card 1
1 Mail to: _ 
I _ Calvin and Hobbes B9ok; c/o This Newspaper; P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, MO 64141 · I 
I I 
I _ , Andrews and McMeel, 4900 Main Strei t, Kansas City, MO 64li2 I 
--------------------------------~-------------
-EVICTION-
<<;omin~ed from page 1) 
the English Department, pre-
sided over the hearing, along 
with Associate Dean of Students 
William Kidder. Seligman told 
the six Sawyer residents in her 
closing arguments that she felt 
it was essential they be broken 
up and evicted from the hall. 
"Camaraderie should not take 
the notion it's alright to infringe 
on the rights of others," she s·aid. 
All have been told to evict as 
of Sunday, March 27, and wilr 
not be allowed to enter the 
residence hall after that date. 
With the exception of McCray, 
the other five must also perform 
eight hours of cleaning service 
in either Stoke or Sawyer Hall. 
McCray, French, McGuckin, and 
Alto are sentenced with j~o-
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 1988 
pardy of suspensio~ as well. --•---------------~~-----. 
~TALENT- -Pit To A Tee 
(continued from page 1) 
personally for corporate dona-
. tions. Since the program thing 
flopped we decided to mail 
requests ... and tickets have been 
on sale for ages and we've hardly 
sold. I don't know if we can 
break even ... We sent letters' to 
all area newspapers_ and received 
minimal response. I can't un_-
derstand that... maybe it's mis-
communication or something," 
said Bonenfant. 
No New Hampshire on Fri-
day upset Todd Delaney. "I wish 
the paper had come out on 
Let us outfit your 
. organization, team, 
. frat or sorority 
155 Portland Ave 
Dover, NH 
749-6465 
call your Durham rep for a 
Friday. -To reach the students a.---------------•--------• we relied on the New Hamp-
.· shire and our poster campaign, 
which was unfortunate." 
. ; 
'. In sp.ite of J~e ,s~tbacks, the1, 
· show was quite a success and 
the audience was very enthu-
. siastic. The four finalists were 
enjoyable- two dance numbers, 
a comedian, and the Alpha Tau 
Om~,ga's ~ehs Ensemble. Last 
night the professional acts were 
well received, yet the student 
acts were enjoyed just as much, · 
if not more. 
Many of the intentions of the 
student coalition were fuf ill ed. 
Bonenfont explained, "We want- . 
ed to have a large event to raise 
, · money, and to bring Greeks and 
non-Greeks together. We saw 
Comic Relief on HBO, and that's 
where we got the idea to support 
the homeless ... When the second 
semester started, we came up 
with the name Student Coali-
tion, beca.me ·a student organ-
ization, and later a non prof it 
organization." 
"90 percent of what we take 
in is donated to the NH Coa-
lition for the homeless," said 
Delaney. ·~From there the mo-
ney is sent· to other organiza-
tions such as Crossloads in 
Portsmouth and New Horizons 
in Manchester. 
At this time it appears that 
very little money will actually 
execute the Student Coalition's 
endeavors. However public 
awareness of the need for sup-
port for New Hampshire's 
homeless has been aroused. 
"I found that the normal 
person · decides to ignore these · 
kinds of problems. Next year 
we will have a better attack and 
hopefully more support. I've 
been told that 'the first half of 
fund-raising is friend raising.' 
Next year we plan to have more 
friends and the end result will 
hopefuly be more money." 
PAGE NINETEEN 
r 
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Editorial 
~~~~~!l!!!!!!!~~!!!!fll!!!!!~--. !!!!!.- II.,._ -------------------... ~---~----~~~~~~,/' 
. f~"fX_.:' 
Peace may; be breaking· oUt in· NiCaragua. 
• , ~ • ' ' t : ' ;:. - • • , 
The Reagan administration seems dis- the United States. go s9far .as\o lay;thatjfwas .discomforted 
appointed that peace may be ,breaking out In return the Sandinista government, by the true~. A top official relayed fears 
in Nicaragua. While the Sandinista govern- - under President Daniel Ortega,- agreed to · to the press that the contras had "sold out.!' 
me·nt and contra rebel leaders have struck release 3,300, anti-~a~dinista prisoners -
a remarkable cease-fire agreement, the 100 were freed yesterday - and to allow 
Reagan's White House se'ems concerned "unrestricted freedom of expression." 
that its own agenda in the region may be Both Ortega and Calero· were hope.fol 
thwarted by both sides seeking peace. _ about the progress · they have made. 
Actually it is the Reagan a,dministration 
that has sold out to Big Bu,siness and is 
willing to risk American lives in Central 
America to make tlie world safe for 
unfettered free enterprise. "The.re is discomfort over what the "Today we have taken a first but firm 
contras are apparently.agreeing to," a senior . step to end this fratricidal war in order 
Administrative official was quoted in that we not continue killing our br-othe,rs, 
Friday's New York Times. _-· . _ children of the same nation, children of 
What the contr-as have agreeci to do is the same mother," Calero said, as quoted 
. · Instead of casting a ·pall on the mo_st 
hopeful actiori yet in Central America, the 
U:S. should leave Nicaragua alone: Instead 
of being rhe bully on the block trying to 
get our own way, let's be the friendly helping 
hand for the Nicaraguan people who have 
been poor and hµrigry for too long. The 
United State~· military agenda in the region 
only prolongs their suffering; 
talk with the Sandinista government to in .the New York Times. · 
try to end the civil v;ar that has ravaged This was said by a man who leads a rebel 
the country for nearly six years~ force that '1; week ago would not recognize 
Senior contra leader Adolfo Calero also the very government with which a tentative 
agreed to recogniz~ the Sandinistas as the peace has now been reached. Yet the U.S. 
official Nicar,aguan government, not to government, intent on ousting the Soviet-
- accept military aid from~nyone and to backedSandinistas, was reportedly surprised 
accept "humanitarian" aid through "neu- at the terms of the cease-fire agreement. 
i',. tral" countries only. This restricts the Could peace actually be breaking out? 
·We had our Revolution over two hundred 
years ago to tletermine our $ystem of 
government? let Nicaragua create its own 
destiny. The best way of life for Nicaraguans 
may not be our way of life. co-ntras from getting any direct aid from The Reagan administration would only_ 
Club 
Senate 
To the Editor: 
-/ For an editor who is normally 
right you sure blew it this time. In 
response to your editorial "The 
Senate-Is A Club" let.me say this. 
Actually it isn't that old, it's 
younger than_! am. We work .too 
hard to be called prestigious. No 
one, and I mean no one, travels · to 
. Durham from miles away every 
damn weekend to prjictice parli-
amentary procedure. No one likes 
parliamentary procedure, but try 
and run _ a meeting that large 
without it. · 
As far as us being "pumped with 
self importance," · the .senators 
should be proud of their efforts. 
They get little credit for aU the work 
they do. Get off the high horse. 
These people, if they are not 
chairpeople, don't get paid a cent. 
Think of what it costs some senators 
i,n gas alone. 'Then there are the 
senate meetings which last often 
times to ten or eleven at nig4t. Who 
would be numb enough to think we 
do it for. the fun of it- some club. 
Your comment on the 
Jones/Clark administration was 
cheap. But their actions speak 
louder than your words ever will. 
You say the senate is like a "Pet 
Dog." Where did you find the gall 
-~ to say that? You're the one doing 
the bitching. 
Yes, Wonder Woman we do have 
, a housing shortage and if you stayed 
around long eno_ugh to learn an-
ything, you would have realized it 
was the student senate that stood 
. in Halland' s sicway when he wanted 
to ta~e away beds. If we had not put 
up a fight he would not have 
changed his mind. 
I'm glad . you mentioned the 
parking pinch. Yes, we have a 
,, other students andinvestigating 
problem. Halland sicsaid it was not possible a_nswers. Time spent plan-. 
a priority of his. IJ I had a house ning programs for students: a self-
right on the core of campus com- defense class, a program to make 
plete with my own garbage for the Freshman year a: little easier, AIDS 
past six years I would' nt give a damn education, free legal council, better 
about it. For the first time in years athletic facilities, finding additional 
new lots ar:e being built, and a new parking spaces and working to make 
two hundre_d and fifty space lot was the shuttle more convenient, open 
gained with the help of the outer _ legal forums like "Party with the 
shuttle. The progress is slow' and Law", working to elimiOJ(lte interim 
hard, but we're doing it. Thanks sanctions and improve the judicial 
for the appreciation. system, lobbying the Board of 
We are no more "Toy Politicians" Trustees, and setting up a student 
than you are a toy newspaper editor. trustee inte_rn. Time representing 
Did it ever occur to you that we care the students at numerous adminis-
as much about UNH as you do? tra.tive meetings. Time debating 
As far as your line about forming budgets, proposals, bills--sorry, 
committees as if it were our pass democracy takes time. Maybe you 
.time sic, I don't think one is mo would suggest that President Haa~ 
many. - lafld take over deciding where 
. Who ·the hell is going to come students' $750,000 activity fee goes? 
every Sunday night to argue about It would certainly be a, lot quicker. 
"monopoly money." Are you crazy? While on the subject of the 
We care about the money, because student activity fee, our "l;>.,,one" 
it is student money and we are thrown to us by the administration, 
responsible for it. You may think allow me to expand. On a ~tudent 
it is not wonh the time- we do. government conference this· 
This club that you had no good summer we learned that out of the 
words for has given far more than 100 schools participating UNH.was 
it will get in return, and you could · one of only three who has student 
not _even say thanks. control of their student fees. At the 
Edmund McCabe majority of campuses students have 
.Club Member to appeal tro adminisn'ators for 
funding, we don't. The money that 
we pay in 'fee is also cotroJled by 
us. We_ believe a quarter of a million 
dollars of the students' money is .Senate is 
·serious a real -issue". -The Student Senate is not exclu-sive. Senator, chair, and presidential 
position are open to every full-time 
undergrad on this campus and all 
To the Editor: Senate meetings are open to anyone 
Bravo, TNH Editorial staff, who would like to come and voice 
~rayo! Cheers _to_ your se~sational an opmion. 
similes and 'art1st1C analogies! Only . .A resume line? Damn it; I hope , 
three _elements were missing from senators can put student govern-
your editorial of March 8--fact, inent on their resumes. Senate is 
example, and substance. · the only SAFC organi zation whose 
If you wereJooking for fast band- members (60 senators) don't get _ 
aid solutio.ns to major ' campus compensated financially. It seems 
problems we never promised an- that a line on a: resume is the only 
ything of the sort. What we did recognition they get for the min-
pledge to our constitvents was an imum of 139 rhours required a 
investment of our time for long semester. 
term- solutions. Time educating Sabra E. Clarke 
ourselves on the issues, talkins to Student Body Vice-President 
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University Forum · 
I . 
Flattery , <:utd· respot1sibilit,y 
in South Africa By John F ~ _Fitzgerald 
A historian of considerable merit and vision once 
remarked; "Flattery is a foolish suicide~ she clestroys 
herself with her own hands." This truism often 
manifests itself in the words of our naive politicians 
and meretricious public figures, and, as a conse-
quence, in the ramifications which necessarily result 
from such utterances. Rece:nt examples include 
both the increase and nature of the political.posturing 
on the issue o( aparthied in South Africa. Liberals 
rhetorically deplore the lack of freedom and political 
rights of the majority, while con~ervatives privately 
dread the lqss of a strategically placed ally. 
Secretary of State George Schultz has argued that 
"one man, one vote" may not be the solution. This, 
he continues, is an interim solution until something 
more permanent can be established. But to many 
this sounded too much like an apologist's play for 
more time. The opposition argued for, and won, 
sanctions against South Africa in an attempt to 
bring about "positive" internal change after a year 
of surprising,political gains for blacks in South 
Africa we have ·witnessed a "backlash of reoression" 
over the'past :month by the South African ~overnment. 
Quick to attribute some of the prior gains to our 
sanctions the pr_oporients of sanctions are again 
arguing for additional sanctions to punish Johan- . 
nesburg for its backsliding. It is interesting to 
r~consiqer our objectives on South Africa. That 
is to ask, what do the proponents of sanctions hope 
to accomplish? . _ • 
Senator Biden speaking last year, before the Senate 
Foreign Relations_Commitee, argued that the time 
for change is now. Be derided the Reagan 
Administration's policy of gradualism as ineffectual . 
· and a thinly veiled attempt to inaintain .the status 
quo. Lane Kirkland, speaking ostensibly for-the 
membership of the AFL-CIO, deqianded that our 
nation impose sanctions to provide the necessary 
impetus for change in South Africa. l wonder what 
underlies these political stances. Both seem to argue 
that what is needed to cure the ills of the South 
African political system is a strong dose of Western 
style democracy_based upon our sacred doctrine 
of "natural rights." · · 
Our freedom, and the system which prodtJ.ced · 
it, are often taken for granted. Is it an unfortunate 
inconvenience that English political freedom and 
liberty are virtually non-existent outside the pale 
of We_stern Europe and North Am.erica? Biden and .. 
Kirkland underscore ·their ignorance and contempt 
for the historical development of our political rights 
and freedom. Do they think that the political system, 
complete with it's complementary ethical system, 
can be magically transported and imposed anywhere · 
in the world overnight? More importantly, do they 
suppose that the habits that are conducive, perhaps 
even absolutely necessary to moderation and i 
tole~ation are already present in the people of Sourh 
Afnca? Rousseau remarked, well over a century ~ 
ago, that when a people unaccustomed to freedom 
"shake off the yoke, they move farther away from · 
freedom because, mistaking for freedom an unbridled 
licence which is it's opposite, their revolutions 
almost a!_vv:3.-ys_ del_iver ;th~,m to seducers who only 
make thetr chams heavier. · 
Men of the intellectual cast of Biden and Kirkland, 
sensing the mood of the nation, point out the obvious 
without recourse to a reasoned solution. We all 
believe that apartheid is repugnant. That is not 
the issue. There are plenty of things in this world 
which provoke revulsion, but ·what should we do . 
about them? The real issue is not the imposition 
1 
of sanctions nor their effectiveness. If economic : 
sanctions can topple, or provide the necessary 
marginal pressure to topple, the white minority 
government of South Africa, then we must commit 
ourselves to pick up the shattered remains. Shattered 
she will be, and democratic she will not become" 
- at least not yet. History.argues this case well enough 
not to require further argument. , 
Zealots may argue that the blood of patriots 
washes away centuries of injustice-.- perhaps. It 
is at least an eas.y ,argument to make an' ocean away. 
We must live with ourselves if our economic pressure 
pushes South Africa to revolution. And if tha.t 
. revolution is bloody, as almost all modern revolutions 
are, where will the responsibility lie? And if they 
impose a regime more repressive than the one which 
,preceded it, what will we say then? That we t ried? 
We flatte~ the South African people to think t9at 
there will not be a revolution and that it will not 
be bloody. We ,do not know for .sure, but history 
gives us a little comfort. More damning to our sense 
of self, or vanity, we flatter ourselves to think that 
all the world would impose- our narrow view of 
political rights i! only given tpe chance. 
John F. Fitzgerald is a graduate Political Science major. 
Good H20 _ today 
By -M. R9bin C~llins. 
This is part four of fourteen enviromental science 
and engineering articles appearing in a series spon-
_s ored by the UNH Pride Committee. The series dis-
cusses important enviromental issues that the 
UNH faculty have expertise in and which have rele--
vance to the UN H Community. 
At the turp of the century 25,000 deaths were 
· attributed to typhoid fever - a waterborne disease. 
By 1935; a ten-fold drop in typhoid related deaths 
had occured and improved water sanitation to include 
chlorine disinfection was given much of the credit. 
By the mid-1970's with the advent of improved 
· laboratory detection capabilities, evidence was 
compiled tha_t indic'ated that there may be some 
· carcinogenic health hazards associated with the 
by-products formed from the chlorif.lation of 
drinking wc:1-ter. An underlining conclusion drawn 
from these case studies suggests that there may 
always be some level of health risk associated with 
drinking water . 
Much discussion has taken place in recent years 
about what constitutes a generally acceptable level -
of individual health risk in our' society. In the United 
States, cancer presently accounts for about 400,000 
deaths each year. Adjusted for age, cancer is the 
only major cause of death which rose contiQuously 
from 1900 to 1981. The EPA targets carcinogenic 
risk for drinking water being one chance in 100,000 
to one chanc~ in 1,000,000 that a chronically exposed __ 
individual will develop cancer. 
What does it mean in real terms to have a one 
in a million chance? The following activities are 
estimated to increase one chances of dying in any 
year by one in a million: .smoking 1.4 cigarettes, 
drinking 0.5 liter of wine, living 2 days in New 
York or Boston, living 2 months in Denver on 
vacation from New York, traveling 10 miles by 
bicycle, traveling 150 miles by car, flying 1,000 
miles by jet, one chest x-ray taken in a good hospital, .,, 
eating 40 tablespoons ot peanut butter, drinking 
Miami drinking water for one year, eating 100 
charcoal broiled steaks, and living five years at site 
boundary of a typical nuclear power plant. · 
Sometimes the public may be inordinately 
concerned about waterborne risks compared with 
· other· risks. For example, it has been caloJlated 
· that consumption of one liter of drinking water 
containing 250 parts per billion of trichloroethylene 
(TCE) is 300 times less dangerous than eating one 
peanut but,ter sandwich and 3000 times less 
dangerous than drinking a, bottle of beer yet this 
level of TCE in drinking water is not allowed. 
Nevertheless, we can establish, maintain, and extend 
the protection of public health that is only achievable 
by meeting such strict drinking water standards. 
~merica's drinking water is among the best in 
the world, but we-can always improve tJ.pon it. That 
is the challenge to all of us in the water treatment 
field. 
M. R 1obin Collins is an A.rsistant Profes,sor- of Civil 
Engineering. 
Frustrated· 
By Chris Pollet 
I've· had this feeling for som:e time now. It's a 
· feeling which has grabbed· on to me-and attatched 
· itself to my life. It pops up every now arid then 
when t~ings aren't going that well or I get tired, 
but mostly when I get frustrated, something which 
seems to happen more· and more frequently as 'the 
- year progresses. 
At first, I thought it was the fact that I was 
graduating and I have no real plans for the future, 
just hopes. Tied to that is the fact I realize there 
is so much to do at UNH that I never wanted to 
do before. A day late and a dollar short. 
. Then I thought it was senior burnout. I was getting 
tired of the work and the lack of money in my pocket. 
But I looked at my friends in the working world 
and realized the money I didn't have, _would be as 
hard to come by,. when I had real bills and weekly 
necessities which far outdid what I have here: 
· But neither of these excuses ·really sufficed. ·"Well 
then, what is it?" I asked myself, while taking a 
late .night walk at home over break. I looked t1p 
at the star covered sky and thought about my position 
relative to everything. W&at I realized is to think 
, 
1 that way is unrealistic. "My position relative to 
everything" meant nothing because I haven't begun 
to understand everything. The fact is fwant to begin i 
-· to understand everything. 
The more I think about it, the more I realize that 
life is lived within some sort of context and . these 
various contexts are restrictive in the highest sense. 
I want to learn everything and _am unable to because 
my existenc_e is within a "United SJates 1988-" . 
conte~t. -1 am not saying this context is the .most 
resttict'iye 9f all Jime:budooki_ng :at it'I grow more 
and more frustrated .. ·· ,. . , -
Americans are lazy and content with their laz-iness. 
We never strive for perfection and wallow in our · 
satisfaction ~ith the status , quo. We settle for 
ihade9i:1ate political leaders. We settle for inadequate 
cond1t10ns for the average American. We settle 
for inadequate conditions on the world scale, 
reconciling it all the time with "It is the best we 
can do considering." 
BtJt why do we feel okay about saying, 11lt is the 
best we can do considering?" Call me an idealist 
(as many people have) but I think there is something 
better out there and it stays hidden behind our 
superficial,-inadequate world. 
Ask yourself the question, "Who am I?" Am I 
. a college student? A New Englander? A Democrat? 
A Republican? An American? Above a-ll these titles 
I beli~ve we are ."human beings" and we owe ou; 
allegiance to the common bond · between all human 
beings and not to some context. 
"Come on, you have to be realistic," you say to 
m~. "You are talking about some idealistic and 
unrealistic goal," you ~dd. But am I? Who is to say 
to think of otJselves, as human beings, above all 
else is u_nrea istic? What could it possibly do? It 
would force 1 aders of the world to take on a different 
view toward the humans they seem to forget when 
they make policy decisions. · 
We should think of ourselves as humans first 
· because we are just that, made of flesh and blood. 
We are not just some nonexistant entity in an 
immense, unfeeling framework of a society. We 
are not just human beings in the selfish sense, but 
rather in . the unselfish sense. We should recognize 
the sanctity of human life, all human life, and never 
lose sight of that fact. 
So graduation is fast approaching and the real 
world looms in the foreground. You know what 
the funny . thing is, sometimes it just doesn't matter 
that much. -
Chris Pollet is a senior Polit~cal Science major. 
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J 9h n Huston _an·d his daught~ Angelica, key players-in the 
film ~ersion <;>f James Joyce's The D~ad. - · 
< 




Africa:n Art At UNH 
Images Of Africa 
University Art<;_ alleries pictures. You're just glad that exhaustion ancf then without 
it's not real. But tnis show is . fear of retribution· from family 
. By Patri~k Jonsson real, the objects are actual and arid friends. The bug is out, life 
- African tribes peopie, except are made and used today_. As you slips back into its ..lazy groove 
for skin tone and various other stroke your finger.s across the and fee.lings can again start to 
superficia-1 differences, a,re like hand-woven, hand-dyed doth build, to again be let out at a 
us in many w~ys . They party, of a marriage quilt, you begin . proper,......time in a proper place_,· -
we,_ party. They like to wear to feel that the strangeness anonymously. _ _ 
masks, we wear masl<:s. Their scares bedt.use it is -real, it Their idea of beauty -is an · 
masks are -a little different, happens. __ " interesting one, as well. And 
though, carved out of wood and a simple one. A beautiful thing 
adorned with h'air and bones, is good. An ugly rhi-ng is e'vil. 
,meant to resemble animals and That ' is how their world is _ 
spirits. A_nd they wear theirs divided. Now were we to apply 
_only on speci_~l days, specifically · that to our society we'd have the 
set apart for celebrating and liberals snarling; but we could 
mask wearing. use the thbught in _c;ertain ways. 
The Images Of Africa collec- . How about toward forest pres-
tion, now at the Paul Arts ervation, walks in the wOods, 
Galleries through April 28, is selecting 4 president? And take 
.an exhibition of African artwork a firm stand against the ugly: 
full of ancient.tribal thought · factories,, smog, asphalt, prns-· 
and theory. To Africans, art is ident. Simpli city is a great 
not a commercial venture (al- lesson, these _objects seem to say, 
though Polly and Jim Curran, complex_i~y is a great slap in the 
the benefactors of the show, face, · · 
traded and bought the pieces Africans also have a way with . 
from traders while they were proverbs. And they like to attach . 
stationed in Africa), but a these to objects around them; . 
method to teach their own a chair may have a proverb 
people religous, s~xual a~d attached to it. Proverbs are 
social -responsibilities'. It is composed locally, about local 
evident, after experiencing this matters, but offer universal 
. exhibit, they cap. teach us things, slogans: "He who never travels 
too. · - Take the African ritual masks, thinks his mother is the only 
By 'Nfar,·A. Mamigonian ~ _ . ¢"one is the cynicism that chai;- A devilish aura surrounds for example. _In the . tribes, cook,» "A tree alone cannot 
· When I first learri~_d, about acterizds_ most of Huston's other much of this African art. Stud- community life progresses calm- produce seeds," "Power must 
a year,;~go,_ that John I::Iuston; great fihi1-s(there is ho p ore . yinga twiSreddeathmaskcarved ly and regularly, along firm be held in the hand like an egg: 
who tF l~,;rn·w. was~-ve.r • iJ l~;W~S\ ::·e:ynfo:~l fil-m .ct.han ::fTh¢.Tre.~sure ; ... (ro~ hea,¥y wood .and made up schedules and manners. People too firmly and it will break, too 
engaged irt makifrg ~ film or·· :"bfthe Sierra Madre). . \vidLbone and.animal hair, you work and eat together ac,eording loosely .and it will fall." . 
James Joyce's The Dead, I tmly The cast contributes greatly feel a diSmrbing uncomfort. You to a certain decorum. Confron- This one could 'be sent to 
hoped that he would live long to the feeling of community. try · to pictme a Westerner, ration is avoided during daily. certain world leaders: "When 
enough to see it completed. They are ,all won<Jerfol (with perhaps a stock broker in a life and days in _rhe village are elephants fight, it is the grass 
Huston was one of my 'favorite spedal points going to Donal Brooks Brothers suit, dancing peaceful. But, naturally, things which gets hurt." ,· 
directors, and I wanted to see Donnelly as Freddy Malins, "aroµnd a camp fire with such - bother Africans, too. The wife ~ An end note: The {riendly 
him finish at least_ one .more Kate and J1,1lia's drunken ne- : a mask on, chanting in pidgin. nags. Thekids scream. And it directors of the galleries would 
f~lm. Huston, directing from a phew), and they biend together It doesn't work so welL The gets on their nerves. But they like to invite everyone to their 
wheel chair and with a supply perfectly. Also particulary strik- African culture is so far away, hold it in, for they have set apart Thursday "b_ag-its" that take 
of oxygen on hand, completed ing are the beautiful sets (mostly so Srrange, even evil. · ·· special days to release their place from noon until two. 
the film, which stars his daugb- Kate and Julia's house which · This show puts ·you in touch, emotions. That is when they use There_is usually music and talks, 
ter Anjelica and was co-written . is very homey) and the gorgeous Jike a telegraph wire between the ml!sks. and is a very good lunch option. 
by his son Tony. _ ' pho.tograp~y. _ · · . · our cultures. And it -evokes the With the masks on they can All the carved. wood has a 
· In his final film, Huston The film is astonishingly same" fear of the unknown that dance satirically and revenge~ · interesting fragrance, too, a 
created an incredibly beautiful · faithful to Joyce's story. Most makes you cringe in the horror fully tint,il they crumble from little musty, but serious. 
and poetic avocati9n of the past. of the dialogue comes directly t------------------,--,-----..;...._ __ _:;:;_ ____________ _ 
The -story is set in Dublin, in fromJoyce, and nothing is added , " , 
1904, on the feast -of Epiphany. that is not perfectly in keeping ·T _ Tl\. T_"L.J' .n!!:ance T_ ""Lei !!:ate·_, W9 
Two old spinsters, Miss Kate with the mood of the story. I - l../ 1 ··· y ri i.J &,,,a. 1 I l &,,,a. i -
and Miss Julia, and their niece was unsure just how Huston was , · · , · 
Mary Jane 'have a gathering going to manage to convey 
every year for frieqds and (-rel- Gabriel's .crisis, since i.n the 
atives. The two ceqtral charac- story, much of it is conveyed 
t er s av e Gabri e 1 ( D 0 n a 1 through his unspoken thoughts. 
McCann), their nephew, and his I need not have concerned 
wife Gretta (Anjelica Hustonr myself, though; Huston gets the 
Nothing extraordinary h~ppens message across effectively, al- · 
at the party - at least, nothing · most unconsciously. Little visual -
tangible. However, what does clues ;ind seemingly irrelevant 
happen, gradually; is Gabriel's words turn out to be all that is 
growing awareness of his wife's · needed. 
private torment over a romance I cannot think of a less typical · 
in her youth. Finally Gabriel way for Huston to finish his 
philosophizes on "ho~ poor a career. It ·1s not like Ingmar 
part he, her husband, had played · Bergman, who consciously made 
in her life ... His own identity was what he says will be his last 
fading out into an impalpable feature film, Fanny and Alex-
world: the solid world itself, . ander, a virtual summing up of 
which these dead bad one time his career. Huston's greatest ' 
reared and lived in, was dissolv- films -- The Maltese Falcon, 
irig _and dwindling." · · Treasure of the Sierra Madre; 
_. The Dead is a film of surpris- Asphalt Jungle, Red Badge of 
ing warmth and humor, despite Courage, African Queen, Fat 
Gabriel's existential crisis. Miss City, The Man Who Would Be 
~ Kate and- Miss .J ulia's party, King, and Prizzi's Honor -- are 
which takes up about 8·0% of mostly boisterous fi lms which 
this short ( about 80 minutes) often show men thrown togeth-
film is almost Dickensian in its er, •often by chance, and left to 
good humor and playfulness. . stew in their own juices. The 
'Never has H;isto!l shown such compassion and_sympathy f<;>r 
a love of human1ty; he revels the human condmon found rn 
in this communion of souls, and T He Dead make it a surprising 
he brings us into the midst of and beautiful w·ay for Huston 
it so that we might do the same. to exit 'in style. 
!he UNHDance Theater Company perform a variety of ballet, 
Jazz, modern and renaissance dances in their Annual Concert 
nightly at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theater through April 2,. Fo; 
tickets and infbrmation, call the MUB ticket oHice at 862- . 
2290. 
The UNH Dance Theater 
/ . 
Company 
Friday, March 25 
Johason Theater 
By Karen Hall 
From entertaining to electric, 
.· from humorous to hot, the 
UNH Dance Theater Company 
presents a diverse display of 
talent at its Annual Concert at 
the Jopnsori Theater. Running 
the gamut from 16th Century 
court dance.s to ballet, modern, 
jazz, and tap, the dancers offer" 
something for everyone. 
The light-hearted Renais-
sance opening seems a slow 
beginning for what proves to 
be steamir:ig evening, but carries 
a more educational than enter-
. raining tone. W'ith brief expla-
nations p.receeding th~ dances, 
the audience is transported to 
a world four hundred years past, 
where danc;e is actually a formal 
courting process. The dancers 
address the audience and poke 
- fun at 20th Ceritury garb and 
-manner, then proceed to display 
. the customs of their ,own time. ' 
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LPShort Takes: fhe. Dynatones - Shameless (Warn~r Bros. Records) - Sev-· en billion, two hundred and Timbuk 3 a run for their money, ·\.'Tygertailz - YounK/11.'ld Crazy if that's saying anything. ·Relativity/Combat Rec;:ords Tonio K. ~ Notes From The - Eriough,enough, erfoughf Why Lost Civilization (What/ A&M .. 
do metal bands insist on dress- . Records) - What we have here 
ing like a bunch of fools, with is a simple case of an American. 
make-up and colorful rags and dude singing his piece about die' 
such; don't therlmow Armani land he calls home. How orig-
is in this·year? Anyways, Ty- · inal. TonioK.'sNotes From The 
gertaibJ is the latest in the long Lost Civilization is an unoffen- . · 
line of metal fashion posers that sive, sometimes pleasant chat · 
started in Detroit · riigh on about America and its people. 
fifteen years ago with KISS. The best tune, "Without Love;" 
Unlike most of the other new sounds like the BoDeans with 
. thi.rty-four thousand, seven 
hundred and ,ninety-five other 
baads in America sound like The 
Dynatones, basically a glorified 
· bar band with a retrospective 
, eye on the -fifties. Why do these 
;I guys have a major label record-
ing contract? Tpat' s a Big Easy 
question. , You can just imagine. 
the logic that went into signing 
them: "Well, that big chef 
cookin' c_ajun food is popular, 
and_ so is that Big Easy movie 
': where _people talk funny. The 
........ ~ - Dynatones are also from Loui-
. wave of dress-up bands, these John Cougar Mellencamp sing-.. 
The Dynatones: Tony Perez:Banuet, Randy McDonald, 
- C.~ Miller; Parris Bertol_ucci, Big w;iter, and Larry Dunn. 
. siana·, so we'Hsign them to a 
·.contract:" Others with more 
talent waste away without con-
tracts while these guys hit the 
gravy train because they·r~ from 
Brits actually have music that's ing. That's about as good as it 
halfway decent. Sure, it's either gets, but, luckily, also about as 
imitation David Lee Roth ("Star bad. Speci_al guests include the 
Attraction"} or Ozzy ("Love. omnipresent T Bone Bur11-ert, 
Without You") or Aerosmith Peter Case, Charlie Sexton 
("City Kidz"), but at least it's (what a. hunk!), and ~illy Vera. 
not Whitesnake or Great White. Think about it though, how far 
The album also includes such can an album go with a line'likt 
original titles as "Young And "They want a lover, they don't 
Crazy," "Shoot to Kill,,'' and want no little boy/ Don't wam 
"Fall In. Love Again." If these to wind up being ·soneon.e's 
'By Arthur Lizie 
Various Artists - Live For 
Ireland (MCA Records) - Sure, 
the intention of this album may 
be to raise money for the drastic· 
number of unemployed. folk o'er 
in ol' Eire (750,000 of a pop-
ulation of 3'.S00,000 are unem-
ployed), hu·t the main focus on 
our shores is the new U2 song. 
Actually, .if you were paying 
attention back in June of '86 
when U2 played the Conspiracy . 
of Hope 'tom::-, you already have 
them doing "Maggie's Fa·rm" 
with a slice of John Lennon's 
"Cold Turkey." This version of 
the Dylan classic, aside from 
once again fiqding Bono demon-
ically posessed, also includes a 
humorous snippet ofa child-
hood favorite, "Old McDonald 
Had A Farm" (Indeed he did.) 
_Other living legends on the 
record include Elvis Costello and 
The Attractions, cooking up a 
cool version of Jimmy Cliffs 
"Many Rivers To Cross," Van 
Morrison sauntering along with 
"Here Comes the Knight'~ ( their 
"K," , .not mine), and, the 
clincher, the immortal Chris 
DeBurgh performing the MTV 
classic "Don't Pay ~the Ferry-
man." The album's rounded out 
wit h performance_$ by The 
Pogues, they of few teeth, The 
Fountainhead, they of little 
imagination, In Tua Nua, they 
. of little U.S. publicity;and a few 
other neat hits and near misses.-. 
A worthwhile cause, a strong 
album. 
T he Damned - The Light At 
The End Of The Tunnel (MCA 
Records) - The Damned, much 
· like Rodney Dangerfield and · 
Styx ( an angelic chorus sounds 
at the mention of the hallowed 
1;1ame), have never had any 
album (Damned, Damned, 
-Damned), the first to break up 
. the popular area of the country. 
There's justice for ya, 
and reform (maybe it's not good, Beat Happening _ Jamboree 
but they were the first), and the (Rough Trade Records) _ 
first to release a twenty minute These two guys and a gal are 
song ("Curtain Call"), it took . horrible and it's great. Beat 
a spot on "Miami Vice" ("In HappeniQ.g can't sing, can't play 
Dulce Decorum") for the band their instruments, and often 
to be even slightly recognized have no sense of melody, but 
on these shores; now is a perfect Jamboree is as much fun as --
time for America to find out just · hanging around in your friend's 
what it's been missing. The basement and making a lot of 
Light At The End Of The noise on instruments you don't 
Tunnel is a twenty-seven song know how to play (which pretty 
barrage of the -best of The much includes all instruments 
Damned, including the best for me.) Why learn more than 
damned tracks from the early three chords when the music's 
Nick Lowe · (now doing beer as good as "Bewitched," which 
commercials) produced days of . starts off with the same manic 
"New Rose-,,· the mid-period guitar , pattern as U.K. Sub 
mind-beat of -"Rabid (Over Shoppe's version of '.'Wild 
You)," and the recent wail o.f Thing," "In Between," and the 
"A~ything" and "Alone Again title song. Pick non-hit is "The 
~r. 9_eez, they even _cover This Many Boyfriends Club," 
6 ... ,.~ ~:---~~-'- _ ~!·-•- L--...1 .... - ___ 1.:-~~~~"' 1'.':\y'' ("What Women 
about the titles and stopped Want.) . . 
Help_ m les~ than two mmutes. a louder }{in to Steven Wright's 
~ow ts the time, The Damned - "Rach,:l." Can you go wrong 
ts the band. with a rhyme lik~ "Lau.Iie
1 
Laurie, wha(s your story / Let''s- , . . . - · . , · ·f , Ad R' -
g9 do some appte coiip.g?" Pop W dl Eat Itself: ( clockwise from top le t) am,. 1cha-rd, 
. Pop Will Eat Itself-&•; Frenzy_ - Gr~ham, a~d Clint~ . 1 k - - - ---- - . ---
(Rough Trade) - From the try~ng to wm Tamyy Fa~e 00 - Pierre Bensusan - Spices 
alburp title right down to "Beav- a-ltke cont~_ts, the~ might be (FM/CBS Records) - Usually 
er Patrol" (I won't touch that · on to somet mg goo · the FM label releases laborious 
one) and a cover of Sigue Signe Big Pig - Bonk ' (A&M Re- new age tra~h. Pierre Bensusan 
Sputnik's "Love Missile Fl-11," · cords) - I't has the best otsongs, is a delightful change. Spices 
these guys are just plain stupid. , it has the worst of songs; every is actually good for something. 
. But, much like the Beastie Boys, _ song 'tells its own story, it's just m<;>re than cocktail parties, 
these g1,1ys go so far into the tha•t • s-ome of the stories are coping with rush hour in the 
comic book category that it's worth listening to while others BMW, and relaxing after a hard 
hard w take offense at their are tedious and boring. The new day of corporate pirating: you 
juvenile outlook on life. Plus, record by Madame DeFarge? can listen to it without falling 
if you did take offense, you'd Hardly, it's o~ly Big Pig's Bonk: asleep or engaging in pseudo-
miss some great music like the This band is enjoyable_ when intellectual chit chat. It's beau-
catchy "There's No Love Be- _ they stay away from third-rate __ tiful, thoughtful g:uitar music 
tween Us Anymore," the hard Eurythmics impersonations and from France. Aside from Ben- . 
hitting (a la 'B.A.D.) "Hit That bland dance grooves like "Iron .susan on guitar, the standout 
Hi Tech Groove," and the Lung." Best moments include performer here is bassist Em-
calliope driven "Evelyn." One "Big Hotel," bringing to mind manuel Binet, especia}ly on 
respect. Although they were the . . . 
_ first "ppnk" . ba:ncl to releas~ an __ Tygertadz 
·. problem, Pop Will Eat It
1self an over-produced Cream, "Mo- '.'Milles Valles (Thousand Val-
should change their name, pop ney~God," a gospel/call and leys)." Sure, the song has a ne.:w 
·- has already eaten itself and the . response tune, and "Hungry· age tide, as do most of the songs, 
regurgitation is Tiffany. . !own,'. ; strong enough to JslVe but the record is enjoyable. ' 
Robyn Hitchcock 
Globe of Frogs , 
A&M Recordfi ·Typical Fare From Reliable Sour~e 
_______ ·:_~ things he otherwise would not - tiaas currently consist of stead-
. - By l_lic-Uuhe · show through hkmusic. But fast Andy Metcalf (bass, keys), 
Robyn Hitchcock i's a painter. · probably not, becaµse Hitch:. and Morris Windsor. (drums). 
He paints surreal fanrasies ·cock's lyrics·· are verbal versions In an effort to make people 
depicting far-away lanqs-and of his wacked out paintings .. ' think he still .cares about guitar 
bizarre creatures. Perhaps they Robyn Hitchcock and The pop, Peter Buck drops a track 
are places he's been and crea- _· Egyptians ' latest album, Globe here and there and Glenn Til-
tures he's met in his own of Frogs, is typical fare from a brook lends his golden voice-
fantasies or even perceived in reliable source of great music, box on one cut. 
•his own reality. . , . . and although it ,breaks no new Regarding song writing style, 
His paintings 'ar_e randomly ground, it still does not disap- Globe ... really shows no partic-
scattered with the objects of his point. Whether one looks at ular_ progression from Hitch-
surrealism, which comtradicts Hitchcock as a complacent pop cock's usual s'ound; as a band, 
the norm of his ~usic, tastefully metaphor for all that is dark and the Egyptians have never 
crafted British pop. While flying mysterious or simply as tock and sounded tighter. Not since the 
fish are common on the canvas, roll' s acid Walt Disney, -Robyn Soft ~oys, when Robyn and Kim 
· such a _non-sequitor would not Hitchcock delivers. Rew wanted to slit each other's 
be easily found in one of his Globe of Frogs, his six mil- throats, have the songs been 
songs. lionth album, is a collection of· delivered with such crisp, ac-
So perhaps Hitchcock's pa,int- ten quirky, melodramatic pieces cesible arrangements, easy to 
· i!!g_i~ ~-co~~nsa~ng h~b~y_f9r~ of surrealism that pose as catchy, lock into for the listener. 
him. It allows him to show -organizecrpop-tunes.1·he Egyp:-- The songs,. range from thi~k-. 
- oils to subtle watercolors, in- the .curious listener to wonder 
traducing characters ranging if Globe ·of Frogs is a concept 
from an obese person ("The ·. album. Suffice to say, that , H · 
Balloon Man blew up / blew up indeed it is, the concept would 
in my house") to prehistoric probably be too sprawling·for 
lizards on the lamb ("The Hitchcock to bring to life with-
dinosaurs graze in the last warm out pallet, knife, and -canvas. ,/ 
valley, avoiding icy winds"). At The back cover of Glboe .... 
times the songs are longer than pictures Hitchcock in dramatic 
maybe they should be ("Chinese black and white, striking a 
Bones" "Luminous Rose"), but mysterious pose (shall we say 
none wear out their welcome · · $ting-like?) 1 covering half of 
completely. his twisted glare with a bor1y, 
The record opens with "Trop- · menacing hand. The lower left 
ical Fish Mandela','' a harmless hand corner of the same cover 
vehicle for college-radio airplay, informs the listener that Tl'ie 
and closes with "Flesh Number Robyn Hitchcock Fan Club is 
One (Beatie Dennis)," a light in full swing. Well, ·so is Kirk 
epic, heavy on Hitchcock accent Cameron's which says just as 
and Metcalfe indulgence. much about Hitchcok' s fantasy 
-The related song titles and world as all of Kirk's oil paint-
their relation on the LP may lead ings would. 
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Off Limits Apt; Masquerade Hides 
. . . . ing the riot scene where the . 
Of~ Limits entire Viet Nam war is boiled Masqu_erade · 
. By W.P. Clifford . down to angry natives and Metro Go~dwyn Mayer 
Cop moyies have always done trigger happy redneck ya-hoos By W. P. Clifford . 
well at the box office, and si~ce • in a jungle far, far away. Hines Rob Lowe played a cocky,· 
the success of Platoon, the Viet flips off the entire nation and aloof hockey star in Youngb-
- Na1:1 War seems to be a hot · narrowly escapes death. Was _food.He played a cocky, aloof 
to~1c That should lea~ one ~o I supposed to cheer at that? student in Class. In Masquerade, 
be_heve that :a~cop mov1~ set -_rn After hearip.g . Hines and he's still cocky and aloof, but 
~ 1et Nam 1s a sure fire hit, Dafoe speak for a while, 1 got he's really good, too. Masque- -
nght? the impression that the dialogue · rade marks Lowe's first attempt 
Wron_g. . . was a little strained, as if at doing more than reading a 
. Off ~tmits 1~ ab<?ut r.iwo Army . someone sat down with the script. He does not simply walk 
rnvesttgators 1!-1 Viet Nam, and writers and said, "Look through this one, folks. Meet 
-although the film starts strong- . guys ... We need these two~ l!ttle Mr. Lowe actor in the best 
ly, Off Limitshas one of the rougher around the edg,es, a movie he's.done. ' · 
lame_st endings e_ver contrived, little saltier, you know? Hard- Ma.squerade is a treat, deliv-
leavu~gthe aud1en<:e a~tua~ly boiled, can you do hardboiled?" ering a s_lick series of plot twists 
lau$hrng and moanrng ·rn dis- · ':the results are ·some snappy , woven into a murder mystery-
b~hef. . . retorts that leave Dafoe just shy love story. Lowe plays a young, 
Gregory H~nes (Running of calling women of Saigon tan, cocky, and, of course, 1loof 
Scared) and Willem Dafoe (To - "dames" and his nun girlfriend · helmsman who finds himself 
Live and D_ie_in L_A, -Pl~to~n) "dollface". Oh, yeah. Dafoe falls in the middle of the big money 
star as a cnmmal mvesuga_uon in love with a nun, too. I think ' fast lane of The Hamptons, 
/ te~m_for t~~ US Army. A Saigon that was before the kidnapping Long Island. To this backdrop 
pnstltute _IS murdered, and the and after the prime suspect kills of cash and cotillions Lowe 
clu~s. all p_oir:it to ah Army · himself. · · seduces a young, rich heiress · 
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Nothing 
official. After about a do~en -Some of the defects could be . played by Meg Tilly. We soon 
chase scenes an9- lots of gunfire, · overlooked if it was not for the realize that there is no coinci-
Hines and Dafoe realize that completely idiotic ending. The dence involved with Lowe's 
the ~~rder is just one of a str_ing ·· final scenes are stuck on the film · · choice of summer sports, and 
?f s1~1lar cases, al! clues pornt- like a U-Haul trailer on a hearse. his true colors emerge as a 
mg higher and higher up the In the end, the sociopathic killer bigger plot take~ shape. Acci- ...,.;_ ____ --'llll._iiillll!iiiallliliii~~-------- ---.f 
ranks. After they have the holds a gun to the nun's head, · dents and previous affiliations In Masquerade, Meg_ Tilly's morals are somewhat looser those 
suspects ?arrowed d?wn to a completely abandonning the cause Lowe to rethink his plans; · -
few u_ppet echelon offt~ers, and pattern of the last six killings. . meanwhile, Meg Tilly, unaw~re of her character in Agnes of God. 
~he clir:nax of the mov~e se_ems He quickly c<?nfesses ·~o. all the of Lowe's a_ctual goal, marries half of the jet set of The same lines as the Klaus Von 
Just n:i,rnp.tes ~way, Hrnes and · .mt:rder~ while. ex1:lait1:i?-g the him and gets pregnant. Lowe Hamptons is either dead or Bulow case, or Jean Harris and 
Dafoe are aga.m chased, shot at, . pornts of the movie which we is forced to sort out his true suspect before the end of the the Scarsdale Diet doctor. 
a~d blown up. Then they are . might ha":e :mis_sed alon_g ~he feelings for Tilly, his original film. The crime wave is not Masquerade is like a cross 
kidnapped by Army comman- way, and fdlmg in-the missmg · victim, and keep himself from ignored as in many other films between Deaf)Jtrap and "Lifes-
doe,s. Then th~ guy th~y . are piec~s of th~ puzz~e with .pa~ts being exposed, while balancing where half the cast is done in. tyles of rhe Rich and Famous." 
ab~µt to arrest Jumps out of a . of his own life. W_1th the frn1sh · a shady past and a shaky future Tilly's lawyer worries about the Expecting to be bo-red with 
heltcop_te_r. Then they are-caught of the Psycho Soliloquy, Dafoe involving the same cast of press, and in one -scene, Lowe's · Lowe, he was more than satisf-
in riot. Or was it the riot, iheri shoots him and the case is characters. secret marriage to Tilly is leake~ . yin:g in his performance. Go see 
t~e kidnapping, then ·t:he sui_~_ closed. I can un_derstand a writer . The story moves quickly, and out to the tabloids .. These Masquerade if you enjoy suprise 
ode? . . . using tJ1i_s lame techrtiqu~ ~9 a · Lowe keeps the action rolling. . touches helped a far fetched endings, or if you always wanted • 
They,_ Ja_ter ge_t ·· d1scj;iaq~ed_ .. · _- TV· m?vie, but there -~'a_s· fust · The do_uble-riple deals and story pass the reality test, to know what Robin Leach 
when th_ey are agarn on the brm_k n<? l~gteal reason .to do 1t ~n Off. crosses are likeable, even though keeping Masquerade along the wasn't telling you. 
of crackmg the case, but the pair Lim:its. The endmg remrnded I . n· . . . . 
decide to go AWOL, miss their me of those stories people write T T ~ T '1:...1' n . e 'T ei .!3 tei __. 
. flight hon:ie, an~ so~vethe crime. while in _th!,: _f~~rth grade, wher~ . l..,/ l ~ r-i .u an C .I. j . ~ .I. 
Now thats dedteat1on. the last lrne 1s Then I woke up. · 1 
The movie is slic~ using Off Limits tded to be tougher " 
ligh_t}ng effects and camera than it was, proving the fact ~hat ---------- (continued from page 23) 
angles to glaze a f'C)ugh piece of bullets and chases cannot hide 
meat. A few scenes seemed poor scripts. Don't book this 
particularly out of place, includ- , one, Dano. · 
Whalum 
KirkWhalum 
And You Know That! 
Columbia Records 
By Patrik Jonsson 
"Give Me Your Love," the 
first song on Kirk Whalum's 
And1 You Know That! album 
works as a sort of slow-gliding 
gospel, powered-up in places, 
but in a very religious mood. The 
rest of the song arrangements, 
along with a liner note that says, 
"Dear Listener: God loves you 
and wants you back," display 
~ Whalum's spirituality; he join 
this sometimes inhibiting re-
ligious reverence to the whole 
production, and uses it with ( and 
against)· his instrument. 
·Along with the Marsalis 
brothers, and a horde of fresh 
new jazz artists, Whalum re-
presents a part of a growing new 
· twig from the family tree of jazz. 
These gentlemen are following 
Miles Davis and company, grow-
ing off the last generation's 
· influences while forming their 
own-thoughts _and playing off 
,their won intuition. With And 
You Know T~at! Whalum has 
begun to form his own place 
among these young virtuosos. 
Whalum can be compared to 
~ technical musician such as 
. Branford ,Marsalis: the impec-
. tably clean ·notes, the virtuosity, 
~he control. But his playing has 
different roots. Whalum plays 
a shinier, more laid back jazz 
while treating his playing with 
an almost spiritual reverence. 
Marsalis can . be blamed for ;-
treating· his talent 1ike a tool, 
a carpenter's hammer, to nail 
his compositions together; Wha-
lum is more free-flowing with 
his melodies - they sink and fall 
like colorful leaves in the wind 
- but it's as if he's scared of 
touching the instrument with 
his real feelings. He's holding 
~ack. Marsalis, at least, digs in, 
funks out; Whalum seems re-
luctant at times, as if afraid he 
wight dist;urb some ghost in his 
sax, or maybe God. The last 
song, "Glow," trips over this 
fear. It contains Whalum's own 
complex rhythm arrangements, 
which tangle along beautifully 
in the true jazz tradition. The 
sax work is good, too, but you 
keep thinking, "let go, let go." 
· But he never r~ally does. 
·In "Through The Fire" he 
does burn hot for a while, he's 
almost there it seems. He's like 
an house cat, finding an open 
· door, nosing round, looking out 
at all the wonder, but not getting 
further than the dqor step. 
Overall, though, Whalum is 
saintly with his instrument. He 
holds back, but works with what 
he dares, and sharply carves out 
a style and a great album. His 
work is smooth, electric, and 
all pure jazz. He's eaming his 
place, and his spiritu~lity,. good 
and bad, s}ngs in every note. 
Ironically, "La Volta," consi-
dered a risque dance of the 
period, seems tame to the mod-
ern mind. 
The ballet segment following 
provides a dramatic contrast to 
the formal Renaissance dance, 
with an evocative and emotional 
charge.Jamie Beth Rosa, prima 
ballerina, and her-supporting 
corps are light footed spirits as 
they gracefully bely the intense 
concentration each movement 
requires. This is a dance direct 
from the heart. 
"Progressions," with Wind-
ham Hill orchestration, con-
tinues this emotional trend: 
This is a modern dance to look 
at li:fe, with the zany paranoids 
twitcping across the stage, · 
followed by jerking inhabitions, 
and all other manner of inner 
misgivings. Open to interpre-
tation, the dance only hints at 
the oddities of id 'and how to 
tame them. 
A quick switch takes us back 
to ballet, where Rosa provides · 
"A Moment" of love and desire. 
Her fleeting encounter with · 
romance rings true in the hearts 
of• many, as, with innocent 
bewilderment, her movement 
and expression intone, "Was 
it all a dream?'' 
"So Good," the follow-up tap 
piece, provides its own applause. 
• It is "So Good," or even better. 
~horeographed to the fun.ky 
Jam·es Brown tune "I Feel 
{iood," the dance is an awesome 
display of crreativity and inno-
vation. Mark Goodman, 
Margery Gray, and Linda 
Kennedy are comfortably s,mug 
·in their toe-tap pin', khee·-
slappin' routine and pull the 
audience along. Here's where 
things start to heat up in the 
Johnson Theater, folks. These 
dancers are definitely steaming. 
The finale, a five dance smor-
gasbord of "Street Life," keeps 
the thermostat way up. The cool 
intensity of , "Dragnet," the 
sleazy "Mack The Knife," and. 
the slinky "Jazz Ladies" are 
outdone only by the pouncing 
"Oh Yeah!" dancers and the 
wrap up "Peter · Gunn Theme" 
combination, Picture yourself · 
in, the dark alleys and dives of 
Chicago fifty years ago. Smell 
the dank summer rain on a hot 
pavement, the sour aroma of 
whiskey and gin, and feel 'the 
sinister fight between good and 
evil: It's alhhere, and more. The 
upbeat music and creative dance 
are spellbinding. This isn't 
dance, it's life. · ~ 
The UNH Dance Theater 
Company has taken 'this life and 
translated it to movement. 
Whether it be the tame li_ving 
of European court, the dream-
like beauty of ballet, or the guts 
and gore of the street, that 
lifeblood flows. Thopugh we 
often take something wonderful 
-away from the theater, seldom 
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SINEAD O'CONNOR ~NSIGN BFV 41612/CHRYSALIS THE LION AND THE COBRA 
· LOVE I!_ ROCKETS BIG TIME 6058-1-B/RCA (8. 98) EARl'fi - SUN - MOON 
DEF LEPPARO MERCUR_Y.830 675 1/POU'GRAM 
. ' PINK FLOYD COLUMBIA DC 40599 A MOMENTARY ~ .OF~ ' 
SOUNDTRACK RCA 640&-1.ff (9.98> DIRTY DANCING : 
STl~G ' A&MSP-6,(02(1098) ... NOTHING LIKE THE SUN- . 
JOHN COUGAR MEWNCAMP 
,1,. . MERCl:IRY 832 465· l /POL YGRAM . - · THE LONESOME JUBILEE 
. U2 , ~90581/ATLANTIC (9.98) -~ JOSHUA TREE . 
INXS ATLANTIC 8 1:796 (9 98) KICK 
BRUCE S_fiRINGSTEEN I COLUM~IA·~ 40999 . TUNNEL OF LOVE 
DAVID LEE ROTH WAR~E RBR~S.- 25671 (~98)·- SKYSCRAPER 
MICHAEL, JACKSON · EPtC 40600/E.P.A .. BAD 
'. GEORGE MICHAEL COLUMBIA OC 40867 FAITH · 
FLE£TWOOO MAC WARNER BROS. 2547H9:98) TANGO IN ·THE NIGHT · 
R.E.M. I.R.S. 42059/MCA ~8.98) DOCUMENT 
FO~EIGNER ATLANTIC 81808 59.98) · INSIDE INFORMATION 
" EUROPE EPIC IF( 40~4 I / ( .P.A. · THE FINAL COUNTDOWN 
KENNY G. . ARISTA Al 8-8427 (8.98; DUOTONES . 
LISA IJSA & CULT JAM COLUMBIA FC 4CM77 SPANISH FLY 
AEROSMITH GEFFEN GHS 24162 (8.98) PERMANENT VACATION 
, ANITA BAKER ELEKTRA 60444(8.91) RAPTURE 
GREAT WHITE CAPITOL ST 12565 (8.91) ONCE BITTEN · 
SOUNDTRACK A&M-SP 3913 (9.98) GOOD.MORNING, VIETNAM 
SOU~DTRACK. DEF JAM SC 44042. COLUMBIA (CD) LESS THAN ZERO 
ELTON JOHN 
MCA 2-8022 10.98 LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY C>RCH. 
THE CARS ELEKTRA 60747 (9.9,) DOORTODOOR 
QELINDA ,CARUSLE . ,-.1CA 42080\(8.98-) " . HEAVf;N ON EARTH 
RICHARD-MARX (W-MANHATIAN,ST 53049 (8.91) RICt:tARO MARX 
BON JOVI MERCURY 830264-1 / POl 'fGRAM SLl~RY WHEN WET, 
EXPOSE ARISTA Al 84~1 (8,98) · EXPOSURE 
THE JETS MCA 42085 (8 98) MAGIC' 
\ 
DOKKEN - ELEKTRA 60735 (9 98) BACK FOR THE ATTACK -
METALLl~A ELEKTRA 60766 (8 98) KILL 'EM ALL 
MEGADETH CAP1T0l CL-481 48 (9' 98) SO FAR, SO GOOD. , . ,SO WHAT! 
.BODEANS SLASH 256.29/.REPRISE (8.98) OUTSIDE LOOKING IN 
P£T $HOP BOYS EW-MANH4TIAN 46972 (8.98) ACTUALLY 
811.,L y IDOL CflA!SALIS cw 41620 VITAL IDOL 
BUSTER POINDEXTER RCA 6633·1-R(898) BUSTER POINDEXTER . 
~ICK ASl'lEY RCA,6822:l·RJS.9&) ,'; . WMENEVER Y0U NEH> SOME~~DY' 
DAVID BOWIE EW-MANHAUAN rJi:7267 (9.98) NEVER LET ME DOWN ' 
✓-·· i' 
. SPYRO GYRA MCA 42046 (8.98) STORIE~ WITHOUT WORDS 
ORIGl,i,AL LONDON CAST POL vooR s:f1 2 7 3.1 ;i'()L YGRAM PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
- . CHER GEF.FEN2~ 164(8.98) CHER, 
".f.'RINCE !WSLEY ~ 25577 /WMN:R BROS. (15,98) ,, . . · /, ;SIGN •'o• THE TIMES 
-' THE COMMUNARDS MCA 42106 (8 98) RED 
LL COOLJ DH JAM FC 40793, COLUMBIA · BIGGER AN D DU FER. 
38SPECIAL-'&Ml9I0 <9.98> ' BEST OF 38 SPECIAL-•FLA~BACK•, 
L.A. Gl:JNS 'iERTIGO 834 144-1 /POL YGRAM 
APPETITE FOR DEST~UCTION} 
~ ':., ' - . . 
. ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN 
SIR£ 25597 /WARNER BROS. 8 98 ECHO AND THE BUNNYMENJ 
RICK SPRINGFIELO RCA 6620. 1 R tBg'8l · ROCK OF LIFE , 
SISTERS Of MERCY ELEKTRA 60762 (8.98) -
THE SCR~MING BLUE MESSIAHS ELEKTRA 60755 (8.98> 
10,000 MANIACS E~EKTRA 60138 (8 98) 
FLOODLANDS 
THE A~RM,'.1.R.S.'4206'i /~A (8. 98): .. 
ICEHOUSE CHRYSALIS ov 41592 
.EYE o:: E ;u:~~:' "s-''\,f ,, 
·PAUL CARRACK' CHRYSALIS BFV·4'1578. 
FLESH FOR Lt,LU CAPITOL CLT 4821; (8. 98) 
} I\ 
\·.~:;~/1 :-·· 
ONE GOOD REASON· 
LONG LIVE' THE NEW FLESH 
5QUEEZ£AAMSP5161 (8.98) SABYLON AN(> ON ' 
DEPECHE MOOE SIRE 2561_4/WARNERBROS,(8.98) MUSIC f.OR THE MASSES 
.BRYAN FERRY REPRISE 25598 <8.98> ~ETE NOIRE. 
THE RADIATORS EPtC BFE 40888/E:PA'.~ LAW OF THE FISH . 
lH£ CULT BEGGAR'S BANQU£-T /SIIE 25555/WNINER IIROS. (8.9,8) ELECTRIC 
EURYTHMICS RCA 6794-1-R (9. 98) 
NEW ORDER Q~~T J 562 l/WARNER BROS. ( 12 98), -~l)BSTANCE 
!ERRY HARRISON & CASUAL GODS SIRE 25663/WARNER BROS. (8 98) 






GENE LOVES JEZEBEL_GEFFENGHS24171 (8.98) l'HE HOUSE OF DOl LS , ;; , I; . 











-:-·~-s~-8-32_0_25-1-,POL-Y'GRAM-_____ K_E .. EP·-yo_u_R_D_1-;r-:-P:-:-_; 1 }Z'.I~ 
GEORGE HARRISON DA~K HoJsE 25643.WARNER BROS. <9 98> CLOUD NINE i·~-. 
STMWINWOOD ISi.AND 25448/WARNER BROS. (8. 98) SAC~ IN THEHfGHUfE c •1 i 
GRACELAND : '4 
PETER GABRIEL . GEFFEN .GHS 24088 (8.98) f THE DOORS ELE~TRA 603~5 (1-2.98) BE§T OF 'THE DOORS 
THE SILENCERS ~A·-~442; 1 ~ (8. 98) . 
. - - ·:1ANtr.iM:KSOiit'!ffe.~~fg6~°'§-~98> .,:., <" ~'"· 
.. . A LETT~R FROM ST. PAt)b{,. .. ' I :• 
.. , ~ ·.,-·:·. c\!.;s; ·-)i~ '>.~-. !!i ~ ·.; }'·~' T•c.>.:;_· ·;::·-~:),._: .•..-'.' ~.-<rr¾Z. _y~·- ·; # 
. •· CONTROL 
' TERENCE 'TRENJ D.' ARBY , INTRODUCING HAROL.iNE ACCORDING T0 TERh~Gt TRENT D'ARBY , COLUMBIA Bfc 40964 - · 
MADONNA SIRE 25535/WARNER BROS. (9. 98) YOU CAN DANCE 
SAL T-N-PEPA NEXT PLATEAU.PL IQ07 !~.,98) ; :/~QT:g0.0 L ANO VICIOUS 
JODY WATLEY 
' ·_. 
WA"REN ZEVON VIRGIN 90603/ATLANTIC (8.98) SENl)MENTAL HYGIENE 








· PERSO-NA_,L CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS 
· POSTAGE & HA.NDLING: ALL :ORDERS .·MUST. ·INCLUDE 
THREE DOLLARS &~FIFTY CENTS .. (3.50J~ NO.MATTER HOW 
LARGE OR SMALL TH.E ORD.ER. ~ALL ,ORD£RS SHIPPED 
·FIRST CLASS M.Alt f p~PES ·· A11t ··1oqro .G.~ARA.NTE~.() · 
NAME ________ _;,, _______ _;__ 
A D-0 RESS ------~----;-.~--___,.,.-,;.,_,,;,__:.;__...,..........;·;......"' ..;..;.__~-,_;____ 
. , r.,AKE cnEcKs. PAYABLE 10: • '$3!99: x1_I: __ _ 
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d , P.O. 8014649 . . . . ... 
MCA 5793'(8.98) TI FFANY FORllAUDERDALE, ,._' POST.AGE & $3.50 ·.· .. 1 
. DEBBIE GIBSON ATLANTIC 81780 (8.98) OUT OF THE BLUE __ _,.....FL_O_R_ID_A_3_33_3_8 __ ___; HANDLING 
TIFFANY 
· · / · · TOTAL J 
I.. D Yesl Please send me you 1987 catalog with over_7000 tltl11. I have: enclosid SUMI extra for postage. ENCLOSED ____ _,I ,I ~- -·--:-- ---- - - ... , ~ --·- - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~·"The government that 
governs least, governs,◄ 
~ best." · :: :Do you ·want to gain, v,alu~ble -writing 

















.: SENATE : 
· .. LIKE TO 
-PLAY.MONOP0L¥? ·-
.:.t_.., . 
· sE IN 
CHARGE; 
OF T·HE REAL THING •:• . . . , 
;.-< •.• 
. 
--.. '3/4:t;,f ·a MILLION DOLLAR$ 
).1, 
. Applications fo_r : 
. e- ; 
Student A~tivity- Fee ·. 
SCOPE 
.. Chairperson (1988~89) ·o ··. · .. ·.···•c ' .. ", ~f i ~re _a,vailable in theSrudent,Senate 
• .. · · ·. office room 130 MUB 
~'.·P , 
A CompensatedPosi_tion _· 
Deadline Friday-Aprii 8th, ' 
Call 862-145_4 'iq~·:;p~jail~2 ·:·:· _· 
STRAFFORD HOUSE · 
NOW Leasing! for FALL 88 . 
·(ALL UJILITIES I_NCLUDED) 
Sing-le· and double occupancy rooms . . , · 
Electric heat with individual thermostats. 
Wall to wall carpeting. 
All rooms completely furnished. 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each -room. 
Telephone and television jacks. 
Cable TV available . 
. I 
Parking available. Laundromat. 
Lounge area. Xear ro~md patio. 
The Strafford House i~ located within the heart of Durham, N.H. with 
aU the facilities of the University .of New Hampshire within walking 
distance. . . 
Rental Office at . 
. The. Stf afford House 
868-2192 
· 14 Strafford Av1.. . 
Durham, N.H . . 
M-F: 9-1 and_ 
2-4 
*****************************~***********, 
lfRT r11 RYE D 
, . · · -:. - ~ ·. · CLAS S -R ING S 
. . 
" . . - . . ' .. 
. ' ·. . ,' .. 
. . 
\ . ' l ' • 
\ o\\· is the time. to make 
rnur choice. Because 
. -~. ~n;,~ .\rtCarn•d college 
: rH1g ~ frnn1 handsome · . · . 
· traditional to contem-
porary styles - is on sale 
110w'. You·u he impressed 
\ritfi the'fine .\rtCar,:ed 
craftsn1anship tha.t's 
· hacked hy a Full Lifetime 
· \\'a:rranty . . \ nd you'll 
appreciate'the sm'ings. 
·· D<m't miss out! 
n1e Quali(1 :_ 
The Crctfts1na11shijJ . 
. the Relt'ard }f>u Desen ·e . . 
. · ... ~-r~~~-
· ~ ' 
j ' ~--
h q 
· March. 28, 29, & 30 · 
10:00 - 3:00 .· ··-· 
. • Q University Qookstore -: ·Hewitt .Hall · ..
• • .! ••• 
-
. 
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MOTHEfLG_OOSE & GRIMM · 
-. BLOOM COUNTY · 
. r ~ 
SH-OE 
' ' : 
r eorrA eo,,, 
I TH(fJf< 6RIMM 
WAtJTSTo, · 
Pt,A~ Will.\ M~, 
by Mike l'Qters 






W€P K/55/N~. , 
YOf/KNOW. 
\ 
~ ...................... ,,n 
' , ~ 
. I 
I I · Promot~ the right-.-, 
~ im'Clge for sales, ~ 
. ~ _interviews,clients, ~ ' I whjle . drMng: I 
~-- '85 BMW 32_5E ~ 
i .· . . $13500 .· ·. ~-
~ · '83-BMW - 320i ~ 
~ , _ $7995 . - . · . ~ I '82-BMW 320i I 
~ . _$6'500 . ~ 
! '84~BMW . 318i ! , 
i . . ., $8500 · _ i ·, 1 '84• MERCEDES I 
~ I 1900 ~ 
~ $13500 ~ 
· ~ ! '84-VW- JETTA I . 
i . _$3995 . · · - ~--
. ~ All ca.rs in superior cond. _! ! All pnces below N.A.D.A. ~ 
~ Cf;lU Jay Willi_amson '86 ~ 
- ,i}! · 603-926- 5522 ,i}! • I · night: 617-465-54()3 : ' I 
.... ·1,aaa1 w . .. ,, ~ 
: ''Vini, Vidi, Vici." 
. ;:; . ·.Ju!ius .Caesar '. 
· -.· and . , · ,, 
. John 'McCutcheon . C 
·KUDZU ·s.y Doug Marlette 
I • -.. .,_ -
Calvin and Hobbes . . . 
C~L'IIK WM<.£S lJP STM~\NG- ~E\~G CAl\JIN A.'+l~'tf., ™£. 
\~10 11-\t E.'{t.5 Cf fl,.. B\G FROG SCRAM6lES D™N f\N\) 








-by Bill Watterson 
C.~l\J\~ "\"R\es 10 FIGl-l1; Bur 
1\-\E SUWE~ AMPl-l\B\At,..\ 
!~~TANT\..'< Sl\0\?5 \N P..ND \5 
.S~~\.LOVllED ! \:\C'N Dl5G\lStl NG! . 
\ ----·· 




. '(OJR 11\RoA.T. . 
COUNSELOR/ 
TEACHER 
Leader _in quanty programs 
for Youth at- Risk seeks 
' Counselor/Teachers for 
'. yeaHot:1nd wilde-rness 
' camps in FL, NC,,RI, VT and 
NH .. Child care/coHege _ex-
perie1nce prnferrnd. ExCel-
l~nt salary and benefits. 
For more information and to, 
· ?PPIY CaUMarita 8-_chneider 
at 1 /800-q37-00~9 or send , 
resume to: 
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH 
ALTERNATIVES, INC. . 
P.O. Box 27223 
Elmwood Station -
_. Providence, RI 02907 
EOE - M/F 
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That's what the graduating engineers who choose Data 
General will tell you. We put real w·ork on your desk and 
advanced tools 'in your hands. 
In most cases you're pa~t oj a smafl design_team within 
your first mont~ on the job. By six months, you're deeply 
involved in a@ iniportaht prQject. Working witfi technol-
. ogy that's still being invented - by you. In a year, you'll 
have completed a significant piece of de.sign. 
Obviously Data General is a little different. S_maller and 
more ,unconventional -than the obvious choices. The col-
lege graduates who choos~ us_, choose opportunity. Which 
makes all the difference in their careers. 
. . 
Make a difference in Hardrware or Software 
engineering: · •' 
Westboro, MA ., 
• CPU Design 
• Operating Systems 
• Communications and 
Networking 
· • Office Automation 
• Technical 
·'~Wbrksfations 
• Soflware Support 
Write to Data General; Corporate Colle·ge Relations: GRE! 
4400 Computer Drive, Westboro: MA 0-1580. 
Research Triangle Park, NC · 
• UNIX™ 





Write to Data General Corporation, Attn. Roger . 
Sturtevant, 62 T.W. Alexander Drive, Research Triangle 
Park, NC 27709. 
t. Data General 
~.- ln\·t"sting in people to make ~qual opportunity a reality 
. . 
Data General is the official technical • 
computer sponsor of the United Stales 
Olympic ·eornmittee. 36USC380 
· U!lilX is a registered trademark of AT & T Bell Laboratories._ 
PAGE THIRTY 
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SHACf.$, MV MAH 
WHA-r 11-1€.- Hf.l..L-
rl A-PPf..ri 'f'A' VA r 
· I SPR,~G e~t:.A td! 
WAPOA ·vJt 
Mf.AN'? 
W£L.'- ;t 1/Je N1 1A 
~lOfl./f>A ... fill.?(, :f.' 
Go-r Of<VNK IH DAY 
--fON/3, Gof :::rvMff.D 
l N .:JACK ?01-\ VI L,.l-f:, J 
CR45Wl0 1Hl c~ 
. IN ~~f/llZ.WA,-\J" 
Comics. 
, •. ~ f1lR- :l c,o, oo-r 
01==' '.fH(., .H05'1l1AL-, 1: 
QAe-·n £.D. \-\A~Q\( \ \-l 
~~L.M 6€..A<:.\\1 P-il-\O 
·\NO K 'f., \1 ~ \,\>> 'T ~ 0 
ANO \¾..R-"lt.N \N 
eocl;\! 
1 
by Robert Durling 
WtLL,'31Nl, ! JIJST 140Pt . 





by Michael F. Dowe 
'/ 0 U Sf ff'2l our I IJ RolJALD 
RfAGANS :f(fl.AGtNARV WORLD I 
'f/.1 €,N '{ OU G €T SIi i PP€D 
Oft: 1o rJ./<:· ·71.11t2p Lvt:>12LD. 
ANt> I.F '-IOU DoiVr UIA1C H 
Vovf?- SfeP, you G€11"0 
SE£ 7H_€ NE'ff lvalUD! ! 
woowoo!! . } 
l-'tA~ 1 'tv\ G,LA~ 
,A 6C. e,~c..,..(. 'iA 
G,cx.,'O OL-f./' \J""·~••• · 
-::C. Ntl-1) A (3e£A-~ 
r"eot-'1 $fttlNC:, f).ff.AC ! 
j 
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Universi 
SUP.ERG UY 
· NIY SUPES ! GCJE SS 
WHE'R.& r•M 60/AJ& 
FOP. SPRIJJ~ BfiE"A~ H 
I 
OJI L£T ME G<JESS ! , JJO IJOIJE OF TII OSE 6()R1,U-C> 
Fort' L~o~,.,,. le 1 ~ACE s. I'M 601 UC, ro 
· tlA 1 THE BNIANAJl'I '-'""RA6UA! 1'll 66T TO . 
Atl.V • .,, .. . .,_, 1TIJ~SS rt1PElllALISTS 
••. U'hM, IJ~Jers~y · AGREJSION AJJb.,,_11 SORTS 
, \ OF otllER #Jf"AT STUFF! -
, ZSAJ•T TIIAT-t,e,10IJOEIIFVl.1!! 
/ , 
by Kµ:rt Krebs 
OV.V PM., No...tTtlA'Tl'VtT60"! Vooft alJ-
. 01\IIDEO A-mtNrloAJ,·lrf'S U'TON, 
THUi6 N'RffC'RV srlAl6HT. %"1t 6#mlJ6 






AT "THE NEAREST jEEPe~'S , so IV\ANV MAN, I -MAVEN'• SEEN so MAt-.N 
NUDE BEAC", 
'TANtJE.b Bot>,es ACCEt-lT- · NAKE'l> BOTrOMS . S\t-lCE NA,IONAL 
Eb B'< A GENT\..E Kiss of LA5T wee~! 
. ,((, . 
-==- · ~ £ . --=--==- ..: ' 
7=:: - 2 =====-~ . 
-----= ~ - ~ T----:7----. 
. 
YAH,SOQ, Of MAKES 
ME MlSi'{ ~ l>AMP ! 
¾ ,.c, ~ ~ 
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Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a 
challenging. yet rewarding profession; Boston-Bouve College 
at N.ortheastern University recognizes the importance of 
research and further study-in this field. Our ASHA accredited 
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology 
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston)make 
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or 
part-time if you are employed in the field. 
For information on these programs call (617) 437-2708 or 
write to the address below. · 
BOS.TON 
BOUVE 
Graduate School:-Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions 
106 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave .. Boston.MA 02115 
Small 
Classes Taught 
by Brandeis Faculty 
Close to the Excitement of Cambridge/Boston ... 
Information, catalog and application: 
Brandeis University 
Summer School 
UNH Dance Theater . Company 
Johnson Theater, 
Paul Creative Arts Center, Durham 
Performances 
Jean Mattox Scholarship Benefit: 
March 24 at 8:00 P.M. 
Evening Performances: 
March 25, 26, 30, 31; 
May 1, 2, at 8:00 P. M. 
Morning Performance: 
March 30 at 10:30 A.M. 
qeneral Admission: $6.00 
UNH students/employees/ 
alumn} and seniors: $5.00 
Reservations: 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package - . 
New England Center Restaurant 
-
,. 








for the 1988-89 academic year 
APPL IC AT -IO N -S 
· AVAILABLE 
IN THE SEN A TE 
-OFFICE 
*Candidates for Greek Senator must reside in 
a Greek House during term of off ice. 
DEADLINE TUES. APRIL 
5TH ~-
~ ---~ ..• :f' 
rrs, 
ESCI 45~ N "Our Changing Climate" · Prof., Mayewski 
8/30·- 9/23 
ESCI 450 D "Rocks and Minerals" Prof. Laird 
9/26-10/17 
ESCI 450 P ''Prehistoric Life" Prof. Tischler 
10/19-11/9 
ESCI 450 I ''Evolution of Mountains;' Prof. Bothner 
11/14- U/9 
New for the fall semester, the Department of Earth Sciences 
- _ announces a sequence of one.:cremt modular courses 
designed to introduce a variety of timely topi~ 
affecting us and our Earth. Four to six 
different modules will also be offered 
during the spring semester 
Successful completion of 4 modules constitutes one 
General 'Education Physical s?=nce Requirement 
Classes will be limited to 20 students 
Meeting time: MWF 11:10 • 12:00 
T 2:10 - 4:30 Oab) 
For more information contact the Deparnnent of Eanh Sciences 
- James Hall,.Room 121 
I 
. J 
** SHUTTLE ROUTES AND SCHEDULE ** r 
INNER Route New OUTER ·- Shuttle Route!! 
' Effectiv~ Monday~ March 7 
' . 
(DOES NOT AFFECTINNER SHUTTLE) 
· 1, 
A-Lot :00 :20 :30 :40 
A-Lot :00 :10 :20 :30 :40 :50 Pettee :01 :21 .:31 . -~J 
· T-Hall :01 :11 :21 :31 :41 :51 I, Parsons :02 :22 :·32 - · :42 
Hetzel :02 :12 :22 :32 :42 :52 ' Williamson :03 :23 :33 :43 
C-Lot :04 :14 :24 :34 :44 :54 C-Lot :05 :.25 :35 :45 
WSBE :05 :15 :25 :35 :45 :55 - Sig. Ep. :07 :27 :37 .:47 
Mitchell Way__ :06 :16 :26 :3.6 :46 :56 I . Sawyer :08 - :28 ,. :38 :48 
Parsons :07 :17 :27 - :37 :47 :57. Barton :10 :30 :40 :50 
James Hall :08 :18 :28 :38 :48 :58 
~ 
Data General - :13 - :53' - - - -
A-Lot - :09 :19 :29 :39 :49 :59 Central Rec. :16 - - - - :56 
Forestry Ser. :18 - - - - :58 
.. _ A-Lot :20 - - - - :00 
;, 
7 AM To 11 PM 7 AM To 6 PM 
* 6 Runs Per Hour * · * 4 Runs Per Hour * 
-, 
' ---< 
* 2·50 New Parking Permits Available * 
Co.ntact Public Safety 
~ . ' --
' 




Looki~g for two semi-serious people to 
share my cozy Dover apt. On Kari-van 
route. Ca.II Heather or Lisa at 7 42-8483 
2 female non-smokers needed for fall ~em. 
to share room in NEW condo with view in 
Dover. 6 miles from campus, $300 / mo-
Call Jenn 868-9780 
D·over, rooms for rent ·in fu.rnishe·d half 
house. Washer, deck, backyard, c lose to 
Kari-van route. Call 742-3379. $100 / week 
includes everything. Available June first. 
Housemate wanted for large house in York- · 
30 minutes from Durham. Mature respon-
sible non-smoker, preferable female . · 
Private bedroom and living room , share 
kitchen and baths. $350/mo 
CAPE COD!! Any girls who want to share 
a beautiful 3-bedroom house located right 
in Hyannis, allfurnished, 5 minute walk from 
the beach , and also make lots of money 
over the summer, lots and lots of money!!! 
Call KristeA at 868-3101, as soon as 
. possible for more information. 
Hampton Beach three bedroom house -
fully furnished for 1988-89 semester 
periods. Reasonable rent $425 Call at (617) 
851-0747 
In Dover, ce·ntrally located near Kari Van-
One 3 bedroom and one 4 bedroom living 
room, ki-tchen and bath. Available June 
1st. Lease reqJ.Jired, no pets. Call 7 42-7908 
between 7 and_!::i _ -'-p_.m_. ______ _ 
Campus shuttle surveyors needed. $4 /hr. 
No experience necessary. Flexible hours. 
On March 28,29 for more info contact Ed 
McCabe in Rm 130 MUB 
FREE intervi~ws, Cape Cod's, hottest 
restaurant-bar complex. Interview wee-
kend, Saturday, April 16, 10-4, Sund_ay April 
17, noon-4. Season May 26-Sept 5 an j 
. more. GUIDO MURPHY'S, Corner-of West 
Main Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, MA 
COME ON DOYJN! 
R'eceptionJst typist Answer phone, type 
40 wpm, photocopying, run errands· ~ 
Science & Engineering Bldg. May 23 - Aug 
?J, $5.00 hr, 20 plus hrs. (flexible0 Maureen 
862-1792 
Individuals to collect petitions for Liberation 
Party . Pi ec·e rate of .30¢ each from 
r·egistered voters in NH Materials and 
' training supplied. Howard Wilson 735-5427 
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CLASSIFIED. 
New England Brother/Sister Can:ips -
(Mass) MahaKee-Nac for Boys/Danbee 
for Girls. Counselor positions for Program 
Specialists: All Te~m Sports, especially 
Baseball, Basketball, Field Hockey, Soccer, 
and Volleyball; 25 Tennis openings; also, 
Archery, riflery and Biking; other openings 
include Perform ing Arts, .Fine AHts, Year-
book, Photography, Video, Cooking, Sew-
ing, Rollerskating , Rocketry , Ropes, and 
Camp craft; All Waterfront activities (Swim-
ing, Skiing, Small Craft) . Inquire Action 
LCamping (Boys) 190 Linden Ave., Glen 
Ridge, NJ 07028; (Girls) 44 Center Grove 
Road , H-21, Randolph, NJ 07869 . Phone 
(Boys) 201-429-8522; (Girls) 201-328 -
·2727_ 
Ovation Ultra Bass . mint cond, Black , R's getting hungry, he 's doing goofy shitl Most people can only consume 1-1.5 drinks 
Dimarzio pick-ups $475 or Best offer. Must Let's eat amJ zed? R~member anything per hour and stay below their legal limit. 
sell. 366-F26 after 7 p.m. we can do you can do .... oops. Remember, body weight, rate of consump-
1981 VW CONVERTIBLE RABBIT Fuel · ' How was mom's across East Coast Tour tion, emotional state and physical condition 
injection, 60,000 miles, 5 speed; silver / blue • '88? Band chick rote. Awesome! Stiltskin will all influence alcqhol's affects on you. 
metallic - beige top .- Spring's coming! mbi le lives. Tallahasse, Rochester and a Know your limit. · 
$6,100. After 7 p.m. 749-3024 car full of 10,000 lb of ... tomatoE;is. next TIM (T.M.)- You are an AWESOME friend! · 
Heavyweight Grey Champion Sweatshirts _tim_ e_. L_o_v_e_A_l_lie_m---,o _ _____ _:.____ Thanks for helping me keep a smile on my 
are here!I UNH Bookstore Hewitt Hall ' to my groovy coo l roomy. I ' love ya terns. face! Love, L 
'( *$ Honda Nighthawk ?00S- blue and Thanxs· for everyth ing. AC Compe_nsated Production /Security 
black, Metzler tires , new battery, cover, To our SD$U Buddy, Thanks for showing position- meet all the bands! Application 
Arai full faced helmet. Excellent condition us around. T J was a blast. The Long Bar dead line is 5 pm TONIGHT! Interviews 
$1725 Call 868-3706 is a must. We hope you have a great B- Moriday.· Contact MUSO at. 862-1485 or 
_87 Mustang, BLk, low mil., sun R.F. , auto, Day. Love Your friends at UNH. . stop by Rm. 148 of the MUB 
er. cut, stereo cass., ex·. cond., must seee Snake- If-you know what 's good for you, weas·el: 1. a small carnivorous mammal 
to believe. $7500 - neg. Call 868-1650 you'll keep · i-t cleah for my birthday ._ having a long, slender body .(Random 
Campus shuttle surveyors needed. $4/hr. ' Large XLR ski boots _ orange an.c:f'black Remember, REVENGE IS SWEET L◊-0-e House definition) 2. an evasive creature ' . 
No exper1·en Fl ·bl h · Beav · · · · ' seeA scuttling around th_e basement hal-ce necessary. exI e ours: -~ze 9 1 / 2 $30. 868-3706 
On March 28,29 for more info contact Ed STEVE (blond) at Sigma Nu, who always · l~ ays of the MUB, emitting spine-tingling 
·~i~i~0~i;!;j1:;z~r~:i~~~~:=; C,w,& PW<dl .,. ~f ~~j~~§:~~f :::~·:~::o~~::e::::: ~i~£:Eit~]~~~¥~if  ~ti:r~ · 
perience with a national company. Please Hey little John truce? No m·ore knugg ies . t Y 1·11 NUMBER 1 · a grea season. oure s 1 . with I love it! 
contact Steve Fischer at 301-699-9264. Shh quiet us. Love, your fans 
Call col lect! Linda C- you're the best Iii' sis ever! Love Sherpas needed for reassault of Presiden-
SU MM ER JOBS- Oceanfront hotel in MARLA-lthinkweshouldgobacktoStore tial R~nge on April 8-10. Salary-
Ogunquit, needs chambermaids . Salary 24 and wait for scary lookin' dudes buying ya, YBS $1 /day(Food included). Call Hall House 
plus guaranteed tips and free room , Call 2 packs of Camels. Or maybe we feel like KYLE A.- in A-4. Simply put, the hottest for details. 
207-646-8291 or write (iAcluding available a meatball sub? man in NH. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! If I wasn't ' HAPPY SIX MONTH ANNIVERSARY RICKI! 
dates and phone number) to David De- , in France, I'd be celebrating with you. I Does anyone out there care? Walk on 4/10 miss you. Love, Christin,e.- P.S. Sorry this Stress testing, first aid, p_oy__§_i~Jjtne..s.s~-· _ -
Bassio, _Box 697, Og1,mquit, Me. 03907. for the hungry. Call Gail or Paul att 1165. is late. All this and more at+-lubbard Hall's Health 
Campus shuttle surveyors needed. $4ihr. TRACY: met you ·,swimming last Monday Fair. April 
5 
No experience necessary. Flexible hours. . 3 / 21 . I want to meet you again. You have J3- How are ya!? Have a ·happy easter- C don't sow! I miss you a lot XOXO luv Birdy CAN UN AMIGOS- New f-r:.i-ends, old 
On March 28,29 for more info contact Ed my number- Please call' ERIC friends- thahx for an unforgetable vacation, 
McCabe in rm 130 MUB Tracy, just thought I would let you know man_ y giggles and too many dosequis. Love · 












e· , phys 
1
. _ , . that I was thinking of you! Jeff Marcy · psyched! Don't celebrate too, hard , until 
cian/psychologist, wishes to adopt new- 1 can join you, in just 23 more days. ..: JF. I'm really lookinn forward to seeing Write in John Mccutcheon, for Student 
born. Welcoming, warm family. Expenses Congrats- Alita ~Y0:::.:u::..::,th:_::is:'.....w.:..:· ~e~ek~e~n_:::d::._! ~J?C~-·=: =-============-- B""o"-'d::..!y'-'p"-'r-=e-=-s'=-=·d-=-e:...:.nt=---- -------






_ To all Those at UNH, Especially my favorite . - son e I'J o my ram. ar e, not only do you NOT come in on 
roomie, Susie. Party Women, herself, · DON- 3, MEL- 1. yc,u ARE WOOTOO!!! a deadline day to help me but you have 
Warm, caring adverturous professional Melissa. And NO words can describe you, pe?ce. thenervetocallmeinawastedstate.Tharnz . 
couple would like to adopt a ne_ wborn child. mlchelle' And of course all those ·,nvolved for all the help! Debbie P.S. I don'_t feel sorry · Skeldog, Shoe, Dirty Slim and Billy ~oat-
If you. or someone you know is looking for ; in Upward BouAd and Phill! I'm having a I wonder if spring break at the Dolphin BC for you about spring break!. -
a loving home for your baby, call Gregg ; wonderful time in Santa Cruz, but I miss could probably be anymore awesome everl Jennifer F. (yes, you Jen!) Isn't springtime 
and Judy at 603-463-5575 or our Lawyer you :nore than words,can say. Love, Julia wonderful? The flowers blooming, the birds 
Davis Bamford 603-868-2414 if you prefer. Open House: Smith Ha.II lnte·rnational 
I 
. singing, and meeting the man of your u , Sa'(" Y..,ou on campus, you a-re Qfight, Center Living on ·campus next year.? See 
pperclass Russian tutor needed. Prefer energetic, and aware. Call me at 1165 if what ~~•'re all -~b~ut. TUES. 3129 tr'6m 7_ dreams ov·er spring break-?-Yea, I know! evening help (M-F) Call 742-2794 
9 
pm _Lo_v_e_, _D_eb_b_ie _ ______ --,-__ you'll join me for the CROP fro the hungry 
Campus shuttle surveyors needed. $4/hr. on 4/10. JULIE- I miss you tons and carft wait tor The Doors are coming to UNH! Ray 
No experience necessary. Flex.ible hours: you to come back so we can com-pa'" Manzerick, keyboardist and founding 
0 
· Drinking and driving is a serious problem. .,_, n. March 28,29 for more info contact Ed M th 
22 grades. 1 heard where you're.going to .love member with Jim Morrison and Michael McCabe in rm 130 MUB ore an ,500 traffic deaths each year next year- ·1t's so ·close, I'll be over to v·,s·1t McClure, poet and lyrical influt:;-;:,,":::,.,~~--.__.._ __ 
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every 
88 GRADS -Summer /Fall position as day. More people h?ve been killed in often. Y.our only trt.1e love, SCARY MAN music . Tickets go on sale next week! A · t t M Spon·sored by MUSO. ssIs an anager of Ogunquit hotel. alcohol-related accidents in this country Hubbard's having a healthy At-Fair and -'-------,_,-:.------'----- ---
Varied duties include reservations, front ~ than have died in our foreign wars. you're invited. April 5 Heavyweight grey-champtoirswe-alsl'lirts 
desk, gardening, housekeeping. Must be Everybody has a favorite _ cure for a are here!!! UNH Bookstore- Hewitt Hall 
available through October. Salary, tips and h Karen, Dee and Sarah- we love you too. DO NOT FORGET SECRETARY'S DAY-
f C II 20 
angover, but they all have one thing in Karen you can keep me warm. any time ree room . a 7-646-8291 or write: APRIL 27th!!!!! 
David DeBassio, Box 697, Ogunquit, Maine. common - they don't work. What does work but no more little lies. 
03907 
• is preventative medicine. If you control Using alcohol responsibly means not letting Open House: Smith, Hall International your consumption, you won't get a han- · the use of alcohol have a negative impact Center. Living on-campus next year? See 
- -
~:,;;~;~~~i~~if :;=~~~H:~~~I~t~ · (_ ~~ :=_=:_:_=_:::_.=_::_:~·_'.:_ ;_'._'_;_:_'._:_:_j.-•  
a'reas. On the road experience. $300/week _ ... •··· ··············(+?=·3:::t· :·:·: :•::······•:-, . .. ' 
gover. what we're a·11 about on TUES.3/29 from dn self, others or property. For some people 
If you have had a blood transfusion between 7 _9 pm this may be the decision not to use alcohol 
1975 and 1985, you migtit be at risk for at all . Recogn.ize another's right to de-cide......... 
Hubbard's having a', he,,..althy Af-Fa1·r and f If AIDS. For free and anonymous AIDS or onese . 
t
.b d you're invited. April 5 ar I o Y counseling and for testing call AIDS AWARENESS WEEK!! April 17-April 
the office of Health educ-ation, and Pro- StressJesting, first aid, Physical -f-itness. ;24i -~ ,orkshops, Speakers; Plays and much & expenses. Job #87296A. Call field 
experience 862-1184. 
Wanted May 15 Companion with elderly 
woman. In Durharn, salary, room and board. 
Light housekeeping duties. Inquire morn-
ings Room 319 James Hall. 
SUMMER-JOBS on campus, We are now 
interviewing students for summer full or 
part-time jobs at the UNH Dairy Bar. 
_F lexible schedules can be arranged , 
preference given to work-study students, 
but work-study eligibility not mandatory, 
wait-people and short order cooks needed. 
We will train you. Apply now for summer. 
Call 862-1006 or apply in person, Ask for 
Candace. 
Entrepeneurs - Start your own business 
today! Regardless of your age, experience, 
or financial status, hnternational Network 
Marketing Systems has the proven system 
fo r your financial success . Portsmouth, 
NH 03801 _i 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - fine, residential 
camp for girls inn VT seeking women 
counse lors/ instructors, mid-June thru mid-
August. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, rid ing, · 
canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics, 
arts and crafts, field sports, trippin 6 
instructors, .non-smokers, good character, 
and love of children. Call or write Lochearn 
Camp, Box 500 Post Mills, VT 05058. 802-
333-421 f 
Summer Exterior pain1ing Help Memorial 
day to Labor Day, Experience prefered, 
40 hrs per week, Must be able to climb 24 
feet. Dover area Call 742-7715 
1979 VW Rabbit,, 4 speed, red, new parts, 
runs great, rebuilt engine, $1000 or b.o. 
-Dan 868-3385 anytime 
1983 Mercury Lynx, excellent condition, 
only 35,000 miles. Good tires, new exhaust, 
hatchback. Very affordable transportation. 
$2500 or best offer. 603-436c9166, days; 
207-439-0063 evenings- ask for Pam. 
1980 ·silver Chevy Monza, Smooth running, 
good tires, luggage rack, am-fm radio, $925 
or best offer. 659-2490 
Pinto station wagon, 1976. Must se ll , runs 
perfectly. Complet~ly and recently rebuilt 
engine, new brakes , and major overhaul 
on many parts . Exce llent mechanical 
condition. Great mileage and dependable. 
Only $850 or best offer. Call Michael 679-
8362 . ' 
1980 Toyota Corona~ High mileage bu1 has 
been very faithful. New rear brakes, starter 
and battery . Great fQr a student. $170-er' 
or b.o. Call soonl 868-1800 days. ., 
78 Toyota Celica, runs good , M /il-- FM 
stereo, 5 speed, high mileage, tan_,, ,h·atch-· 
back, $500 or best offer. 7 49-62591 Y' 
1.980 Sunbird H_atchback ... 4-ot~nder 4-
speed dependable transport a/yio n. Fog 
lights : cloth/ve lour interior, sport tires .. 
Brian at 7 49-1873 - MUST SELL $1100 
or Best offer. \ , , 
1966 Plymouth Fury (383ci) Runs el\9el lent, 
76,000 Miles Satin interior, insp2,bted , 4 




motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862- All this and more at Hubbard Hall's Health more! Being aware- taking care! -
3823 Fair on April 5 GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE 
Write in John McCutche,on for Student Body Peep- Thanks for an incredibly fun week AVAi LAB LE AT.THE UNH BOOKSTORE! 
f=>resident a man with a different perspective . in Mexico. You are !he greatest friend! Peep DAVE- What's up for this weekend? How 
on leadership - a realistic one! Fl h. G h I h p w - -us Ing as , c y ootang, easel, Itchy about a date on Saturday night? Talk to 
. Help CROP stop hunger: Join the Walk on Hairball, and Blulto- Thanks for messing ya soon. Love, L P.S. -TGIF! 
4/10. Call 1165 for information. me up lets do it again s.o.o.nJ_Qn.ogu,c ... / - · ,.,__ VARSITY MEN'S CREW TEA"l'vt-H!! Love, 
John Mccutcheon the only REAL candidate ·Elorigus · _L 
Heather- I just hear_d th'e rumor that you If you have had multiple sexual partners THE NEW HAMPSHIRE S@f.1.-Hav~ you · 1978 · are my Big Sis. Well, I'll be!_ I'm psyched! , since , you might be at risk for AIDS. signed up for -your- sweatshirt yet'?_ MQriey F f Frosh camp and this, I might get sick of 
or ree, ~monymous and non-judgemental you) Naw, 1 do.ubt it. Love Debbie will be collected next week! Sign up now antibody testing and for counseling call , " in the office! Last day to sign up is Friday!!! 
the office of Health Education and Pro- And on most dayJ God created Captain · 
· motion, Health Servic~s Center, UNH. 862- Whammo an'd his F,lock of Turtles to crush · Compensated Production I Security 
3823 cocky opponents. , _ _,...,.---- - position- meet all the b.aruis.L.Application 
. deadline is 5 pm TONIGHT' Interviews 
If you are a sexual ly active gay of bisexual DISNEY YEE HOO- EB s-urvive space Monday. Contact MUSO at 862-1485 or · 
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free, mountain. We're all those ,people healthy! stop by Rm. 148 of the MUB 
anonymous and non-judgemental A IDS _It's a small world. If the sh,oe fits. 
antibody counseling and/or testing call Graphics- Production for next Tuesday Ready Freddie- I've been looking forward 
the office of Health Education and Pro- wil l be this · Friday· afternoon instead of , to showering with a 21 year old man, now __ 
motion, Health Services Center, UNH.,862- Easter Sunday, so don't forg.et!. . I can! Hap_p_¥,2J st birthday I love y0l.L1AALY 
3823 Love, Ready Teddie . 
BILL BJORKIII Loud music once in a while 't*****************lflflflnflflflf'Jf'Jf'Jf'Jf'Jf'Jf'Jf"Jll ~ ~ 
is one thing, BUT EVERY TIME Y OU TURN i( -=-· ' - * -
ON YOUR FREAKEN STEREO???? Really i' HAP PY BI RT1H DAY ANN * 
Bill, get a grip. Start turning down the · i' . . * 
volurne ... this WILL BE the last time-we ask i' -......~ I hope your i 
nicely' Th_anks-CC & ~ T Ill ~ · ]t-
David E. - I had an awesome time Friday /ook?'·~.P_~- ve ~ 
night - thanks. Sorry you missed out on . ~, 1: 
Boston. Was it worth it?? Kc!thy ·-~ ~ 
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We listen ... We care 
... 
· Cool-Aid is a crisis-intervention 
hotline operated a-nd staffed by 
· UNH students. Our confidential 
services·are accessible to the UNH 
student body and surrounding 
towns. 
~ ./ ' 
Cool-Aid is not only Jor peop'/e . 
experienc(ng crises. ·No problem 
can be too small. We can help you 
~olve your pro~lems, lend a help-· 
ing ear or simply.-refer you to a 
- contact that you may nee:d. To 
'find out more, call · . · ' 
Ev~ev~-~6~"tt>~cdl 
·g62-2213 H~ 
. g62-3~~4 T~ 
),. .,, .. 
.... , . .:-"(, ,.... ~ ' . . .,.._ 
PETITIONS FOR 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
AND 
. ' 
EX~CUTIVE VI.CE PRESIDENT 
FOR 1988~89 
.ARf AVAILABLE IN THE STUDENT . 
SENATE OFFICE 
Room 1~0, 'MUB 
For more information ca// 862-1494 
DEADLlNE MARCH -~9,1 988 
. . . . 










·: 'LIKE T.0· /. 
PLAY MONOPOLY? 
BEIN 
-CHARGE . .. 
, OF THE REAL THING·, 
3/4 of a MILLION DOLLAR$ 
Applications for 
Student Activ1ty Fee 
C~airpersori (1988-89), 
' ~<;O re_avaifable in the Student Senate 
• · .. •.. . · · office i;oom 130 MUB 
· A Compensated Position . 
Deadline Friday April 8th 
Call 862-1454 -for details · 
PLANNING TO SUBLET YOUR 
APARTMENT? 
.The -Commuter /Tr.a ·nsfer . Cent~_'r 'has 
re . sourbes· to hel-p ,itiu·"'.~ r~nt your 
. ,apartment-- ·-
•· Free Weekly Listing Service 
• Subletting Agreement Form 
. • Housing Inspection Form · 
. .a,;, Summer Telephone Service Fact Sheet 
' . ·. •' ' ~ 
· ·relephone862-3612 
Reg. 32.95 · 
Now 26.36 
Reg. 25.50 _ 
Now 17.99 
Reg.r.18.50 
Now 14.79 · 











Nowl .. 19 
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The 
Bloom Coullty . Collection ·· 
.::4,/:i ' -~,i~·-2• 
• PINGUIN LUST ·• 
White T-Shirt . · 
Qty. _____ Size(s)_ . __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ _ 
' . OPUS 
.ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T•Shirt 
Qty._ __ Slze(s);._ __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty_~_ size(s,_) __ 
. ·~~7' . Lt. Grey T-Shirt Qty. Si~e(s) __ 
White Swe~tshirt 
Qty. __ Size(s)_~ 
\ 
HEAVY '1ET AL OPUS 
I 
White r:Shirt 
Qty. • Size(S)______ _ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
.. Qty. _ Size(s) __ _ 
50t:PMY50Vl 
10 !?rtK 11'-~0U. 
STEVE DALLAS 
~".~:,,"""•~~'ct''f"~"''.-t'r-rWh,fteli-~T-.Shl•rt:-::,,. ,,·:;- ';, · 
OtY--~- Size(s) _ _ _ 
··• .. :., .. 
'. 
OLIVER WENDELL JONES 
oeige T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s). __ _ 
BILL 'N OPUS 
Black T-Shirt 
· · Qty. __ Size(s)_ __ _:~ :,~. 
,,) 
~.;//~Cd< -..0011 COUNTY BilYtON · STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Shirt -NEW BILL THE-CAT 
· Lt. Grey T-Shirt 
Qty.-. - Size(s), ___ _ 
- White Sweatshirt 
- Qty:--- Size(s,.),_ ___ _ 
All. Shirts 
· 50/50 Cotton/Polyester 
"The newest col-
lect ion - 5 years . 
o.f strips in pap,r- ,. 
back - personally -





List Price $12.95 
Plus Postage SUO 
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery for personal checks. _ 
Qty. __ ·\ 
__ _ MASTERCARD __ EXP.DATE __ - VISA 
_. N.UMBER ', -~~~---,.-------~--~-...,:_-
NAME_· ---~-- -----~----_;__.-
SIGNATURE ______________ _ 
SHIP TO: 
______________ _..;_ _ 
Qty. ___ ____ Size(s),_ __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._ __ Slze(a). __ _ 
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. · 
Tees: S, M, L, XL _ $1-2.45 ea.-J)Ostpaid 
Sweats: M, L, XL . · $22.45 ea. pos,paid · 
MC, Visa, money orders OK. 
,vlAIL TO: 
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS 
DEPT. B ·5 · .. 
P.O. BOX 3953 
· EVERGREEN, CO 80439-~430 
. (303)674-8667 
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Men-and ·Women's c·rew take to Oyster River 
By Matt Apgar 
-on Thursday, March 24th at 
six a.m., the crew team emerged 
from indqor winter training and 
took to the water on the Oyster 
River for the firs't time this 
spring. . 
· All winter long, the four 
teams have been running stairs, 
lifting weights, stretching: run- , 
ning on the indo-or track and 
rowing on ergometers to build 
their strength and aerobic con-
ditioning. Some improvement 
on rowing technique is accomp.,. 
lished on the ergs, but the . 
primary goal of wintet. training 
is conditioning. 
Besides the familiar Concept 
II ergs, there are sweep ergs. 
These ergs, located in the bot: 
tom of the .fieldhouse, utilize 
a flywheel with a brake to 
simulate the rowing motion. 
These sweep ergs better sim:-
ulate the rowing motion in an 
eight man boat because the oar 
handle actually makes the sweep-
' ing .motion that it does in the 
shell. Sweep ergs emphasize the 
: need for quickness in an _oars-
man/ woman. Once the. oarblade 
1 is in the water the rower needs 
to quickly and smoothly apply 
power to the oar to accelerate'. 
the shell. Quick hands are also 
run out after each stroke. 
After training indoors since 
the end of November, the crews 
were anxious to row on the 
water. Last week, during Spring 
Break, the team traveled to 
Philadelphia for a solid week 
of intense double session train.,. 
ing on the water. The teams 
practi~ed from six to n_ine in the 
morning and agaih from two 
to five in the afternoon. 
The primary goal of this week 
is to get the rowers to row well 
. together. and for the coaches to 
experiment with line-ups in 
order to find the bes.t combina-
tions. 
The team is all excited about 
some new additions to the team. 
Two King boats were purchased 
from other crew teams. They 
are beautiful wooden shells that 
also feature high performance 
in a racing style. 
The teams ·practice at 6 o'c-
lock in the morning, five days 
' a week with additional after-
noon erg workouts to continue 
to increase c~rdioya~cu!ar per-: 
formance and conditionmg. 
Why six o'clock in the morn:-
.ing? Because that is the only 
time of the day the coaching 
staff can get the right line-ups 
together. This is necessary for 
the coaches to establish the 
fastest crews. Furthermore, 
New England weather is such 
that the wind is usually most 
· calm during the early morning 
and picks up later in the day. 
So early morning practices 
provide the ideal rowing con-
ditions and the beautiful sun-
rises only add ~o these condi-
tions ( oh boy). 
\ As the crews begin ~heir 
spring season the women look 
forward to the Easte·rn Sprints 
while the men will compete in 
the Dad Vails. In the weeks 
· between now and the fi~al races 
the crews will be competing in 
many preliminary races to com-
pare their speed and polish their 
competiveness with other 
crews. 
The ability to race successfully 
requires experience. The races 
scheduled for the teams this year 
will give them the experience 
they need. If one takes a look 
at the crews performance at 
•'needed to extract the oarblade 
from the water ~o let the shell 
Crew team is happy to leave the confines of the gym for the pleasant waters of the Oyster 
Rivet,(File Photo} 
. Dartmouth last fall, this year's -
crew shows promise for an 
exciting and successful spring 
season. 
~ ·SCANDAL--·--------------------~- before pra<;ticing on their own 
Darren Marcou. He spoke with they were leaving the hotel. any good." 
~arcou privately and then they "I expected the man to stand When asked about his future 
as -much from the ·new peop1e, 
but we like to think that anybody 
on out roster is capable of 
playing," said an optimistic 
Conner. 
diamond. · 
all returned to the hotel, un- behind his principals, that's just as a Wildcat baseball player, 
aware tha·t Conner knew they the way he is, but I'm not sure Smith, a catcher who was split-
had left the premises and broken that the punishment fits ·the ting time with Wilder, said he 
the curfew. · cri.Qie," said Marcou. was undecided at this time. ·-~ BASEBALL--
"It's tough to go down south 
and then have to corile back and 
practice inside," said Conner. 
"We can work more on our 
hitting inside the o~af or in the .. 
upper field better anyway, so 
it's 'not all that bad." 
The ne~t morning, before Mello, who is also a three-year For Conner and the remain-
their last game, Gale told the veteran, added, "We have to be ·ing Wildcat baseball squad, the practicing will be don:e in the 
group that Conner was aware reprimanded and we really don't . season will go on as planned indoor track and the upper : 
of. the situation and he advised have a defense, but never in my with the season openir 5 next ·practice field. I_t is not unlikely 
them to go to Conner and admit wildest dreams did I think that · Friday at Rhode Island. that the Wildcats will play their 
to breaking the curfew. They we would be removed from the "Naturally, we can't expect first game (a week from today) 
"We've got a new outlook on 
this season," Conner said. "Our 
guys· are goin·g to have to re·-
spond to a big challenge.:· · 
did, and according to Smith, team." i 
·. Conner told them to remove Mello was particularly mad-: w · · f • II 
theiruniformsandanythingelse dened by Conner's decision omen air we 
that associated them with the because of an incident that 
• 
ID ECAC's , 
~ University of New Hampshire. · occured earlier on that sa.me 
They rode in a seperate van to Friday evening. According to 
the stadium and watched the , Mello, many parents of the 
game from the stands. players traveled to Florida with · 
Following the game, upon . the team. _Some of these players 
returning tC> the hot.el, Conner · wished to go out with their 
met with the seven.to give them parents but :were,. unable --to 
a chance to explain their actions. because Conner called a man-
A~cording to Smith, nothing datory team meeting for 9:00 
· was ·said and they were 'told that p.m. that night. Conner was not 
their fate would be determined present at the meeting. 
on Wednesday at a meeting in At the meetipg on Wednes-
. Conner's office in the field day, after learning that he had 
.. house. been removed from the team, 
When he addressed the seven Mello said he questioned Conner 
on Wednesday, Conner had this about his whereabouts, but 
to say according to several received no answer. 
members of the group, including "He had no defense, we let 
Marcou, Mello, and Smith: "One the team 'clown, but at the same 
of two things can happen when time he was hurting the team 
a group of -players lo~e the as well," said Mello. "He didn't 
respect of their coach, either consider .that we ·also put a lot 
the coach can go or those players of time into the program over 
-can go; . and I'm not going ·', the last three-years." . 
anywhere." He then told them Conner said that the four 
to turn in their equipment sophomores would be welcomed · 
because they were being thrown· back in the fall if they wished . 
off the team. - to continue to play baseball for 
Conner would not ·commeQ.t the university. 
on the specifics of the incident. "I look at- it as someone 
He only said that the players paying a price for-some_thing," 
had violated a team curfew rule. said Conner. "They'll pay the 
. . "I guess you could say that I'm , price this year and then I can 
disheartened," Conner said. · forget about it." , 
"You have to figure these guys · Athletic Director Lionel Car-
. are going to go by the rules _and · bonneau is sta.ndin.g behind 
when they don't they hurt Conner's actions to remove the 
themselves, the team, the playe'rs from the team ... , am 
coaches and . the university. It's backing Coach Conner 100 per-
just not a positive thing." cent," said Carbonneau. 
According to Marcou, who "He's down there (Florida) 
played under Cc;mner in th_e trying to get a team ready for 
three previous seasons, the the season and something like · 
players were ~een by Conner as __ this ~oesn't do the university ~-
By Rkhard D'Avolio one that the team on the whole pts and Yale finished in sixth 
Over spring break the UNH was not happy with. "It's a little with 17.6.2 pts. 
women's gymnastics team went disappiunting ... the seeds. were. Laura Paredes also made the _ 
to Florida and enjoying the sun almost exact," assistant coach first all conference team, which 
was not their first priority. Ed Datti said. · is uncommon for a freshmen~ 
· The team went 3-2 over Despite the fourth place • On the second all conference-
break, but the big stor\r was finish, Laura Paredes continued team there are th~ee UNH 
freshman sensation Laura Pa- to be right on mark as she representatives, senior co-
racles, who finished first place finished in 3rd place all around captain Michelle Saywer, junior 
in the .all around competition with a total of 36.6 pts. Patty Converse and sophomore 
against Temple. She scored a First p-Iace all aroun.d went . Diane Aubut. · 
total of 36.2 pts. Senior co- to Towson's Laurie Salindong- In the two weeks the team 
captain Nancy Doherty also had with with 37.55 pts. Towsen as · rarticipates in the Northeast 
a good showing, placing first · ~ at~am also won the ECAC Regionals .held at Penn State. 
in the vault. champioship with a total of The 'Cats are currently seeded 
This past Saturday here at 184.6 pts. In second place was fifth out of seven teams in that · 
Durham, the Cats were one of NU with 180.6 pts, in third meet. The women will have two 
six teams that competed in the place was William and Mary weeks of practice before they 
ECAC championships. Unfor- with 180.1 pts. UNH finished • travel down to Penh State. The 
tunately for the Lady 'Cats they in fourth · with a total of 17 4:5 top two seeds at the, p:ieet are 
finished just wh.ere they were . ',Pts. Pitt took fifth with ~-1·77~?, Penn State and Ohio Sta~e. . . 
seeded, fourth . .A,matrer of fact, · 
with the ex<;eptfon o-f Nor-
theastern who finished second 
and Pitt who finished fifth, all 
the other predicted seeds were 
correct. 
· · For UNH things immediately 
went wrong as senior Jessica 
Downey injured her self in the 
first event, the floor exercise. 
She was unable tofinish that 
event and do to her injury she 
was unable to participate in her 
other two events. This put much 
strain and pressure on the rest 
of the UNH women to make up 
for her loss; 
"1 think it kind of brought the 
team ~own a bit," junior second 
team all conference member 
Patty Converse ·said after the 
meet. 
The fourth place finish was . 
Gymnastic team finished-fou~h in this pas·t week~nd~ ECAC's . .. · 
. (File Photo) 
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. Men's · Jak . team travels to Delaware and · Penn 
By Ward D. Fraser 
,. While most of the University 
°was$'lfflbathing, skiing, or just 
enjoyi,ng their free -'time on 
spring break, tbe Me.n's Lacrosse 
team was travelling to the states 
of Delaware and Pennsylvania 
to start the 1988 season. 
and played very well. I was also 
pleased with the defense as a 
unit; they kept Delaware's .of-
fense in' check and the man-
• do~n did a good job." 
· After the disappointing foss 
at Delaware, the team climbed 
a_board the bus and headed for 
Penn s·rate where they partic-
ipated in the Penn State tour-
nament along with Lehigh, 
Michigan State, and the host 
school. ,.The.Cats got_. what they 
wanted wheff they drew Lehigh 
as tp.eit first round opponent, 
but the outcome was not quite 
what they anticipated~ 
"I think we looked pasnhein 
a little too much, " said Coach 
Garber, as Lehigh handed UNH 
a rather shocking 10-8 defeat. 
a team. The game. was close on 
paper; UNH 3 5 shots; Michigan 
State 34; UNH 41 ground b~lls,--
State 40. Even penalties were 
close as New Hampshire had 
eight and Michigan State re-
ceived nine ( the first time the 
Cat~ had more powerplays than . 
an opponent on the trip). 
Coach Garber started fresh-
man goalie Stowe Milhouse 
from Lower Marion, Pennsyl-
vania against State. Milhouse 
played well in the c;age and _ 
notched an 8-4 win for the · 
Wildcats. The only disappoip.t·-
ment for UNH was that the 
man-up unit went 0-9· ; but the 
team as a whole finally put a full 
game together. 
The graduation of some out-
standing players, such as Barry 
Fraser on attack and Eric Howes 
on defense, along with untimely 
injuries to John Zwack a first 
line mida.ie out fo r the season 
with a separated wrist and 
Prescott Nash a defenseman 
coming off major knee surgery, 
has forced head coach Ted 
Garber to start quite a few young 
players. Also missing from the 
line up is another starting 
midf_ield~r, and captain, Bren-
dan 0'Brien who is taking a 
leave of absence for the spring 
semester. 
- Again UNH was at a disadv~n- , 
tage in power plays, as the Cats 
were whis\ led for s_even,p~nal-
ties and Lehigh just two. Lack 
. of disc~~ and general con-
.fusion led t9 the C3:ts' downfall. 
"It was _a letdown knowing 
that we could've been undefeat-
ed on the trip dow:n South:; buf 
it was good to see the team pull 
it together for the_ la~t game. 
We are looking forward to the 
trip to North Carolina," said 
Coach Garber. (The Cats travel 
to North Carolina and Duke 
University). The Cats will have 
to be on their game if they wish 
to defeat the two schools. 
UNH' s home opener is Sat~rday I 
afternoon, April 2nd, against 
Freshmen Mark Botnick, an, 
All-American attackman from 
Choate, and Bruce MacDonald, 
a defenseman from Loomis 
· Chaffee, were _praised for ,their 
efforts fo fill in the gaps in the 
roster. , 
The Cats kept up their tra-
dition of opening the season 
against the Blue Hens of the 
University of Delaware, but· 
took a ~ ightly easier course on 
· the tfip than last year by playing 
just~li"ree games and .dropping 
Maryland from their schedule. 
. UNH hoped _to avenge last 
year's disheartening loss to 
Delaware ·but it was not to be. 
Playing for just the fourt~ time 
outside, the inexperienced 'Cats 
were ju-ni.ped on early by the 
seasoned Delaware··squad~ The 
game was Delaware's third of 
the season and the Blue Hens 
'had been practicing and scrim-
~aging out_side · for over .a 
month. UNH had some good 
opportunit ies but could not 
connect on them. ... -
Men's Lax hope~ !,Q rebgu~E~fter a tough ACC weekend. 
-;:;;;--~~-=-----.,:--~--===,,..:...,.,-==-.------ 'l Thevisitingteamusuallydoes ways,- and they just we_i.-en' t. 
not get many calls to go their doing that." . . · 
way, as was the case against The 'Cats bounced back into . 
.Delaware. UNH was called for, the game in the third quarter 
, 10 penalties but the host team- scoring several goals- in a row 
was whistled for just two infrac- to cut the lead to one at 8"' 7. 
· tions. Dela'rare, with their obvious 
"The officiating was io.c.QJ).-1 a·dv-antage in power plays, 
sistent the whole week," said scored only three man-up goals. 
Coach Garber; ''but especially This was all the leeway they 
in the Delaware game. It wasn't ·would need, as the Blue Hens 
as if our penalt ies weren't _, held on for a 10-7 victory. 
penalties, but Delaware would Coach Garber ·praised the 
commit the exact same infra:c- defense and:..goalie in the op-
. tion and the refs would let it go. ening game. "Craig (Benes) kept 
You have !O ~all t~e game both us in the game,'he had 16 save~ _ 
Women ready, pound .Yale 
_,,.· By John Kelley Besides the rookie pl.ayers, goals and ten assis"ts. Th.ere is 
Senior attackman .Mike 
McCaff rey scored-four consec-
utive goals for UNH, as the Cats 
started a co_meback in the 'third 
quarter, but could not ·close the 
gap all the 'way. 
On Sunday the Cats faced' the 
Spartans from Michigan State, 
and finally seemed tQ play as C.W. Prn~t. . 
For the second consecutive season, the \f restling team finished 
with a record 14 victories. The 'Cat's "'.".ere -anchored by two 
New E1:1gland Champions and had nine otbers with ten or 
more wins. 
Junior Mike Ca_racci repr_esented UNH in the NCAA's at 
1181b weight dass while senior Chris Murtha competed at _ 
heavyweigh_t. Both lost in the preqminary rounds. The two 
have pothing to be ashamed of however, staking a c~mbined 
record of 53-13-l this year. , 
Jen Brannon was _recemly named co:..ca'Ptain of the 1988-
89 swim team after being awarded the MVP of this years squad. 
Sharon Jackson will be .. the other captain. The Most Improved 
Player Award wem to Karen Davis. . 
Finally, two freshmen hockey players were named to the 
Hockey East ALL-Rookie Team. Chris Winnes,the 'Cat's number 
one offensive man, and goaLtender Pat Morrison. The- team 
will be counting on super sophomore seasons from both next 
year. 
· This season will be a real the women's lacrosse team must no doubt she can put the ball 
coaching challenge for Marge also be concerned with the into, the net, and Anderson , 
Anderson. L~st Saturday in the · offense .. Who is going to pick expects-her to lead the offense. 
first game of the i988 'Ypmen's. up the slack for the A.11- "We look to,Ly.nne f0dead-. ~-------------------.. -------
lacrosse season agains't*-Y ale, American dynamic duo of Col:- ership," she said. "She is going need time." "We did not play too,well that 
five out of eighteen Wildcats lins and Geromini who a·ccount- to 'run die show on offense." One· area that does look day," A_bbott said. "We need to 
played iri their first competitive stronger for the 'Cats this season be poised." 
game of lacrosse. . is the defense. Leading the · Despite all ·of the question 
Also the dynamic duo of defense is the goaltender Cathy marks do not think for even an 
Pauline Collins and Karen Ge- Narsiff. She is literally the instant that the women's la-
romini, who 'accounted for more__ Human Backstop. Last year, s_he crosse team has any lower 
than fifty percent of the 'Cats saved 180 out of 348 shots put expectations for themselves 
offense a year ago, have grad- on her (.633 compared to the than last year when they lost 
uated. . opponents '.483) and always a heart braking game to Temple , 
Anderson was not the 'least seemed.to make the big save. 8-7 in the NCAA semifinals. 
bit worried when her team faced Last year Narsiff needed to This team has a strong tradition 
off against the Eli last weekend i make the important stop many of winning, and they expect it 
at Phillips Andover. , · · · · ' · -' times because her defense went · to ·continue. 
I "AJl "fiv:~ "aie outstariding _ to sleep.-Katey Stone and Beth "We are a young team tha-t 
athle_i:es:-,'' Anderson said. "They__ b'Connor will be the ones · does not mean it is a rebuilding 
bring with them game sense and leading the defense and hope- year;" Abbott said. "We cah not ' 
awareness." f1;1Hy now that they have more let the big teams get to us. We 
"Lacro~se is ·a pretty easy experience the defensive lapse need to keep control." . 
sport to pick up,'~ Lynne Abbott will become a thing of the past. Anderson, who always ex-
said. "Marge looks for a good "We have more returning peers.her team to play well, feels 
athlete. I don't think it will be players on defense which helps," the same way. When asked if 
a problem." Abbott said. __ she was losing sleep over all of 
Anderson is a little concerned the possible weaknesses this 
, about the pressure of playing The lacrosse team did scrim- team might have. She r~plied. · 
in~ Division I collegiate sport mage last weekend at Wellsley "Not once I had seen what 
without experience. . College. This was the first time this group i~ capable of doing,'' 
"Will they be able to perform they co'uld play all eleven players ' she said confidently. 
under the pressure?" Anderson : at once and by late··Sunda:y the ·: 
said. "That is the test, the Wildcats.were beginning to look Women' sLax 
pr~ssure is going to be a difffer- like a much more-experienced · · · ··-vs~· ~----
ent experience for them." team than they actually are. 
"We are going. to progres~ year for the Wildcats? --- two time transfer student Anna But the true test . will be i -Co_ !gate: ' . 
step by step," ~ate Dumphy The obvious choice is junior _ Hill and freshmen Liz Brickley. Saturday when the regular sea-
sa~~l.. ','W,e, cl:W~_young tealll that Lynne Abh_ott wp~ was third Ofl "We have six offensive play- son begins against the Eli of :_: Sa:-t ·u·- rday 
will learn from e_a~li gamt. I , the te~r;n tn s<;:qr;mg last year ers who have not worked to- Yale. Last season the Wildcats · 
think we will be 6ne." _ _y.rith a not so shabby thirty-fo~r _ gether," Dumphy said. "They __ b~rely edged Yale 10-9. ;******1rlc1;rlckic** 1 
\ 
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As the nkn's baseball team swings into action they will be without many familar fa~es. (Fil~ 
Photo) 
i .. . I 
'Cats': look 1to salvage season 
By Bob Barrett 
After playing nine games in 
_nine days at Sanford, Florida, 
the UNH baseball team will 
begin their New England Div-
ision I schedule with a 5-4 
record. 
Wednesday, seven of the 20 
team members that made the 
annual "Spring Training'' trip 
were released from the team by 
head coach Ted Conner for 
"violating_ team rules" on last 
Friday evening. Despite these 
losses, Conner was pleased with 
the showing down South and 
he is optimistic about facing the 
remainder of the schedule with 
so~e-ne~- andi"iiexp-erienced 
people. 
The,. team returned to Dur-
ham on Saturday following a 
week of play against a mixture 
of divisional and geographical 
teams (including Adelphi, Co-
lumbia, Millersville, Indiana and 
Manhattan). 
"This m_~ght be ~ll~most 
losses we've ever come back aria and _Do_n Sweet also pitched 
with," said Conne~. "Although well,''. Conner said. , · 
I would say that this was-the Junior Joe Teixeira is the 
toughest competition we've ever veteran of the staff and he 
faced down there." posted impressive numbers in 
Two games we-re cancelled . Florida: a 2-0 record, a 2.80 ERA 
because of raia, so the Wildcats and only 14 hits allowed in three 
actually pl_~.v.~d their ni_ne games appearances. Two other_ vete-
in a span--of only seven days. rans, junior Rick Staba and 
This would normally pose a sophomore Jim Stevens, 
· problem in terms of the avail- struggled a bit and failed to win 
ability oLpitchers,..- but Conner a g~me between them in four 
chose to carry nine pitchers on appearances. 
his 20-man roster.. _ "Stab.a and Stevens just 
"Attually, we didn't get a .. couldn't find the consistency," 
chance to look at some of our said Conner, who will be relying 
pitchers as much as we wanted heavily on these two in the 
to," said Conner, referring to _ future. 
·. injuries sustained by sophomore The infield appeared stable 
hurlers Mike Smith and Scott with veterans Mike 'Levin and 
McDonald. ' Jim Lucci anchoring third base 
Because of these injuries, , and second ba'se respectively, 
some of the younger pitchers then Levin seperated . his 
were forced into action and shoulder. He may miss the rest 
Conner was pleased· with their · of the season and Lucct will be 
play. forced to play second base while 
"Chris Schott gave us six· freshmen Mike Verano and 
scoreless innings against Indi- Matt Strobel will fill in at third · 
· ____ - l_ base. 
The rest of the infield will 
consist of pitchers Joe Teix~ira 
· and Jim Stevens flip-flopping 
at first base, sophomore Sean 
Hamilton at shortstop and 
junior Matt Wilder behind the 
plate. 
According t9 Conner, the 
team will have to improve their 
hitting before the opener at URI 
on April 1. 
"Some of our hitters that 
should have hit well didn't have . 
very good trips," admitted 
Conner. "It's going to take some 
time but those guys a·re working 
at it.'' 
Benjie Johns, the lone senior 
on the squad, was the Wildcats 
leading hitter in Florida. He led 
the team in hits (9), .RBI (8), 
average (.391), and doubles (4). 
Johns will be the designated 
hittet. The rest of the outfield 
will be a mixture of freshmen 
and sophomores, including Ian 
Emery, Mike Sullivan, McDo-
nald, Verano cir Johns. _ 
Coach Ted Conner will ,have a rough road ahead after losing 
; some key players. (File Photo) 
Brackett Field is not quite 
playable yet, so . ~ost of the 
Baseball, pg. 38 
Scandal rocks 
baseball -~quad 
-•- / /. 
By Bob Barrett 
Head baseball coach Ted 
Conner told seven of his players 
last Wednesday to "turn in your 
uniforms", throwing them off 
the team for the remainder of 
_ the season because they violated 
a team rule while in Sanford, 
Florida last week. 
Three seniors (Mike Las-
sonde, Darren Marcou, and 
Kevin Mello) and.four sopho-
mores (Sean Ashley, Rob Car-
pentier, Mike Morningstar, and 
Shane Smith) were guilty of 
breaking an n :Off p.m. curfew 
on Friday night. 
At least four of the seven, . 
including all three seniors and 
Ashley, were expected to be 
everyday players or ,"starters,'' 
while the others figured prom-
inently _in the outlook for the 
upcoming spring season. 
Because of .Con_ner's action$, 
junior catcher Matt Wilder · 
decided tr.at he could no longer 
play pn a team coached1 by 
Con·ner. On Thursday, Wilder 
told Conner that he was quitting 
the team. 
"The decision was my own," 
said Wilder. "I was not influ-
enced by any of the other 
players, I jµst felt that the 
punishment was too severe and 
I couldn't play for a coach that 
I had no respect for. I don't a~ree 
with letting the team captain 
and two other seniors go for 
violating a curfew." 
Junior Mike Levin may also 
be lost for the season ( 4-6 
· weeks) because of a reoccuring 
shoulder problem, and Conner 
and his young squad now face 
a schedule that includes baseball 
powers Dartmouth and Maine 
without six players that figured 
to be in the everyday lineup. 
"This obviously leaves us in 
a tough situation," said Conner. 
"We're going to mis-s the ex-
perience that those guys had. 
Now, some of the younger 
players are going to be thrown 
into the fire and you can never· 
tell how they are goipg to 
respond." _ 
The incident occured on last 
Friday night, the day before the 
team was scheduled to play their 
last game (vs. Western Connec- . 
ticut) before flying home. ,. 
The group left their rooms 
· in the Diplomat Hotel shortly 
after Conner had made his usual 
bed check ad 1 :00 p.m., accord-
ing !O Smith. They walked down 
the street to a sports bar called 
Scores. 
Before too long, assistant 
coach Rich Gale arrived at the 
ba.r, and confronted team captain 
~ Scandal, pg. 38 
Speaking on _ 
By Chuck McCue 
Co-Sports Editor 
Sports 
Opening day for the Red Sox is less than a week away and 
while coach John McNamara is trying to put all the stray pieces 
together, some loose ends still need to be tied up. Jim Rice 
has been proving to everyone that he is more than deserving 
of all' the criticism he has been gettif.fg. With 62 official at 
bats Rice is a cold .242 for the spring. 
Ellis Burks has said all along, "No way will I be out 6-8 
weeks." Burks knows best as he wi-11 be off the disabled list 
on April 10th. 
Marty Bar'rett has been the most consistent of the regular 
Sox. Barrett has been to the plate 73 times and posted a .356 
average. · 
Oh, Rice has two (2) home runs. -
·Lee Smith has beeri said to be the premier relieve·r in all 
of baseball and the Red Sox have him. A miracle. Is this the 
man to take Boston back to the promised land, the play-offs? 
Look at his stats this spring: Innings pitched-13.0, Earned 
runs-0, Bases on Balls-3, Strike outs-15, Wins-1, Losses-0, 
Earned Run average-0.00. 
Good things come ro those who wait. Boston has waited 
and waited. · 
The rest of the pitchers look solid outside of the last starter. 
Roger Clemens, Oil Can Boyd, and Bruce Hurst are' all having 
good springs. The trio have a combined ERA of 2.93 through 
64 innings of work. Jeff Sellers should be the fourth starter 
according to John McNamara. Sellers is 1:-0 with an ERA of 
3.38 through 16 innings of work. 
The Sox may be fielding one of the uncommon first named 
teams in history: MARTY Barrett, BRADY Anderson, WADE 
Boggs, JODY Reed, TODD Benzinger, SPIKE Owen, RANDY 
Kutcher. However a name is just a name as these seven Sox 
are batting a combined .299. 
Maybe Jim Rice should change his name to Jaimie Rice or 
how about Jermaine- Rice? Join the crowd Jim. Or does your 
8 RBI tear through the Citrus League leave you exempt from 
more criticism? Sorry. ' 
The Red Sox might suffer from the ammount of depth they 
have. It is easier to keep a few players happy than the rrtass½s. 
Once MacNamara figures out who should be playing and the 
rest of the players realize their roles then the Sox will rise 
as a team. -lust mv ooinion. · 
